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Abstract

Online social networks have emerged with the development of Web 2.0 and evolved to

the hugely popular services that billions of people currently use on a regular basis. They

currently provide a wide range of functionalities, from content sharing to online gaming,

but the main reason behind their success is that they provide a solution to one of the most

basic human needs, the need for communication.

Without doubt, the proliferation of online applications and services, and in particular

the emergence and rapid growth of online social networks, has radically transformed the

online activities and behavior of users, who currently spend a quite large portion of their

time on these services. In an effort to utilize the capabilities offered by the Internet at

the fullest, people have started becoming more and more reliant on the Web and the ser-

vices it provides, for completing even the most simple daily tasks, carrying out their work,

spending their free time, as well as communicating and interacting with each other.

However, OSNs have also introduced several privacy issues in people’s life. The im-

plications of these privacy issues become alarming when considering the volume of user

personal information and data published online, and also considering the popularity and

scale of adoption of these services. During the last years we observe a continuous effort by

the research community, the media and data protection agencies towards exploring the

problem of privacy in OSNs, making users more aware about the implications of disclos-

ing sensitive information, and proposing solutions to mitigate these threats. Although the

demand for privacy pushed OSNs towards implementing more privacy-oriented policies

and mechanisms, the problem of privacy has not been entirely solved yet.

In the dissertation we explore the privacy problems that arise from: (i) OSNs’ poorly-

conceived data management and sharing policies, and (ii) the mechanisms of OSNs for

the resolution of conflicts of interest and for collective resource management. Specifically,

we investigate the risk users face due to the current policies of Twitter for the collection,

management and sharing of users’ precise geo-location information through its publicly

available API. Additionally, we investigate the problem of conflicts of interest and users’

conflicting privacy settings for collective resources, and we design two fine-grained access

control mechanisms that enable the users associated with a collective resource to control

the exposure of sensitive information of their interest, while ensuring that the privacy pref-

erences of each user are not affected by those of other users associated with the resource.

Supervisor: Dr. Sotiris Ioannidis
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Περίληψη

Τα δίκτυα κοινωνικής δικτύωσης έκαναν την εμφάνιση τους με την ανάπτυξη τουWeb

2.0 και εξελίχθηκαν σε αυτές τις εξαιρετικά δημοφιλείς διαδικτυακές υπηρεσίες που

χρησιμοποιούν πλέον δισεκατομμύρια άνθρωποι σε καθημερινή βάση. Τα κοινωνικά

δίκτυα παρέχουν σήμερα στους χρήστες ένα εκτενή φάσμα από λειτουργίες, που

κυμαίνονται από την δυνατότητα διαμοιρασμού περιεχομένου με άλλους χρήστες

μέχρι και την ψυχαγωγία με την χρήση παιχνιδιών. Ο κύριος λόγος όμως πίσω από

την μεγάλη επιτυχία τους είναι ότι παρέχουν τα μέσα για την κάλυψη μιας από τις

πιο βασικές ανθρώπινες ανάγκες, την ανάγκη για επικοινωνία.

Αναμφισβήτητα, η ραγδαία ανάπτυξη του διαδικτύου με την πληθώρα εφαρμογών

και υπηρεσιών που προσφέρει, και ειδικότερα η εμφάνιση και ταχεία ανάπτυξη των

μέσων κοινωνικής δικτύωσης, έχει μεταμορφώσει ριζικά τις δραστηριότητες και τη

συμπεριφορά των χρηστών, οι οποίοι πλέον δαπανούν ένα αρκετά μεγάλο μέρος του

χρόνου τους χρησιμοποιώντας αυτές τις υπηρεσίες. Στην προσπάθεια αξιοποίησης

των δυνατοτήτων που προσφέρει η τεχνολογία και το ∆ιαδίκτυο στον μέγιστο βαθμό,

οι ανθρωποι πλέον έχουν καταλήξει να εξαρτώνται όλο και περισσότερο στις υπη-

ρεσίες που παρέχει το διαδίκτυο. Πλέον χρησιμοποιούν αυτές τις υπηρεσίες ακόμη

και για τις πιο απλές καθημερινές τους εργασίες, για επαγγελματικούς σκοπούς, για

να περάσουν ευχάριστα τον ελεύθερο χρόνο τους, καθώς και για να καλύψουν την

ανάγκη τους για επικοινωνία.

Ωστόσο, τα κοινωνικά δίκτυα έχουν επίσης εισαγάγει στην ζωη και καθημε-

ρινότητα των χρηστών αρκετά προβλήματα σχετικά με την ιδιωτικότητα τους. Είναι

εμφανές ότι οι συνέπειες από αυτά τα ζητήματα παραβίασης ιδιωτικότητας είναι

ανησυχητικές, ειδικά αν αναλογιστεί κανείς τον μεγάλο όγκο προσωπικών πληροφο-

ριών και δεδομένων που οι χρήστες δημοσιεύουν στα κοινωνικά δίκτυα, καθως επίσης

και τη δημοτικότητα αυτών των υπηρεσιών. Κατά τα τελευταία χρόνια παρατηρούμε

μια συνεχή προσπάθεια από την ερευνητική κοινότητα, τα μέσα ενημέρωσης και τις

διάφορες αρχές προστασίας προσωπικών δεδομένων προς διερεύνηση αυτών των

προβλημάτων ιδιωτικότητας, την ευαισθητοποίηση των χρηστών σχετικά με αυτά τα

ζητήματα, και την πρόταση λύσεων. Παρόλο που αυτές οι ενέργειες, και γενικότερα

οι αξιώσεις των χρηστών για ιδιωτικότητα, ώθησαν τα μέσα κοινωνικής δικτύωσης

προς την εφαρμογή πολιτικών που είναι προσανατολισμένες προς την προστασία της

ιδιωτικότητας, το πρόβλημα δεν έχει ακόμα επιλυθεί πλήρως.
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Σε αυτή τη διατριβή εξετάζουμε τα προβλήματα ιδιωτικότητας που προκύπτουν

από: (i) τις πολιτικές διαχείρισης και διαμοιρασμού δεδομένων που εφαρμόζουν τα

κοινωνικά δίκτυα, οι οποίες δεν σχεδιάστηκαν με την απαιτούμενη προσοχή ώστε

να διασφαλίζουν την ιδιωτικότητα των χρηστών, και (ii) τους μηχανισμούς ελέγχου

πρόσβασης και διαχείρισης των περιπτώσεων σύγκρουσης συμφερόντων μεταξύ των

χρηστών στα κοινωνικά δίκτυα. Συγκεκριμένα, εξετάζουμε τους κινδύνους που αντι-

μετωπίζουν οι χρήστες λόγω των πολιτικών του Twitter σχετικά με τη συλλογή, δια-

χείριση και διαμοιρασμό, στο ευρύ κοινό, δεδομένων που αφορούν την ακριβή γεω-

γραφική ϑέση των χρηστών. Επιπλέον, ερευνούμε το πρόβλημα της σύγκρουσης συμ-

φερόντων κατά την εφαρμογή των ρυθμίσεων απορρήτου, που αφορούν κοινόχρηστα

δεδομένα, και σχεδιάζουμε δύο μηχανισμούς ελέγχου πρόσβασης που επιτρέπουν

στους χρήστες τον έλεγχο ευαίσθητων πληροφοριών κατα τον διαμοιρασμό κοινο-

χρήστων δεδομένων, διασφαλίζοντας παράλληλα ότι οι προτιμήσεις απορρήτου του

κάθε χρήστη δεν επηρεάζονται από τις προτιμήσεις απορρήτου των άλλων χρηστών.

Επόπτης: ∆ρ. Σωτήρης Ιωαννίδης
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Social networking services emerged with the development of Web 2.0 and evolved to the

hugely popular services we all currently know and use on a regular basis. One of the main

reasons behind this success of social networking services and other similar online appli-

cations is that they provide a solution to one of the most basic human needs: the need

for communication. Without doubt, the proliferation of online/web applications and ser-

vices, and in particular the emergence and rapid growth of online social networks (OSNs),

has radically transformed the online activities and behavior of users.

In an effort to utilize the capabilities offered by the Internet at the fullest, people have

started becoming more and more reliant on the Web and the services it provides, for com-

pleting even the most simple daily tasks, carrying out their work, spending their free time,

as well as communicating and interacting with each other. Indicatively, reports show that

Facebook corresponds to users’ most time-consuming online activity [25], and that, in

general, social networking services capture more than 30% of users’ online time [39].

However, all these services have also introduced several privacy issues in people’s life,

and caught the attention of the research community, the media, and data protection agen-

cies and regulators (e.g., [17, 32, 36, 42]). The implications of such privacy issues become

alarming when considering the type and volume of users’ personal and sensitive informa-

tion that is published online, and when considering the popularity and scale of adoption

of these services. As reported in [43], around 4 billion people currently have access to

the Internet worldwide, and almost 3.2 billion of them are active users in social media.

Moreover, according to the latest statistics, Facebook, which is currently the most popular

online social network, has surpassed 2.23 billion monthly active users (as of June 30, 2018),

with an average of 1.47 billion daily active users [5].

As the use of such services spans across multiple facets of people’s daily life, users may

face dire consequences when their personal and professional life becomes intertwined

and affect each other via OSNs, and when their personal (and sensitive) information and

data is revealed to parties that normally should not have access to it. To that end, many

articles have reported incidents of users being fired from their job because of sensitive

1
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information they published in OSNs and considered them to be private, while in actuality

they were not (e.g., [16, 24, 35]).

There have also been reports about many companies that regularly check up job ap-

plicants online during the hiring process. A study by Acquisti and Fong [52] revealed that

many companies use the information they find online to discriminate against applicants.

A Microsoft survey [15] found that 70% of recruiters in the US have rejected candidates due

to information they found online. Not only that, but there have also been reports about in-

surance companies [23, 37] and even banks [18, 19] that use individuals’ information from

social networks in order to adjust their premiums or provide credit etc.

However, the problem of privacy in OSNs, and in the Web in general, is not an easy

one to tackle. One way to approach it is by identifying to whom the user’s private infor-

mation and data is revealed (e.g., service provider, third parties, other users) and who is

responsible for the disclosure of this information. The disclosure of sensitive information

could be considered as intentional or non-intentional. In certain cases, some users may

not be very cautious about their privacy or may be unaware of the implications of their

actions. Users may also not fully understand complex access control mechanisms, which

may result in disclosing private information oblivious to the true visibility of the published

content. In other cases, the privacy of a particular user may be threatened by the actions

taken by other users (e.g., friends) who reveal information that can be associated with the

user of reference. Finally, the loss of user privacy could be the result of poorly-conceived

or non-carefully designed access control mechanisms and data management and sharing

policies implemented by service providers.

There is a continuous effort by the research community to explore the problem of pri-

vacy in OSNs and to propose solutions for mitigating the threats, as well as to make users

more aware about these privacy issues. These efforts, combined with the attention got by

the media and data protection agencies, pushed service providers towards designing and

implementing more privacy-oriented policies and access control mechanisms. Indeed,

the demand for privacy made OSNs take some steps towards the right direction, but still

the problem is far from solved, especially when considering the case of collective resource

management and the policies employed by some OSNs for collecting, managing and shar-

ing user data through their APIs. Not only that, but in most of these cases users are entirely

oblivious of the existing policies of OSNs and the privacy problems that arise from them.

1.1 Motivation

Although OSNs have taken some steps towards implementing more privacy-oriented poli-

cies and mechanisms that enable users to have a better view and control on their content,

the privacy problem in OSNs has not been entirely solved. A very characteristic case is that

of the lack of effective mechanisms for solving privacy conflicts and enabling collective re-
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source management (e.g., a photo that depicts multiple users). Apart from the lack of such

access control mechanisms, that can effectively solve cases of conflicts of interest between

the users that are associated with a collective resource, the privacy of users can be also

severely affected by incorrect or poorly-conceived data management and sharing policies,

such as the Twitter’s policies for collecting and handling users’ geo-location information.

Until mid-April 2015, the policy of Twitter regarding the collection of users’ geo-location

metadata was to automatically collect and attach precise geo-location information (e.g.,

GPS coordinates) to users’ tweets that have been actually posted with a coarse granularity

(e.g., country, city, neighborhood). Such fine-grained geo-location information, not only

was collected by Twitter when users posted content with coarse-grained geo-location in-

formation, but also was provided to anyone interested in collecting users tweets through

the Twitter’s publicly accessible API. In addition to that, the affected users were completely

oblivious to the leakage of such fine-grained information, since this information was not

attached to the user’s tweets as presented in the Twitter’s official mobile apps and web-

based application, but was available only through its API.

However, Twitter recently changed its policy regarding the collection of fine-grained

geo-location information, and in the newer versions of its apps requires users to explic-

itly opt to include GPS information on a per-tweet basis. Therefore, with the newer apps,

users can explicitly choose the level of granularity for each one of their tweets, without

revealing their precise location by default. The apps with this more privacy-oriented be-

havior were released on April 15th, 2015, for iOS and the 20th for Android. Nonetheless,

the historical geo-location metadata collected from the previous app versions is still pub-

licly accessible through Twitter’s API. To that end, even though Twitter has since opted for

a more privacy-oriented policy where users have to explicitly choose to append GPS co-

ordinates in their tweets, the availability of historical metadata severely undermines the

benefits of this more recent approach, as it continues to put users at significant risk.

In the case of collective resources, the essence of the problem is that the existing poli-

cies and access control mechanisms provided by social networking services cannot effec-

tively handle cases where the interested parties have different concerns and conflicting

preferences and privacy settings. That is, the existing OSNs do not provide reliable conflict

resolution mechanisms for solving cases of “conflicts of interest” between the associated

users; cases where the will of the content publisher goes against the will of the other users

associated with the published resource, or the privacy settings of one user override those

of the other users.

According to the current data management and sharing policies of OSNs, the publisher

of a resource is considered the owner of that resource and is granted full rights on manag-

ing and sharing it, whereas the other people associated with that resource (e.g., people

depicted in a photo) are not considered co-owners and are not granted any rights. In addi-

tion, the uploader is not required to request the permission of the other people associated
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with the resource before publishing it, and may even ignore their requests to remove it.

Furthermore, in the example of photos uploaded in Facebook, any users that are tagged

in a published photo can affect its visibility, as the photo becomes available to all their

contacts (default privacy setting). Therefore, when the users tagged in the photo have re-

stricted its visibility, if the uploader has not restricted access, the photo will be publicly

available, something which the remaining users will not even be aware of. It becomes ap-

parent that the lack of proper mechanisms for collective resource management puts users’

privacy at significant risk, as they typically have to rely on the uploader for specifying the

policy that determines how the resource is disseminated in the network.

1.2 Thesis Statement and Contributions

In this dissertation we demonstrate that the flawed or ineffective data management poli-

cies and access control mechanisms in OSNs place users at significant risk. Even cautious

and privacy-oriented users are often oblivious to data exposure and lack the mechanisms to

prevent this.

Towards supporting the above statement, in the dissertation we make the following con-

tributions:

• We show that data management and sharing policies of social networking and con-

tent sharing services, such as Twitter’s policies for collecting fine-grained geo-location

information and providing them through its publicly available API, can severely af-

fect user privacy. To that end, we design LPAuditor, a system that implements a home

and work inference algorithm that can detect user key locations at a fine granularity

level (e.g., actual postal address). Apart from having the finest possible granularity,

our key location inference algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches of

prior work in detection accuracy, achieving correct identification of home and work-

places for 92.5% and 55.6% of the users respectively. We also design an algorithm that

places users at previously visited sensitive locations (i.e., venues related to health, re-

ligion, sex/nightlife) that can possibly reveal sensitive information not explicitly dis-

closed by the user. Our results, apart from highlighting the severity of the disclosure

of such geo-location information and demonstrating the impact of historical data

on users, show that users are very cautious about disclosing such information when

given control by the underlying system.

• We conduct a user study, with 128 participants, in order to explore the behavior of

users with regards to tagging, to identify the audience that possibly gains access to

users’ collective photos, and to quantify the privacy risk users are exposed to because

of the disclosure of such photos. Through this study we identify different scenarios
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where the existing access control and sharing policies implemented by social net-

works result in cases of conflicts of interest and conflicting privacy settings between

the users associated with the shared resource. This study provides insights for un-

derstanding the different cases of privacy conflicts, which is needed for assessing

the existing policies and mechanisms of OSNs for collective resource management.

• We design a novel fine-grained access control mechanism for OSNs and photo-sharing

services that allows each user associated with a collective photo (i.e., group photo)

to control the exposure of sensitive information of their interest (i.e., their faces).

This mechanism enforces the visibility of each user’s face based on their respective

access control lists, and can preserve each user’s privacy preferences without affect-

ing the privacy and interests of other associated users. We build a proof-of-concept

application demonstrating the feasibility and applicability of our approach within

the infrastructure of a real-world online social network, and we measure its perfor-

mance overhead and its effectiveness in solving conflicts of interest and protecting

users’ privacy. Through a user study with 52 participants, we investigate whether

users are aware of the privacy problems that arise from conflicting privacy settings,

and whether users are willing to adopt such a fine-grained access control mecha-

nism. The results of our study show that users are oblivious of such cases of privacy

conflicts, and that they are indeed cautious about their privacy and eager to adopt a

mechanism that allows them to control the visibility of their faces.

• We design a decentralized collaborative multi-party access control mechanism that

apart from solving the problem of conflicts of interest between the associated users

and enabling collective resource management, it also protects users’ data from be-

ing accessed and processed by the service provider and third parties. This model,

which assumes that the service provider and the associated users are honest but cu-

rious, requires collaboration between the associated users for the specification and

enforcement of a collective access control policy. The role of enforcing this collec-

tive policy is then delegated to the trusted friends of the associated users. In this way,

neither the service provider can access the data, nor a potentially malicious user

can enforce her own privacy preferences over those of the majority. Then, we ex-

tend our threshold-based collaborative scheme by designing a selective-encryption-

based fine-grained access control mechanism for photos, that enables each associ-

ated user to control the visibility of specific regions of the photo (e.g., their faces).

1.3 Organization of Dissertation

This chapter introduced the problem of privacy loss due to OSNs’ insufficient data man-

agement policies and sharing mechanisms, laid the ground for the motivation behind the
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work presented in this dissertation, and summarized its key contributions. The rest of this

dissertation is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive background about privacy in OSNs. At first, it

presents in detail various cases of non-intentional information disclosure and privacy loss,

and the results of numerous previous works in this area. It then examines various cases

of intentional information disclosure, which are tightly related to users’ privacy concerns,

attitudes and behavior, and cases of information disclosure due to OSNs’ privacy settings

and access control mechanisms. Finally, it presents an overview of the various approaches

and mechanisms proposed for protecting user privacy.

Chapter 3 explores Twitter’s policies for collecting, handling and sharing users’ geo-

location information through its publicly available API. To that end, it presents LPAuditor,

a system that implements algorithms for inferring users’ key locations, as well as other sen-

sitive locations the users have previously visited, at a fine granularity level, and examines

the privacy risks users face due to the disclosure of such fine-grained location information.

Chapter 4 introduces the problem of privacy conflicts, identifies various cases of con-

flicts of interest between the associated users and quantifies the privacy risk users face be-

cause of these conflicts. It then presents our face-level fine-grained access control mecha-

nism, which is designed specifically to enable all users associated with a collective photo

to control the exposure of their faces.

Chapter 5 presents a more generic collaborative multi-party access control mecha-

nism that has been designed not only to enable collective resource management, but also

to protect users’ data from the service provider and third parties. This mechanism is ex-

tended to also support face-level fine-grained access control.

Chapter 6 goes beyond the context of OSNs, in an effort to put our work into a more

generic perspective, and explores the problem of privacy in the Web. It presents an initial

exploration of the new paradigm of cross-device tracking, and investigates whether incog-

nito browsing can sufficiently protect user privacy. It also presents a large-scale study we

conducted for assessing the behavior of web proxies, which, similarly to incognito brows-

ing, are commonly used for preserving users’ anonymity and privacy on the Web.

Chapter 7 presents the related work that is most directly related to the approaches and

mechanisms proposed in the dissertation. Specifically, it presents the related work on the

inference of users’ key locations and geolocation privacy, as well as the works on collective

resource management and access control in OSNs.

Chapter 8 provides an overview of the contributions of this dissertation and presents

the directions we plan to follow as future work.
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Chapter 2

Background

The definition of privacy according to Alan Westin, as proposed in his article of the book

“Privacy and Freedom” [252], is that privacy constitutes “the claim of individuals, groups or

institutions to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent information about

them is communicated to others”. Goldberg et al. [123], in the context of their work on

privacy-enhancing technologies, specified that privacy is “the ability of the individual to

protect information about himself”. Staying faithful to these definitions, “privacy loss” in

the context of OSNs (and generally in the Web), can be characterized by the inappropriate

or unauthorized disclosure of sensitive user information, typically despite the willingness

and intentions of the user.

The problem of privacy loss in OSNs is multi-dimensional and extremely complex. One

way to approach it is by identifying to whom a user’s private information is revealed (e.g.,

service provider, third parties, other OSN users). Furthermore, privacy loss can be charac-

terized as either intentional or non-intentional. In certain cases some users may not be

concerned about privacy or may be unaware of the implications of their actions. Users

may also not fully understand complex access control mechanisms, and disclose private

information without hesitation, oblivious to the true visibility of the content they publish.

In other cases, the privacy of a certain user can be threatened by the actions of others (e.g.,

friends) who possibly reveal information associated with her.

In this chapter we approach information disclosure and privacy loss from various view-

points. In order to identify the extend of the problem, we present various approaches that

can affect user privacy. At first, in Section 2.1, we examine cases of non-intentional privacy

loss. Specifically, we focus on various approaches that proposed techniques for inferring

users’ personal information from other information available in the OSN. We also examine

cases where personal user information is revealed to the OSN and third-party applications

and websites. Next, in Section 2.2, we examine cases of intentional information disclosure

(mainly self-disclosure), which is tightly related to users’ privacy concerns, intentions, atti-

tude and behavior. Moreover, we examine cases of information disclosure due to the exist-

ing privacy settings of OSNs, and we focus on the problem of privacy conflicts for collective

9
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resources. Finally, in Section 2.3 we present various protection mechanisms proposed in

the literature for solving the problem of privacy loss in OSNs. Specifically, we focus on var-

ious approaches that aim to hide user information and data, mainly from other users, the

service provider and third parties. Additionally, we present in brief some solutions based

on decentralization and we discuss about their effectiveness and limitations.

2.1 Non-Intentional Privacy Loss in OSNs

In a survey study, Zheleva et al. [262] explored the space of privacy loss in OSNs and, addi-

tionally to the commonly studied categories of identity and attribute disclosure, proposed

two new types of privacy breaches: social link disclosure and affiliation link disclosure.

However, this categorization is not entirely complete, as it can be extended to also include

the preferences and behavior of a user, as well as her location information. Also, impor-

tantly, this categorization does not take into consideration the different entities that pose a

privacy threat to the user and their roles and capabilities. In this sense, Novak and Li [194]

presented a study that explores the main privacy and security issues in OSNs from various

attack vantage points, including the social networking provider, third party applications,

advertisers, and finally, other users of the network.

We follow a similar approach in this section, as we present the privacy threats in OSNs

categorized according to the characteristics and nature of the leaked information, and

also, according to who the adversary is. In this section we examine in detail cases of non-

intentional privacy loss, mainly cases of malicious inference of users’ private information,

and cases of information leakage due to the functionalities and APIs offered by the existing

OSNs. It is important to clarify that with the term adversary we refer to the user or the

entity that poses a privacy threat to OSN users, which might not always have malicious

intentions. As it will be discussed extensively in the following, in some cases, privacy loss

can occur even in the absence of a malicious entity.

2.1.1 Inference of Private Information

The problem of inference of users’ private information in OSNs has been studied exten-

sively during the last decade (see [63,66,76,90,110,126,127,134,137,140,159,165,174,189,

191, 204, 206, 254, 261]). One of the first works in this area [134] exploited users’ social re-

lationships to create a Bayesian Network for inferring common private attributes. The ex-

perimental result of this work demonstrate that users’ personal attributes can be inferred

with high accuracy, especially when people are connected with strong relationships. Sim-

ilarly, Xu et al. [254] used social relationships to infer missing personal information, such

as the gender of a user, and achieved up to 82% accuracy. In another study, Zheleva and

Getoor [261] used friendship and group membership information, which is often not hid-
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den, to infer users’ sensitive attributes. The basic idea of this work is that in addition to

friendships, group memberships also carry significant information.

An important work in the area of user attributes’ inference, by Mislove et al. [189], ex-

amined whether it is feasible to infer hidden attributes by using a fraction of the OSN users

that publicly reveal their attributes. More specifically, this work examined if the attributes

of some users, in combination with information of the social graph of the network, can

be used to predict the attributes of another user in the network. Interestingly, this work

shows that users are significantly more likely to be friends with users that have similar at-

tributes, and that groups of users with common attributes often form dense subgraphs.

Inspired by works on community detection, Mislove et al. started with a seed set of users

with known attributes and looked for communities of users in the network (e.g., users hav-

ing a relationship with the seed users). The results show that even a small number of users

with known attributes (e.g., 20%) could lead to attribute inference of other users with high

accuracy, depending on the strength of the communities in the network.

In another work, Chaabane et al. [90] collected more than 104K public profiles from

Facebook and used the publicly available information regarding users’ interests to infer

other private information. It is demonstrated in this work that seemingly harmless infor-

mation, such as user interests, can lead to significant privacy loss when augmented with

semantic knowledge. In particular, this work draws semantic correlations between users’

interest descriptions in order to identify and link those users that share similar interests.

In this way, the authors were able to infer private “hidden” information, such as age, gen-

der, country of origin etc., with more than 70% of correct guesses for some attributes. Also,

this study found that about 57% of the collected user profiles publicly reveal at least one

interest amongst different categories, indicating that many users perceive the disclosure

of such information as harmless to their privacy.

Dey et al. [110] conducted a large scale study to quantify privacy loss that is caused

by aggregating information provided by the user’s friends. To that end, the authors de-

signed an iterative algorithm that exploits the underlying OSN graph to derive age esti-

mates based on the user’s friends’ and friends of friends’ ages. The results of this work

suggest that for most users, including highly private users who hide their friend lists, it is

possible to estimate ages with a small error of only a few years. In a similar study, Perrozi et

al. [206] used a number of different algorithms to predict users’ age, and achieved predic-

tion within 4.15 years on average, with only 5% of the users providing labeled information.

A very recent work by Gong and Liu [126] proposed a technique that leverages the

user’s relationships and previous behaviors to infer her attributes (e.g., locations, occu-

pation and interests). This work proposes building a social-behavior-attribute (SBA) net-

work model to integrate social structures, user behaviors, and user attributes in a unified

framework, and then employ a vote distribution algorithm to perform the task of attribute

inference. In another work on attribute inference, Jia and Gong [149] proposed AttriGuard,
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a defense tool that adds random noise to a user’s public data in order to minimize the at-

tacker’s accuracy of inferring private attributes.

Lindamood et al. [174] and Heatherly et al. [137] also explored how OSN data can be

used for inferring users’ undisclosed private information. Then, they devised possible san-

itization techniques that can be used to combat such inference attacks under different sce-

narios (i.e., removing some information from the user’s profile and some links between the

particular user and her friends) and explored the effectiveness of these techniques.

In another work, Becker and Chen [70] quantified the amount of user information that

is revealed unintentionally, in order to estimate the risk OSN users face. This work pro-

poses PrivAware, a tool for detecting and reporting unintended information loss that can

be attributed to the user’s social relationships. The proposed tool allows users to remove

their risky friends, or to group them together and apply a stricter access control policy. A

similar work [222] proposed a tool for identifying whether (a) a user’s sensitive attribute

can be inferred based on public information in her social graph, and (b) whether making

any sensitive attributes of the user public can lead to the disclosure of sensitive informa-

tion of other related users.

2.1.2 Privacy Loss due to OSN Functionalities

Social networking services are typically given unbounded access on user data, which en-

ables them to perform some data mining and processing. This processing can be possibly

used to discover unknown correlations between users and to identify users’ behaviors and

preferences, which in many cases can be considered as a significant privacy threat to users.

This knowledge can be possibly exploited for questionable purposes, or purposes the users

did not consent to. Furthermore, all the information available to service providers can be

potentially provided to third parties, such as advertisers, job recruiting agencies, analytics

services, etc. According to Qi et al. [213], the greatest problem regarding collected data is

not the source from where the data has been gathered, but where the data goes afterwards.

To that end, Qi et al. stated that the safest protection is to allow only minimum amount of

data to be captured wherever possible. Additionally, it is a common practice for OSNs and

other online services to provide APIs that allow third parties to collect user information.

However, very often, the rich functionality of OSNs and the personalization of content

and services provided by third party applications comes at the cost of user privacy.

Although the collection of user information and data by OSNs can be considered a

major privacy threat, we will not examine it in detail in this section as users consent (more

or less) to provide their data to the OSN. However, we will examine situations where OSNs

learn or infer information that have not been provided by the users, and we will present

cases where users’ personal information are leaked to other entities (e.g., other OSN users,

third parties) due to the policies and functionalities implemented by OSNs. In particular,
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in the following we present cases where the friends recommendation feature, the news

feed and the advertisement system of Facebook jeopardized user privacy.

To that direction, a work by Balduzzi et al. [65] exploited the search functionality of-

fered by OSNs for enabling users to search for their friends’ profiles by using an email

address. Although an email address is considered as personal information, most OSNs

were allowing this functionality during the early years of social networking platforms. As a

result, the authors of [65] were able to successfully identify more than 850000 users. Such a

functionality allows an adversary to easily extract and collect information that can be used

for user profiling and for launching targeted attacks. However, as OSNs became more ma-

ture, and due to users’ demands for privacy, such simplistic attacks are no longer possible.

In another work, Li et al. [169] identified four privacy leakage scenarios where users’

personal information, activities and connections can be inferred by other OSN users. These

scenarios could be better characterized as cases of personal attribute inference and pri-

vacy loss due to collaborative data sharing. However, one of the presented cases existed

due to limitations of the friend recommendation functionality of OSNs. Most OSNs pro-

vide the functionality of automatically recommending a list of other users to be added as

friends by a newly registered user. Li et al. identified that the recommended users were

chosen according to their existing connections with common friends to the user of inter-

est, but their privacy settings regarding the exposure of their friend connections were not

taken into consideration. The explored mechanism recommended users even if they have

chosen to hide their friends. Such a functionality reveals a subset of the user’s friends to

the attacker, if the subject has only a few friends, even if their privacy settings have been

correctly configured. Furthermore, in [170], the authors suggested that the news feed func-

tionality can affect the ability of users to later revise their privacy settings for hiding an

interaction (e.g., a like) or content they shared (e.g., a photo). In this case, if the user has

regretted at a later point in time for an action she performed, and decided to change her

settings, the damage has been already done since the aforementioned action has already

been published and disseminated (pushed) to the news feed of all her friends.

Korolova et al. [158] proposed exploiting the advertisement system of Facebook to per-

form a personalized attack that reveals a user’s personal sensitive attributes. The key idea

behind the two attacks presented by Korolova et al. is that the advertiser (or, a potentially

malicious user) can establish an ad campaign that targets a particular user or a very small

number of users. The platform allows the advertiser to choose the audience of the ad cam-

paign based on the user attributes (e.g, location and distance, hometown, interests, age

etc.) and also reports the number of times the ad was presented and clicked by the users.

Thus, the attacker can establish multiple campaigns that target a particular user in order

to reveal a hidden attribute (e.g., studying at the University of Crete, attended a particular

high school, interested in “security and privacy” etc.).

Machanavajjhala et al. [181] explored the feasibility of personalized social recommen-
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dations and determined the trade-offs between the accuracy of personalized recommen-

dations and user privacy. In general, such algorithms rely on the social connections of a

user in order to make personalized recommendations of ads, content, products, and peo-

ple. In this works the authors quantified the loss in utility when existing recommendation

algorithms are modified to satisfy a strong notion of privacy. Specifically, they adapted

two privacy preserving algorithms from the differential privacy literature to the problem

of social recommendations, and analyzed their performance. Their results demonstrate

that good private social recommendations are feasible only for a small subset of the users

in the social network, or for relaxed privacy settings.

2.1.3 Third-Party Applications and Websites

The emergence of third party applications and websites poses a severe privacy risk to users,

as third parties need to access users’ (and their friends’) data to provide their functionality.

Usually, third party applications receive privileges equal to those of the actual user, with

respect to social graph traversal and access to user friends’ information. Thereby, they

gain access to an abundance of OSN user information regardless of their actual legitimate

needs. Furthermore, these applications are available via OSNs, but run on external servers

outside of the control of the OSN. Once they acquire the data of the user, they can use it

in whatever way they want without the user’s or OSN’s consent [97], even in violation of

the service’s terms of service. The developers of third party applications can aggregate

such data and gain benefit by using or selling them. Also, as discussed in detail in the

following, until recently third party applications were able to access and collect sensitive

information and data of the user’s friends, even though these friends did not install the

application themselves or gave their permission.

While the privacy concerns expressed by the research community and OSN users drove

some service providers into considering users’ demands for more privacy-preserving ap-

proaches, such as more restrictive APIs, the problem is far from solved. For example, Face-

book deprecated API v1.0 on April 30, 2015 and made API v2.0 default for all third party

applications. This API is significantly more privacy oriented that the previous one, allow-

ing users to have more control on what information is provided to an application, and by

default restricting third party applications from accessing friends’ data. However, even

though these changes point towards the right direction, the recently-surfaced incident

with Cambridge Analytica [46, 48, 49], and the reports regarding more than 400 third party

apps being suspended because of misusing user data [40], demonstrate how the imple-

mented policies, especially the ones that allowed “unrestricted” access to user data, still

affect user privacy.

Third-Party Applications. Facebook released its developer API in May 2007. The ap-

plications using the API were allowed to have the same privileges as the profile owner (i.e.,
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user installing the application) and also to query the API for the personal information of

that user and all her friends. The first study regarding user privacy in relation to Facebook’s

API was conducted in October 2007, by Felt et al. [118]. This study examined 150 popular

third party Facebook applications and found that almost 91% of them acquire unneces-

sary user private data, that is not needed for providing their intended functionality, which

violates the principle of least privilege. Moreover, Felt et al. proposed a privacy-by-proxy

approach, according to which users’ data should not be acquired by the application devel-

oper, but only retrieved by the front-end of the application when needed. According to

this approach, the OSN works as a proxy between the back-end and the front-end of the

application, for supplying the user’s data directly to the front-end application.

In another work, Wang et al. [249] examined 1800 popular Facebook apps in order to

examine whether the global privacy settings of users are violated by third party applica-

tions and under which circumstances. This work categorized the data collected by third

party applications with the aim to provide better control options to the users for limiting

applications’ access on data. It also provided a better notification mechanisms to inform

users under what circumstances their privacy settings are violated by third parties, and

proposed the implementation of interfaces that enable fine-grained control on the per-

missions requested by the applications.

Ahmadinejad et al., in [55] and [56], demonstrated that the APIs provided by OSNs for

controlling third party applications’ access to user data cannot sufficiently protect users,

even if users are allowed to grant only specific permissions, thus restricting an application

from accessing certain private data. According to [55], “by cross-referencing, data mining,

parsing, or applying other forms of data analysis to the public data, the third-party appli-

cation can successfully infer the private data that the user consciously attempts to protect.

Permission-based authorization separates public data from private one, but it does not

eliminate the correlation between the two.” These works, after identifying such inference

attacks, which can be used as the building blocks for other more severe attacks (e.g., im-

personation, identity theft), propose a risk metric to help users refine their privacy.

Furthermore, Chaabane et al. [91] examined a large number of third party applications

from two different OSNs, namely Facebook and RenRen, in order to identify the extend of

users’ privacy risk regarding user data that is provided to fourth-party entities. To that end,

they developed a measurement platform for studying the interaction between OSN appli-

cations and fourth parties, and they used it to analyze the behavior of 997 Facebook appli-

cations and 377 applications in RenRen. They found that, indeed, third parties share user

information with fourth-parties, despite Facebook’s Term of Service that prohibit such be-

havior. Specifically, this study reveals that 98% of the Facebook applications gather users’

basic information including full name, hometown and friend list, that 75% of them col-

lect email addresses, and that 22% of Facebook applications and 69% of RenRen’s provide

users information to one or more fourth-party tracking entities.
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In this context, multiple works proposed approaches for minimizing the amount of

user data that is provided to third party applications. Cheng et al. [97] classified third party

applications into those running within the OSN and those that are hosted and run outside

of the OSN, and proposed an access control framework that constrains applications run-

ning outside of the OSN from having access to users’ private and sensitive information.

Furthermore, Egele et al. [113] propose a fine-grained access control scheme that allows

users to explicitly decide which of their profile data can be provided to each third party ap-

plication. This approach proposes employment of a client-side proxy, as a browser plugin,

that communicates directly with the platform for gathering user information, instead of

allowing the third party application to access this information through the Facebook API.

In this way the user can decide which information to be provided to the application.

The framework proposed by Shehab et al. [229] allows a user to specify which data at-

tributes to be shared with the application, and also to specify the degree of specificity of

the shared attributes. This work formulates the minimal attribute generalization problem

and tries to identify the minimum set of attribute generalization required to access the

application services. Thus, these user attributes are used as conditions for governing the

execution of the application. Talukder et al. [242] proposed Privometer, a tool for mea-

suring the amount of sensitive information that is leaked in a user profile and suggesting

self-sanitization actions to regulate this privacy leakage. This tool determines which sen-

sitive information can be accessed by a potentially malicious third party application that

is installed in the user’s friends’ profiles, and estimates the risk the user is exposed to.

Third-Party Websites. The aforementioned privacy problem goes beyond third party

applications that are served within the OSN platforms. Popular OSN providers (such as

Facebook, Google, Twitter) provide social plug-ins, using the OAuth protocol, to allow the

users visiting a website to be authenticated with their social identity. In this case, websites

can interact with users’ social profiles and can collect information regarding the visiting

users and their friends, similarly to Facebook applications. This information allows web-

sites to check and validate the identity of each visiting user and to provide personalized

functionalities and content. Also, the single sign-on functionality allows third party devel-

opers to deploy the like and comment Facebook buttons into their websites, which update

users’ Facebook profile with content from that website. However, the single sign-on func-

tionality and, in general, cross-site interaction between OSNs and third-party websites

poses privacy risk to users, as private information are shared to external entities/websites.

Krishnamurthy and Wills [161] showed that a few third party tracking servers (e.g.,

advertisers, data aggregators) dominate across a number of popular OSNs. Additionally,

in [162], they showed that Personally Identifiable Information (PII) of OSN users can be

revealed to third party websites, which can track users with the use of cookies. Moreover,

since tracking cookies have been gathered for several years from non-OSN sites, it is pos-

sible for third party aggregators to associate an OSN identity with past website visits.
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Kontaxis et al. [156] design a framework, that maintains two different sessions with

Facebook at the same time, in isolated browser tabs. The first session is the typical Face-

book session that allows access to the normal profile of the user, while the second session

consists of a stripped-down version of the user profile, that reveals the minimum neces-

sary amount of information, and it is used for authenticating the user to third party web-

sites that implement the single sign-on functionality. Therefore, when a user wishes to

access a website that requires Facebook authentication, by default the proposed system

authenticates the user with the limited session, preventing the leakage of user’s informa-

tion. In an extension of this work, in [157], the authors conducted a study in order to

identify what information third party websites request during single sign-on. They exam-

ined 755 third party websites and found that beside basic profile information, websites ask

for additional permissions to access more user information or perform certain actions on

behalf of the user. Specifically, 77% of the websites requested access to the user’s e-mail

address, 57% requested the permission to post content on behalf of the user, and more

than 42% requested the permission to access user information even when the user is not

using the application.

2.1.4 Privacy Loss due to User Tracking

The web enables advertisers to reach specific groups of users by leveraging knowledge of

the personal interests of these individuals. In order to collect such knowledge, companies

track users during their online activity and constantly collect information for marketing

purposes (e.g., products browsed on a shopping website, online newspapers read, movies

liked). This information is then used for profiling the users, and for delivering tailored ads,

recommending movies to watch, or goods to buy etc. Online trackers rely on a number

of techniques to identify a user, ranging from storing a cookie on the user’s browser to

techniques that fingerprint users across several websites. Several works (i.e., [50, 125, 155,

198, 219, 258]) studied the advances in online tracking and proposed countermeasures to

protect users’ privacy, typically in the form of browser plugins. However, these capabilities

of trackers raise many concerns regarding privacy, especially if we consider combining

tracking information with user data and personal information that reside in OSN services.

Thus, in this section we focus on exploring specifically the tracking capabilities of OSNs.

By capturing and analyzing user traffic during users’ online browsing activities, Sar

and Al-Saggaf [225] explored which pieces of information are being shared or leaked from

the visited websites to third parties, without the user’s awareness or intention to share.

Their experiment revealed that websites share user information to advertisers and data

aggregators. Importantly, they discovered that websites also share the information of the

visiting users to OSNs, such as Facebook, Google Plus and Twitter, and that these networks

have the ability to track users’ online movements not only within the OSN but also beyond
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OSN boundaries. This is achievable since the visited websites embed OSNs’ widgets such

as the Like, Plus One and Tweet buttons. These widgets allow users to conveniently share

content from various websites to their friends, but also enable OSNs to track users across

websites. In reality though, most users are not aware about these tracking capabilities of

OSNs, and thus, it’s not clear if this privacy loss can be justified by the offered functionality.

Similarly, Roesner et al. [219] conducted an in-depth study regarding trackers, their

behavior and the existing protection mechanisms. At first, they developed a browser ex-

tension for detecting and classifying different kinds of third party trackers based on their

behavior. They run their detection system while browsing the web and observed over 500

unique trackers. They also found that most websites are tracked by multiple parties, that

trackers vary widely in coverage, with a small number being widely deployed, and that

many trackers exhibit a combination of tracking behaviors. Moreover, they identified that

OSNs track users with widgets that are placed in third party websites.

At first, the OSN places a cookie on the user’s browser when the OSN’s website is vis-

ited. This cookie contains a unique identifier of the user. Then, every time the user visits a

third party website that embeds the OSN’s widget or plugin, this transmits the cookie back

to the OSN. This allows content personalization and sharing functionalities. However, by

considering the unique identifiers assigned to users, OSNs can track the user across the

visited websites (non-anonymously). In the aforementioned study, Roesner et al. [219]

found that popup and third-party cookie blocking mechanisms thwarted a large portion

of cookie-based tracking without impacting the functionality in most cases, with the ex-

ception of tracking by social widgets, which is the most difficult to avoid without affecting

their intended functionality. To minimize this tracking, they designed an extension that

allows transmitting the cookie to the OSN only when the user interacts with the widgets.

In this context, Kontaxis et al. [155] designed a privacy preserving social plugin mecha-

nism that can effectively replace the existing ones. This plugin can provide identical func-

tionality to the existing social plugins in terms of content personalization and user interac-

tion, without transmitting any user-identifying information to the OSN before any user in-

teraction takes place. The key idea behind this extension, is that user’s private information

can be stored locally (such as friends, likes, friends’ likes etc.) and updated regularly dur-

ing the typical interaction of the user with the OSN. Hence, only non-identifiable public

information are transmitted between the plugin and the OSN when a third party website is

visited. Furthermore, as demonstrated, this approach reduces significantly the time spent

for loading the website, as the volume of data fetched over the network is fairly small.

2.2 User Behavior and Information Disclosure

In the previous section we presented cases of privacy leakage to service providers and third

parties, and also cases of unintentional information disclosure typically due to the exis-
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tence of a malicious party/user that tries to infer the user’s personal information. In this

section we examine cases of intentional information disclosure, which are tightly related

to users’ privacy concerns, attitudes and behavior, and cases of information disclosure

due to OSNs’ privacy settings and access control mechanisms.

In general, the research regarding online privacy started with the appearance and emer-

gence of the Web, and due to the raise of electronic commerce, far prior of the appearance

of OSNs. In this context, Ackerman et al. [51] conducted a survey study, with 381 partic-

ipants (Internet users), in order to identify whether online users are unwilling to provide

personal information, or even to browse online, if they believe that their privacy is threat-

ened. In this study, the authors follow the categorization of users into privacy fundamen-

talists, pragmatists, and marginally concerned (literally, equivalent to unconcerned)1.

A study by Spiekermann at al. [233] compares the self-reported privacy preferences of

171 participants with their actual information disclosing behavior during an online shop-

ping session. They followed the same categorization as in [51], and identified 30% privacy

fundamentalists and 24% marginally concerned users. However, in contrast to Ackermann

et al., they found two distinct groups whose privacy concerns focus either on the revela-

tion of identity aspects such as name, address or e-mail (20%) or on the profiling of inter-

ests, hobbies, health and other personal information (25%). Thus, they separated the cate-

gory of “privacy pragmatists” into the subcategories of “identity concerned” and “profiling

averse” users. However, interestingly, this study reports that most participants stated that

privacy is important to them, but despite that, they disclosed highly sensitive personal in-

formation during the experiment. It is notable that such information-disclosing behavior

is also observed in OSNs (e.g., [53]). In general, as it will be discussed in the following, the

difference between users’ reported privacy attitudes and the observed privacy behaviors

can be attributed to the lack of comprehension, awareness, or concern for privacy, as well

as to the complex access control mechanisms and privacy settings in OSNs.

2.2.1 Privacy Concerns and User Intentions

One of the first studies regarding information disclosure and user privacy in OSNs was per-

formed by Gross and Acquisti [128]. In 2005, they analyzed the patterns of personal infor-

mation disclosure and the online behavior of more than 4,000 Carnegie Mellon University

students who had joined Facebook (at that time, Facebook was available only to college

students). This study showed that users reveal many personal information, such as inter-

ests, political and sexual orientation, contact information, and in many cases information

that is sufficient to uniquely identify them. In general, it appears that the population stud-

ied in this work is oblivious or non-concerned about privacy, as they generously provided

1The characterization of privacy fundamentalists, pragmatists, and privacy unconcerned was originally
introduced by Alan F. Westin. See Harris-Equifax Consumer Privacy Survey 1996. Atlanta, GA. Equifax Inc.
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personal and possibly sensitive information.

In a subsequent survey study, Acquisti and Gross [53] investigated whether OSN users

are concerned about privacy, how they typically use Facebook, and if they are aware of the

visibility of their profiles and published content. In particular, they explored behavioral

differences between the communities of members of Facebook and non-members, and

analyzed the impact of privacy concerns on members’ behavior. In this work, the authors

collected the profiles of Facebook users before and after the survey study, for being able to

compare users’ attitudes, as expressed in the survey, with their actual behavior observed

in Facebook. This study revealed that although Facebook users claimed, in general, signif-

icant concern about their privacy, in reality, they were not particularly cautious about it,

as they disclosed a vast amount of personal information online. At that time, Acquisti and

Gross found that about 77% of users knew exactly what they were sharing and the majority

of the participants understood the wide visibility of their content.

According to another early study, by Krishnamurthy and Wills [161], users often will-

ingly shared personal identifiable information, but did not have a clear idea of who ac-

cesses their private information or what portion of it really needs to be accessed. In this

work, the authors tried to identify what information is being shared by users, how widely,

and what users can do to prevent such sharing. Also, they examined the allowable and de-

fault privacy settings offered by popular OSNs, and how users modify them to control who

is accessing their information. The findings of this study indicate that many pieces of in-

formation in OSNs, during that time, were controlled with just a single setting, that OSNs

did not provide any range of allowed options for some privacy settings, and that all the

studied OSNs have permissive default settings that allowed completely strangers to access

a user’s information and data. They identified that by default users did not have control

on who accesses their information unless they explicitly change their privacy settings.

In another work, Krishnamurthy and Wills [162] defined Personally Identifiable Infor-

mation (PII) as information that can be used to distinguish or trace an individual’s identity

either alone or when combined with other information that is linkable to a specific indi-

vidual. In this work the authors investigated whether OSN users tend to disclose PII and

if such information are made available to other OSN users and third parties. They found

that between 55% and 90% of users in OSNs did not change their default settings that con-

trol access to their profile information, and that 80% - 97% did not change the settings that

govern the accessibility of their friendlist.

In a survey study by Joinson [151], about 57% of the participants claimed that they

had changed their privacy settings to a more strict ones than the default, about 24% that

they use the default settings, and about 19% that they made them more “open”. However,

the results of this study are conflicting to the results presented in [128, 161, 162] regarding

users’ tendency to change their settings, but agree with [107] who also reports that most of

the users changed their settings. The study in [107] shows that the majority of young adult
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users of Facebook are managing their privacy settings on the site at least to some extent,

which indicate that they are far from being unconcerned about privacy. We should also

keep in mind that all these studies were conducted during the first years of OSNs, where

users were not really aware about the privacy risks and the consequences of disclosing

sensitive information.

2.2.2 Visibility of Published Content

Even if we consider that currently most of the users are concerned about their privacy and

that they try to actively control their content, this does not necessarily mean that they ac-

tually prevent privacy leakage. The raising concerns about privacy drove the industry and

academia into designing solutions that give individuals more control over their personal

information. However, the authors in [80] document a “control paradox”, according to

which, users who experience more perceived control over limited aspects of privacy some-

times reveal more information, to the point of being more vulnerable compared to the

case of not have taken such measures.

Another significant problem is that the evolving access control mechanisms and pri-

vacy settings in OSNs have become extremely complex, to the point that now it is a diffi-

cult task for non-expert users to properly configure them. Liu et al. [177] tried to quantify

the problem of incorrect privacy settings by measuring the disparity between the desired

and actual privacy settings of OSN users. They found that 36% of the published content

remains shared with the default privacy settings. This may seem conflicting with the previ-

ous studies, but in reality this study examines the behavior of users for sharing a particular

piece of content (e.g., a post, photo) while previous studies investigate if users change their

default privacy settings, in general. Also, an interesting finding is that user privacy settings

match users’ expectations only 37% of the time, and importantly, when incorrect, almost

always expose content to more users than expected.

A similar study by Madejski et al. [182] explored whether OSN users’ privacy settings

match their actual sharing intentions. All the 65 participants of this study installed a Face-

book application that presents a survey about users’ privacy attitudes and intentions. This

application was also collecting users privacy settings for their published data. By consid-

ering the answers provided by the participants, the authors tried to identify privacy viola-

tions by the means of inconsistencies between users intentions (according to the survey)

and their actual sharing settings. The results of this study show that all the users had at

least one sharing violation, which indicates that their privacy settings were, at least par-

tially, incorrect. Furthermore, a similar study by Netter et al. [192] for investigating dis-

crepancies between the user’s intended, perceived and actual privacy settings found that

about 25% of the actual and intended privacy settings were mismatching.

In another study, Johnson et al. [150] quantified the extent to which users trust their
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friends, and the likelihood of their content being viewed by unintended audiences. Ac-

cording to this study, almost 95% of the participants had taken some actions to prevent

strangers from accessing their content. Also, interestingly, 16.5% of the participants men-

tioned that they had at least one post that they were uncomfortable sharing with a specific

friend, and 37% raised more general concerns about sharing their content with friends.

This study shows that the privacy controls of OSNs allow users to prevent strangers from

accessing a post, but they are still unsuitable for mitigating concerns regarding social ac-

quaintances who at some point in time become inappropriate audiences based on the

context of a post.

In this sense, Stutzman et al. [239] examined expectancy violations and interpersonal

privacy practices of OSN users that have set their OSN profiles to be accessible by “friends-

only”. In general, an expectancy violation occurs when the behavior of a party does not

match the predefined and expected one. In the context of this work, the authors defined

expectancy violation as the case where an individual reports an expected audience that

is not actually the intended audience. According to this work, 30.44% of the participants

reported an expectancy violation by family members, and 2.11% by best friends. Also, the

expectancy violation reported for strong and weak ties is almost the same (about 10%),

which emphasizes the privacy risk of sharing content to social acquaintances. Thus, many

users choose to un-tag posts and photos, in order to disassociate themselves from the

published content, for impression management, and for preventing the visibility of this

content to some members of their social circle [74, 111].

In general, a significant problem that affects the sharing behavior of OSN users is that

they rarely are aware about the true visibility of their content. Typically, users have scarce

information about the audience of their content. In [71], the authors combine survey and

large-scale log data to examine how well users’ perceptions of their audience match their

actual audience on Facebook. They find that users consistently underestimate their audi-

ence size, guessing that their audience is just 27% of its true size.

The problem of controlling published resources by specifying the proper audience is

not trivial, as it also depends on the time persistence of the published data. In reality,

all the information and resources published online remain available for a long period of

time. It can be said that some types of data, such as photos or videos, typically remains

visible indefinitely [139] (or at the best, as long as the OSN exist). Thus, in reality, when

a user publishes a resource, she needs to also take into consideration any future changes

of the audience. In order to investigate the relation between information aging and users’

sharing preferences, Ayalon and Toch [61] asked participants to specify their sharing pref-

erences and intentions for four of their posts that were published on specific times during

the last 2 years, specifically a post published in the current time, a month prior to the sur-

vey, and a year and two years prior to the survey. The results of this study show that there is

a negative correlation between users’ willingness to share a post and the time passed since
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its first publication, as possibly major changes in the user’s life make the post irrelevant.

Towards the same direction, Wang et al. [251] showed that users regret for posts they

published in relation to sensitive topics, content with strong sentiment, lies, and secrets.

In a subsequent work, Wang et al. [250] designed two modifications to the Facebook web

interface for helping users to avoid publishing content that may possibly regret after publi-

cation. This mechanism informs a user about possibly sensitive content and the audience,

according to the user’s settings. Through the evaluation of this mechanism, and according

to the responses of their participants, they found that reminders about the audience of

posts can prevent unintended disclosures without major burden. A similar mechanism,

that informs users about the potential audience of their status updates, was recently im-

plemented by Facebook [28].

2.2.3 Management of Collective Resources

In the previous we presented studies on the behavior, privacy concerns and intentions of

users with regards to information disclosure and content sharing. These studies showed

that in many cases the published content ends up to an audience different from the one

that was intended to, because users are not always aware of the true visibility of the con-

tent they publish. Also, even if users are privacy concerned and aware of the implications

of disclosing sensitive information, in many cases they cannot comprehend the complex

access control mechanisms and privacy settings of OSNs, and unintentionally disclose in-

formation to a broad audience.

This problem is more acute in the cases of collective resources. While OSNs allow users

to restrict access to their own personal information and data, there are no efficient and ef-

fective mechanisms in place to enforce privacy concerns over content published by other

users. Since collective resources, such as group photos, are shared by friends and family,

personal privacy goes beyond the discretion of what a user uploads about himself, and

becomes an issue of what other users associated with the specific content reveal. The

problem with collective resources is that the existing access control mechanisms in OSNs

cannot effectively handle cases where the interested parties have conflicting privacy con-

cerns. Typically, in current OSNs the uploader of a resource is considered the owner and

is granted full rights on managing the published content, typically by setting the visibility

permission for it, whereas other people that are associated with the published content are

not considered co-owners and are not granted any rights.

Relying on the publisher for accommodating the concerns of the users associated with

the published content is not a good idea. As discussed, some OSN users might be unaware

of the true visibility of the content they publish, or the possible implications that stem

from disclosing sensitive information. Even in the case of a privacy concerned content

publisher, which is willing to respect the concerns of the other associated users, it is not
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always feasible to specify such access control policies that meet everyone’s preferences. It

is common to have users with conflicting preferences regarding the visibility of a shared

content, as these users have different social circles and different perspectives on privacy.

A recent work by Yamada et al. [256] investigated the problem of users’ conflicting pri-

vacy policies. An indicative example can be given by considering a user that prohibits

everyone from accessing his own content or profile, but his/her friends allow others to see

it. Typically, OSNs tend to resolve such conflicts by adopting the most permissive access

policies, regardless of the owner’s preferences (positive authorizations prevail over nega-

tive ones). Yamada et al. proposed 3 attack algorithms for revealing the hidden friendlists,

profiles and posted messages of a targeted user, in order to demonstrate the extend of the

problem. It should be noted that this type of attacks is different from the inference attacks

presented in Section 2.1.1. An interesting finding of Yamada et al’s work is that half of the

study participants were willing to change their privacy policies to resolve policy conflicts.

One of the first works regarding this problem was presented by Besmer et al. [74], which

focused on the case of group photos. In a small survey study they identified that users were

often concerned about revealing a photo to specific individuals or groups of people, typi-

cally among their social circles, i.e., family members. This finding agrees with the outcome

of other studies (e.g., [150, 239]). Additionally, most of the study participants stated that

they change their behavior, and often un-tag themselves from photos, in order to protect

their privacy. In a subsequent work [75], Besmer and Lipford designed a tool that allows

the users tagged in a photo to send an out-of-band request to the uploader for restricting

particular users from accessing the photo. This can be considered as a very basic mecha-

nism for the management and “negotiation” of privacy settings between the uploader and

the associated (i.e., tagged) users. However, in reality, it depends entirely on the uploader’s

willingness to take into consideration the “suggestions” of tagged users.

A recent study by Henne et al. [138] explored the extent to which users are aware of

photos being shared by others that depict them, or contain their tag. In this study the au-

thors evaluated more than 75 million photos visible to 2753 users. The results of the study

showed that users are not really aware of the extent and visibility of such content, despite

their beliefs that they are aware of it. Actually, the study proved that not only users are un-

aware of such content, but also that there is a significant gap between users’ expectations

and reality. These results are especially true in the case of published photos that do not

contain tags of the depicted users. In such a case the associated users are not even being

notified about the existence and the visibility of these photos.

2.3 Protection Mechanisms

In this section we present different protection mechanisms proposed in the literature and

implemented by the current OSNs to protect users’ privacy. In general, the approaches
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presented in the following intent to prevent privacy leakage and to protect OSN users from

other possibly malicious users and/or the social networking provider and third parties.

2.3.1 Information Hiding

Multiple works proposed approaches and tools for hiding user information and data from

service providers and third parties (e.g., [68, 69, 103, 132, 178, 180]). These approaches are

based on the observation that OSNs can operate on “fake” data, with a relatively small

impact on the core OSN functionality, in most cases. If the operations performed on the

fake data by the OSN can be mapped back onto the real data, the user can, to a degree,

make use of the service. Such “fake” data could be an encrypted form of the user’s data or

obtained by substituting the original data with data from a dictionary. Encrypted data can

be stored on external trusted devices, such as third-party servers or a friend’s computer.

Such mechanisms allow the authorized users (e.g., friends) to retrieve the original data

from the fake data after performing some computation/transformations.

Luo et al. [180] proposed FaceCloak, an architecture that hides user’s information and

data from the OSN and unauthorized users. This tool, which was implemented as a Firefox

extension, allows a user to specify which personal information and data to hide and ac-

cordingly, provides fake information to the OSN. Then, it stores the real information and

data on a separate server, in an encrypted form, and when authorized users try to access

this data FaceCloak fetches the encrypted data from its server, decrypts them, and substi-

tutes the fake data received from the OSN with the decrypted ones. This approach though

depends on a third-party infrastructure to store the data, which means that users have to

trust the reliability of this party. Another approach that stores encrypted user data on an

external storage service and “fake ” data in the OSN was proposed in [69]. This system

replaces user’s real data posted on the OSN with fake data that looks like genuine. Then,

the user’s real data is encrypted and stored in a user-chosen, public storage service (e.g.,

Dropbox), which returns a URL to the encrypted content.

Guha et al. [132] designed NOYB, a system that hides users’ identities by substituting

user information with those of other users in the network. This approach partitions all the

information of a user into pieces of information, called “atoms” (e.g., name, age, location

are considered as different atoms), and replaces the atoms of each particular user with dif-

ferent atoms from other users. Then it uses an index, to enable the trusted friends of each

user to identify and restore the correct information. In general, this approach distorts user

information, which is weaker than other encryption based approaches, but it preserves

certain semantic and statistical properties of the network. This avoids raising suspicions,

as it keeps the OSN oblivious to the “shuffling of information”.

The work presented in [214] proposed a privacy-preserving photo encoding algorithm

that extracts and encrypts a small, but significant, component of the photo, while preserv-
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ing the remainder in a public, standards-compatible part. These two components can be

stored separately, e.g. the private part (encrypted) can be stored in the cloud, and the other

one in the OSN. This algorithm ensures that the public part of the photo does not reveal

any information and that it follows a standards-compatible format, which allows OSNs to

preform typical server-side image transformations (resizing, cropping etc.). For accessing

the photo, an authorized user has to retrieve and combine both parts of the photo.

2.3.2 Decentralized Social Networking Architectures

Many works, such as [4,57,82,105,106,148,160,193,226,228] proposed decentralized archi-

tectures for protecting users from centralized social networking services that have a global

view of the entire user population. Most of these solutions are based on distributed hash

tables, which are preferred over unstructured overlays for their performance guarantees.

In addition, data is typically encrypted and only authorized users can decrypt and access

it. In this section we present in brief the most indicative decentralized approaches and dis-

cuss about their underlying infrastructure, data storage and key management procedures.

Jahid et al. [147] proposed EASiER, an architecture that supports fine-grained access

control policies and dynamic group membership by using attribute-based encryption (ABE).

A basic problem of ABE schemes is that they cannot effectively handle revocation, without

the need to issue new keys to the other users or to re-encrypt the resources. The approach

proposed by Jahid et al. can achieve this by creating a proxy that participates in the decryp-

tion process and enforces revocation constraints (this role can be typically played by the

OSN). In another work, Jahid et al. [148] proposes DECENT, a decentralized architecture

designed to provide data confidentiality, integrity, and availability in the presence of ma-

licious nodes. The confidentiality and integrity of data is protected by a cryptographic

mechanism, so that data can be stored in untrusted nodes in a distributed hash table

(DHT). This architecture, which utilizes the work presented in [147] can support efficient

access revocation and fine-grained policies. A similar approach by Nilizadeh et al [193]

uses a pool of untrusted nodes for storing users’ data, and thus achieves high availability.

Buchegger et al. [82] proposed a two-tier distributed (peer-to-peer) architecture that

implements the core features of OSNs in a decentralized way. This system assumes a pub-

lic key infrastructure (PKI), where a user encrypts data with the public keys of the intended

audience. The first tier, which was implemented by using OpenDHT, serves as a look-up

service to find a user. This stores information for identifying the user and the location of

data, e.g., IP addresses, notifications etc. A peer can connect to another peer by asking

the look-up service directly to get all the required information to contact him. The second

tier contains users’ data. Users can exchange information either through the DHT (e.g., a

message is stored if the receiver is offline) or directly between their devices.

Safebook [105,106], a decentralized OSN that uses a peer-to-peer architecture to avoid
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Figure 2.1: Safebook [105] overlays (left) and main components (right).

Figure 2.2: Structure of Matryoshkas [105].

relying on a centralized authority, has three main components: a trusted identification ser-

vice for the certification of public keys and assignment of pseudonyms; Matryoshkas, a set

of concentric shells around each user (users in neighboring shells have distance of 1-hop

between them), which serve the purpose of replicating the profile data and anonymizing

traffic; and a peer to peer substrate (e.g., DHT) for the location of matryoshkas. The archi-

tectural design of Safebook and the structure of a Matryoshka is presented in Figure 2.1

and Figure 2.2 respectively.

There are a few more decentralized architectures, that have been proposed and imple-

mented during the last years, but we do not present them all in this section, as they follow

the same principles and similar architectural design. In general, these approaches have

issues with the availability of users and data, as the data are typically stored by the nodes
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of the network. For this reason, many approaches implement data replication on multiple

nodes, or rely on external servers and cloud infrastructures (e.g., Diaspora [4] and Vis-a-

Vis [226]) for storing the user data. Additionally, these approaches typically have usability

issues, as a considerable effort is required by the participating users to use the service.

Also, importantly, even if decentralized OSNs can protect users both from a centralized

provider and from other unauthorized users, all the proposed approaches do not solve the

problem of “conflicts of interest” between the participants (i.e., collective resource man-

agement and sharing, as presented in Section 2.2.3). None of the existing decentralized

approaches allows users to collaboratively specify and enforce collective privacy policies.



Chapter 3

Collecting and Publicly Sharing Loca-
tion Information

Facilitated by the rapid advancement of mobile devices and the near-ubiquitous availabil-

ity of Internet connectivity, OSNs have become tightly integrated in multiple facets of our

personal and professional lives. The capability of modern smartphones to provide fine-

grained location information in real time has enabled the deployment of a wide range of

novel functionality by OSNs. In the case of Twitter, which has differentiated from other

social networks by becoming a platform oriented more towards microblogging, users can

incorporate location information in their tweets to provide more context and enrich their

communications [201], or even enhance situational awareness during critical events [247].

Nonetheless, the policies of such services that govern the collection and sharing of such

information (e.g., the by-default-public data stream of Twitter) put users at significant pri-

vacy risk.

Apart from potentially enabling physical threats when users’ location information is

revealed, e.g., stalking [128, 207] and “cybercasing” [120], location information could also

lead to the inference of very sensitive information such as the user’s religious beliefs, sex-

ual orientation, medical issues etc. [77, 188]. While this problem has been studied before,

previous works have only demonstrated how to identify users’ key locations (i.e., home

and work) at a postcode [112], or very coarse-grained (∼10,000m2) level [99,143]. However,

this coarse granularity fails to highlight the true extent of the privacy risks introduced by

the public availability of geographical information in users’ tweets.

In this chapter we conduct a comprehensive exploration of the privacy risks that users

face when location data is, either explicitly or inadvertently, shared publicly. To that end,

we focus on Twitter and examine and assess its policy with regards to collecting and shar-

ing users’ precise location information through its API. Our study on user geotagging be-

havior reveals that users are restrained when publishing their location and avoid includ-

ing exact coordinates when given control by the underlying system. This validates our

hypothesis that users are indeed cautious about their privacy, and that they take measures

29
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to avoid or minimize privacy risk. However, our study also reveals that even though users

tend to avoid publishing precise location when given explicit control, they yet remain ex-

posed due to Twitter’s policy regarding the availability of historical data.

To examine the privacy risks users face due to publicly accessible location information

we design and develop LPAuditor, a system that leverages Twitter data and public APIs for

identifying users’ key locations. LPAuditor can infer users’ home and work locations at a

postal address granularity. Through an arduous manual process we create a ground truth

dataset for 2,047 users, which enables us to experimentally evaluate our auditing tool. Our

system is able to identify the home and workplace for 92.5% and 55.6% of the users respec-

tively. When compared to state-of-the-art results, we find that our techniques outperform

previous approaches by 18.9%-91.6% for homes and 8.7%-21.8% for workplaces.

Apart from the increased effectiveness of our techniques, this work demonstrates that

by leveraging widely available geo-location databases attackers can pinpoint users’ key

locations at a granularity that is orders of magnitude more precise than previously demon-

strated. Without doubt, this level of accuracy renders the identification of users a trivial

task. The privacy implications of our findings are even more alarming when considering

the prominent role that platforms like Twitter play in protests and other forms of social

activism [20]. Indeed, a substantial number of users choose to not reveal their actual iden-

tity on Twitter, and prior work has found a correlation between the choice of anonymity

and the sensitivity of topics in tweets [203] and other online posts [202].

LPAuditor offers a comprehensive analysis of the privacy loss caused by location meta-

data by also exploring whether the remaining locations can be used to infer personal infor-

mation that is typically considered sensitive. Our system examines tweets that place the

user at (or in close proximity of) locations that are associated with such information. Cur-

rently we search for locations pertaining to three sensitive topics: religion, medical issues,

and sex/nightlife. We find that 71% of users have tweeted from sensitive locations, 27.5%

of which can be placed there with high confidence based on the content of their tweets.

Privacy loss is amplified by the location metadata as it leaks additional contextual details

to the tweet’s content; e.g., the user may simply mention being at a doctor without giving

more details, while the location metadata places the user at an abortion clinic. We also

explore a spatiotemporal-based approach and find that 29.5% of the users can be placed

at a sensitive location regardless of the content of their tweets.

Finally, our study reveals that older versions of the Twitter app implement a privacy-

invasive policy in regards to publishing location data. Specifically, tweets that are geo-

tagged by users at a coarse level (e.g., city) include the user’s exact coordinates in the

tweets’ metadata. That is, Twitter includes sensitive information in its public data stream

even though users have not explicitly opted to publicly share such data or include it in

their tweets. This privacy violation is invisible to users, as the GPS coordinates are only

contained in the metadata returned by the API and not visible through the Twitter website
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or app. To make matters worse, while newer app versions allow users to explicitly decide

whether to include such precise location data, this historical metadata currently remains

publicly accessible through the API. We quantify the impact of Twitter’s invasive policy, and

find that it results in an almost 15-fold increase in the number of users whose key locations

are successfully identified by our system.

3.1 Motivation and Threat Model

The sensitive nature of mobility data is well known to the research community, which

has proposed various techniques so far for limiting the granularity of the location data

that services can obtain (e.g., [129]). In practice, however, such defenses have not seen

wide deployment and a large number of mobile apps collect precise locations [217]. While

prior work has proposed approaches for identifying key locations (home and work), the re-

ported granularity is not sufficient for demonstrating the true extent of the threat (e.g., [99,

100, 112, 143]). More importantly, the risk of sensitive information being inferred from

other location data points (i.e., places the user visited) remains unexplored. As such, our

goal in the work presented in this chapter is to explore the feasibility of identifying users’

key locations at the finest granularity possible, i.e., to identify their actual home and work

postal address, and to investigate whether any other locations visited by the user can lead

to the inference of personal and sensitive information.

Despite the privacy risk this data poses to users, services do not stringently prohibit

access to it and may even expose it to third parties [163] or render it publicly accessible.

To demonstrate the extent and accuracy of sensitive information inference that an adver-

sary can achieve, we develop and evaluate LPAuditor exclusively using public and free data

streams and APIs. Furthermore, we design our system to be application-independent and

applicable to other location datasets. We show that location metadata enables the infer-

ence of sensitive information that could be misused for a wide range of scenarios (e.g.,

from a repressive regime de-anonymizing an activist’s account to an insurance company

inferring a customer’s health issues, or a potential employer conducting a background

check). While we build a tool that can be adopted by online services for better protecting

users’ privacy, the techniques employed by this system could be applied by a wide range

of adversaries. By demonstrating the severity and practicality of such attacks, we aim to

incentivize the design and adoption of privacy-preserving policies and mechanisms.

3.2 System Overview

In this section we provide an overview of our system. First we describe how LPAuditor

clusters location data and identifies key locations. Next we provide details on our method-

ology for identifying sensitive locations that users may have visited. Finally, we provide
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some implementation details. It should be noted though that while in this dissertation we

conduct our study on Twitter, our techniques are generic, and our system can be easily

extended to handle any location dataset.

3.2.1 Data Labeling and Clustering

Labeling tweets. The first step is to label each geotagged tweet with the corresponding

postal address. To highlight the extent of the risk that users face, we opt for publicly avail-

able API services that could be trivially employed by attackers for mapping each tweet’s

GPS coordinates to an address. To that end, we use the reverse geocoding API by ArcGIS [1]

for the majority of our labels, and the more accurate but rate-limited Google Maps Geocod-

ing API [9] for the subset of labels that are more critical to our accuracy. While this allows

us to improve our system’s performance, in practice, if a system like LPAuditor is adopted

by a major service like Twitter, Google Maps API could be used for the entirety of the calls.

Additionally, since our dataset is large in size, we developed a form of caching that

allows avoiding unnecessary API calls. Instead of issuing a call for every pair of coordinates

we come across, we estimate the spatial position of the pair of coordinates and search for

nearby coordinates that have already been labeled. If the distance to a labeled pair of

coordinates is less than two meters, we assign the same address label to the new pair of

coordinates. Experimentally, we found that this approach reduced the number of API calls

our system issued by 42.5%.

It should be noted, however, that geocoding APIs do not always return an address for

the requested coordinates. We label such tweets with the “unknown address” label. After

a manual investigation and verification of a random subset of such tweets we observed

that they typically correspond to places that cover a rather wide geographical area, such as

university campuses, airports or remote rural areas that do not have exact postal addresses.

Nonetheless, while we don’t have a postal address in these cases, the granularity of our

process is unaffected as we still have the GPS coordinates.

Initial clustering. LPAuditor groups tweets assigned to the same postal address into

a single cluster (we refer to this as first-level clustering). Then, by taking into consider-

ation the coordinates of all the tweets of a cluster, we calculate the coordinates for the

cluster’s mid-point (geometric center). To verify that the label assigned to a cluster indeed

corresponds to the cluster’s actual address, we use the Google Maps API for retrieving the

address of the cluster’s mid-point coordinates. If the address returned from Google’s API

does not match the already assigned address label for the cluster, due to incompatibilities

between the two APIs or borderline cases where our caching approach results in assigning

a neighboring address, we opt for the address returned from Google’s API. However, due

to Google’s stricter API rate limits, we only use this methodology for verifying the address

of the 10 largest clusters of each user, which we have empirically found to be the most
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Figure 3.1: Example of our second-level clustering.

prominent and significant ones. This follows our threat model constraint of demonstrat-

ing what attacks can be conducted using free and public APIs. In practice, attackers with

many resources could avoid rate limiting or use other proprietary geo-locating databases.

This first-level clustering approach cannot be used for tweets with coordinates that

do not correspond to a specific address. For tweets with the “unknown address” label we

employ the Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise algorithm (DB-

SCAN) [116]. We empirically set our threshold to 30 meters, but due to its cascading effect

we may cluster together points that have a greater distance due to other points laying in

between them. We only use DBSCAN for clustering tweets that have been marked with

the“unknown address” label, and nearby tweets that have been labeled with an actual ad-

dress are not considered by DBSCAN. We estimate that around 16% of the clusters in our

dataset have been marked with the “unknown address” label.

Second-level clustering. We have observed that the initial clustering approach some-

times results in multiple neighboring clusters for a specific place. The most common case

involves one large dominant cluster in the area and a few significantly smaller clusters

next to it, in close proximity. In general, it is difficult to distinguish which tweets belong

to each cluster, even by plotting the coordinates of these tweets on a map and visually in-

specting them. Through an empirical analysis, where we visually inspected clusters and

cross referenced the timing of their tweets, it became apparent that these closely neigh-

boring clusters typically correspond to a single user location but have been mapped to a

neighboring address. Various factors can lead to this, such as inaccuracies in the user’s

GPS readings [260], the precision of the geocoding APIs, as well as differences in the ac-

tual tweeting position of the user (tweeting when leaving a place or arriving, being in the

backyard or at a neighbor etc.).

As these nearby clusters most likely correspond to the same place even if the tweet’s lo-

cation slightly deviates, we implement a second-level clustering for grouping such neigh-
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boring clusters into a larger one.1 First we identify which cluster in an area of multiple

neighboring clusters is dominant, i.e., has the most tweets, and then we employ a mod-

ified version of the DBSCAN algorithm for estimating which clusters should be merged

with the dominant one. For this clustering we consider that the distance between the mid-

point of the larger central cluster and all the smaller ones should not exceed 50 meters.2

To eliminate DBSCAN’s cascading effect we check this distance before deciding whether

a cluster should be included in the new one. An example of our second-level clustering

approach is shown in Figure 3.1, where there are several clusters of significant size, with

smaller clusters around. All tweets in a cluster are depicted with a common color, and the

dark green pins denote the center of the various clusters.

Overall, implementing our second-level of clustering allows us to introduce a (config-

urable) radius for effectively mapping these “runaway” data points to the main cluster.

Nonetheless, it is important to note that the initial clustering step (using the geocoding

API) is actually necessary; solely applying DBSCAN’s radius-based clustering to the dataset

leads to oversized clusters and eliminates the finer granularity that is achieved by the two-

level clustering approach.

3.2.2 Identifying Key User Locations

Here we describe how LPAuditor selects the clusters that represent two key user locations

(home and workplace) in an automated fashion and at a large scale. Our system does not

take into consideration the content and semantics of the tweets posted, but only the tem-

poral characteristics and distribution of the tweets in each cluster. As such, our approach

is not constrained to Twitter, but it is generally applicable to any sparse location dataset.

It should be emphasized that our work focuses on location metadata and not the tweet

content as this allows us to quantify the true extent of the privacy risks introduced by lo-

cation metadata: even cautious users that do not explicitly disclose information about their

key locations face this privacy loss. This threat is further exacerbated by Twitter’s invasive

data collection policy (Section 3.4.3) which results in a massive increase in the number

of affected users. However, it is noted that LPAuditor leverages the content for increasing

confidence in placing users in other sensitive locations, as discussed in Section 3.2.3.

It is imperative to note that our system incorporates heuristics that are built upon intu-

itive assumptions regarding common human behavior and legislative norms (e.g., 8-hour

shifts) in the US (location of our study’s users) and many other countries as well (e.g., in

the European Union). While highly effective, these heuristics may require tweaking for

countries with vastly different social norms or legislature.

1Hereafter referring to clusters will imply second-level clusters unless stated otherwise.
2We set this threshold based on the value in the FCC mandate for 911 caller location accuracy [7], as it can

account for GPS errors but is not prohibitively large so as to lead to false positives. We also experimentally
verified its suitability.
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First we obtain the local timezone corresponding to each cluster from its mid-point co-

ordinates, and then convert the timestamp of each tweet to the local time. This allows us

to identify tweets that have been posted within specific hours, and understand the user’s

daily routine and behavior in depth especially for users that have clusters in different time-

zones. For capturing the temporal characteristics of each cluster and understanding the

user’s activity and tweeting patterns, our system identifies active time windows, i.e., time

windows with at least one geotagged tweet for a particular cluster. Apart from days or

weeks, time windows can be set to represent weekdays, weekends, or even specific time

frames at a granularity of hours (e.g., afternoon, late night).

Home Inference. Homes exhibit distinct characteristics compared to other places

users regularly visit, as that is where people typically return at the end of the day and also

spend a considerable amount of time. Due to the non-ephemeral relationship people have

with their home, the temporal characteristics of a user’s tweeting behavior can sufficiently

distinguish this location from other visited locations. One exception could be users that

are considerably privacy-cautious and refrain from posting geotagged tweets from their

home or surrounding areas.

Our approach for identifying a user’s home cluster is based on the following intuitions:

(i) as the user spends some time at home every day, we expect to repeatedly observe some

activity from this cluster (i.e., multiple active windows in this cluster’s timespan), and (ii)

the tweets of this cluster will not occur solely within a specific time frame, but we expect

tweets that correspond to almost all hours in the day. In other words, while other clusters

of a user may follow a specific well-defined temporal pattern, we expect the home cluster

to exhibit a more “chaotic” behavior in the long term, having tweets that were posted at

different times throughout the day, from early in the morning to very late at night.

While experimenting with two approaches for specifying the time windows (i.e., only

weekends vs entire weeks), and found that they lead to similar results, we observed that

a week-based time window may introduce uncertainty for users that exhibit considerable

activity from multiple clusters. As such, we design a robust home-inferring algorithm by

only considering weekends. We determine which are the user’s five most active clusters

“horizontally”, i.e., those with the highest number of active weekends, and estimate the

time frame and active hours of each of these clusters. Following our intuition that the

home will exhibit more widespread temporal activity from a macroscopic viewpoint, we

choose the cluster with the broadest time frame as the user’s home.

Work Inference. We expect that, for most users, tweets posted from work will follow a

well-defined time frame that corresponds to the user’s working hours. Instead of designing

a heuristic that is capable of distinguishing a user’s work cluster from home, which will be

similar to the heuristic used for identifying home in a way, we decided to initially use our

home heuristic for identifying and excluding the users’ home location, and then focus on

distinguishing the work cluster from all the other clusters of the user. To that end, we
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Figure 3.2: An example diagram representing the tweeting activity of two users in our
dataset from their home and work clusters.

employ our home heuristic first for identifying the user’s home cluster.

Then, we set the time window to the entire week and identify the five most active clus-

ters, i.e., those with the highest number of active weeks (in the horizontal dimension). We

ignore the home cluster when assembling this set. For each of the remaining candidate

clusters we try to identify the cluster’s most dominant time frame. To that end, we identify

all the distinct days in which the user has posted more than one tweet, and use the day’s

earliest and latest tweet for calculating the time frame of that day. After estimating the

time frame of each active day, we superimpose all these time frames and consider as the

dominant time frame the set of hours that appears in more than half of the active days of

the cluster. This allows us to avoid including insignificant hours, e.g., for days where the

user happened to go to work a little earlier or later than usual. At the same time this also

allows us to handle users that have a more lax schedule or may work in shifts. We also ac-

count for users that work night shifts, which span two consecutive dates; specifically, we

consider instances of active time windows that span two days, have a duration of up to

eight hours [13] and terminate by 07:00,3 and are followed by a period of inactivity of at

least eight hours.4

3In the United States the night shift is typically 23:00-07:00 while the European Union identifies it as in-
cluding the 00:00-05:00 period [14].

4The US Department of Labor considers that a normal shift is followed by “at least an eight-hour rest” [13]
while the European Union’s 2003/88/EC directive establishes a “minimum rest period of 11 consecutive
hours.”
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Next, we exclude all tweets not belonging to the dominant time frame. We also exclude

clusters that repeatedly have daily activity of more than ten hours, as they most likely do

not correspond to the user’s work (since we assume that most jobs have eight-hour shifts).

However, as sometimes people are required to work overtime, or stay at work longer than

usual, we are flexible and only exclude clusters with more than 20% of their daily time

frames exceeding the ten-hour threshold (i.e., one workday per week) based on reported

average overtime hours in the US [2] and the European Union’s limit for 48 hours per week.

Finally, we select the cluster with the largest number of active weeks as the user’s work-

place. It is important to note that this approach provides the first adaptive approach that

dynamically identifies shifts or common working hours for each individual user, contrarily

to previous approaches that followed a simplistic approach of considering fixed working

hours for all users (e.g., “09:00-17:00”).

An example of the tweeting activity of two users from both home and work is given in

Figure 3.2. Both users’ locations were correctly identified by LPAuditor. For the top user,

tweets from work fall in a well-defined time frame (weekdays, 08:00-16:00), in contrast to

tweets posted from home, which cover almost all times of day. The bottom user exhibits a

more erratic behavioral patterns with different work shifts within a week, highlighting the

need for our dynamic approach that adapts to different patterns.

3.2.3 Identifying Highly-Sensitive Places

While identification of a user’s home and workplace is a significant privacy risk, our goal is

to also explore the feasibility of uncovering personal user information that may be consid-

ered even more sensitive. As such, we want to identify other places a user has visited that

could be used to infer such sensitive information. LPAuditor identifies a user’s Potentially

Sensitive Clusters (PSCs) which are in close proximity to highly-sensitive venues, and de-

termines whether the user actually visited these venues. To label a cluster as potentially

sensitive, we estimate the cluster’s mid-point coordinates and use Foursquare’s [8] venue

API for retrieving information about the nearest venues.

We consider venues that are within a 25 meter radius from the cluster’s mid-point co-

ordinates; we set a more restrictive threshold compared to the key location clustering

process to avoid potential false positives due to the small number of tweets per cluster

and density of PSCs. In practice, if LPAuditor is offered as an auditing tool to users, these

thresholds can be user-configurable to allow for flexibility for areas of different venue den-

sity (e.g., downtown metropolitan areas vs rural areas). In this study we decided to set the

threshold at 25 meters, as it is adequate for returning a credible list of potential venues that

the user might have visited, allowing us to assume that the user was at the specific venue,

and also large enough to account for cases where the coordinates are not perfectly accu-

rate due to GPS errors. The Foursquare API returns the name of each venue as well as its
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type, selected from an extensive list of predefined categories. As such, we have identified

which of the venues returned by the API are associated with sensitive categories or subcat-

egories (the categories we consider as sensitive in this study can be seen in Figure 3.10).

Content-based corroboration. Proximity to a sensitive venue does not necessitate that

the user visited it (at least on that occasion). It could quite possibly be a case of simply

passing by or visiting a different (potentially non-sensitive) nearby venue. To determine

if the user is associated with the sensitive venue, we analyze the content of the cluster’s

tweets in an effort to capture terms that indicate the user’s presence at that venue. It is

important to note that despite the user including some relevant keyword in the tweet, lo-

cation metadata allows attackers to obtain more context and infer sensitive information

that the user did not intend to disclose.

To identify such terms, LPAuditor uses three manually-curated wordlists of related

terms based on numerous online domain-specific corpora that contain keywords related

to our sensitive categories. Specifically, our wordlists contain medical- and health-related

terms, terms associated with various religions, and sex/nightlife. As a precaution, we re-

move relevant keywords that are overtly ambiguous in context, as they can lead to false

positives (e.g., “joint” may refer to a part of the body, some type of establishment, or may

be drug-related). These lists can be easily modified, or expanded in the future to include

terms from other categories (e.g., political).

In order to perform our term matching approach, LPAuditor first pre-processes users’

tweets (i.e., tokenization, lemmatization, removes punctuation, emojis, mentions, stop-

words and URLs) using the NLTK library. Then it uses term frequency - inverse document

frequency (tf-idf) to identify the most significant terms within the tweets of each PSC. For

each cluster we consider the cluster’s tweets as the document and the entirety of the user’s

tweets as the collection (with each cluster considered a document). As tf-idf assigns a

score to the terms of the cluster, we check the three terms with the highest score against

the respective wordlist, to determine if the context of these terms can be associated with a

nearby sensitive venue.

Duration-based corroboration. Due to the sensitive nature of these venues, users will

not always include content in their tweets that enables us to place them in a sensitive

venue. For this reason, we introduce another approach that does not depend on the con-

tent of tweets, but on the repetitiveness and duration of user visits to a specific geographic

area, in order to identify places the user has likely visited. More specifically, with this ap-

proach we identify PSCs that have consecutive tweets in the span of a few hours, which

indicate that the user has spent a considerable amount of time at that place. In order to

avoid cases where the users did not visit a sensitive place but posted multiple tweets while

passing by it, we exclude cases of consecutive tweets that have been posted in short peri-

ods of time (within five minutes). We also identify tweets posted from the same cluster on

different days, which shows that the user tends to repeatedly visit that place. Obviously
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this approach does not work for clusters with a single tweet, as it is not feasible to infer

whether the user has spent some time or repeatedly visited a place with the temporal in-

formation given by only one tweet. Also, it lacks the additional confidence in placing the

user at the sensitive venue that we obtain with the content-based approach. Nonetheless,

it highlights a significant source of privacy leakage.

3.2.4 Implementation Details

LPAuditor has been designed as a completely modular framework, allowing for each in-

dividual component to be trivially changed or extended (e.g., incorporating a new data

source, or implementing a different clustering method etc.). Our system has been fully im-

plemented in Python, and all collected data is stored into a Mongo database. In more de-

tail, we leverage the Tweepy package for interacting with Twitter’s API and collecting users’

timelines. For the first-level clustering and address validation we rely on the Geopy pack-

age (via which we interact with the ArcGIS and Google APIs), while our second-level clus-

tering is based on the default implementation of DBSCAN as provided by the scikit-learn

package. For collecting venue information LPAuditor uses the Foursquare package, while

the NLTK package is used for all tweet preprocessing and procedures related to tf-idf. Given

the importance of scalability when processing large collections of users, we have designed

LPAuditor to be able to use multiple API keys in parallel. This allows us to speed up the

more inefficient parts of the process which rely on communicating with external, and of-

ten rate-limited, APIs. Finally, as each user is processed completely independently from

other users at all stages, multiple instances of our framework can be executed in parallel

for increasing efficiency.

3.3 Data Collection

We first describe our automatically-collected Twitter datasets, and then outline our method-

ology for manually creating a ground truth dataset used for the experimental evaluation

of LPAuditor in Section 3.4.

Datasets. We used Twitter’s streaming API for collecting a set of tweets within a bound-

ing box that covers the mainland area of the United States. While LPAuditor can be applied

to any country with similar working norms (e.g., shift duration) we opted for users in the

US as our sensitive location inference also requires the tweet content and we currently

only support English. Furthermore, it is also the one country common across the datasets

of all the prior studies we compare to in Section 3.4. Nonetheless, an interesting future

direction is to explore these privacy risks for users in other countries.

An initial set of tweets was collected in November 2016, through which we obtained

308,593 unique user identifiers (UIDs). Then we collected each user’s profile information
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Table 3.1: Breakdown of tweets’ sources in our dataset.

Application (source) Geolocation Users Tweets
Twitter for iPhone 3 256,848 286,113,790

Twitter for Android 3 92,560 49,937,831
Twitter Web Client 7 193,531 38,200,661

Twitter for iPad 3 71,472 5,706,952
Foursquare 3 13,192 3,633,711

Twitter for Websites 7 60,085 1,455,189
Twitter Andr. Tablet 3 7,419 251,161

and timeline (the 3,200 most recent tweets, according to Twitter’s policy). This dataset

contains 456,856,444 tweets, which have been generated from 15,094 distinct sources (in-

cluding unofficial Twitter client apps and websites).

Apps may offer different functionalities and handle geo-location data differently as

Twitter’s Geo Guidelines [29] are neither mandatory nor enforceable. Also, there is no doc-

umentation of the default behavior or settings of most client apps, or the changes between

versions. To avoid inconsistencies that stem from the functionalities offered by all these

client apps, we decided to only consider official Twitter apps and Foursquare in this study,

which also account for the vast majority of collected tweets. After this filtering, we end up

with 290,162 users and 345,643,445 tweets. We break down our dataset in Table 3.1; users

who posted tweets from multiple apps are counted in all the respective categories. Fig-

ure 3.3 (left) shows the number of tweets in each user’s timeline. We find that only ∼0.5%

of the users have more than 3000 tweets, and less than 0.06% reached Twitter’s API limit of

3,200 (i.e., likely have more tweets but we can only retrieve 3200).

As we are interested in the privacy implications that stem from geo-location metadata,

we identify all users with at least one tweet containing GPS coordinates in the metadata.

We identified 87,114 such users, which have contributed 15,263,317 geotagged tweets in

total. In Figure 3.3 (right) we present the number of users’ geotagged tweets. Surprisingly

we find that for 30.03% of the users the Twitter API reveals some precise geo-location in-

formation, with 8.01% of the users having less than 10 geotagged tweets. We also observe

that 15.55% of the users have between 10 and 250 geotagged tweets, and approximately

5% and 2% of the users have more than 330 and 655 geotagged tweets, respectively.

Users with many geotagged tweets may have patterns that differ from those of users

with a significantly lower number. For this reason we conduct our analysis on two differ-

ent sets of users. The first set (Top-6K) consists of the top 6,010 users in our dataset that

have the most geotagged tweets (approximately top 2% of users in Figure 3.3), while the

second set (Low-10K) consists of 9,841 randomly selected users that have between 10 and
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Figure 3.3: Total number of tweets (left), and geotagged tweets (right), per user.

250 geotagged tweets. We use these two sets of users for our main analysis (instead of all

collected users), due to the rate limits imposed by the API providers that we use for our

clustering process. Also, by including users with as few as 10 geotagged tweets, we can ex-

plore the privacy risk that users face even when very few location data points are available.

Geotag accuracy. It is important to note that while other types of location-based ser-

vices may add some form of noise or obfuscate the user’s location [207], that is not the

case with Twitter. As such, the GPS coordinates contained in the tweet metadata we ob-

tain through the API match those provided by the user’s device.

Ground truth collection. As we aim to demonstrate the true extent of this privacy

issue by identifying key locations at a postal address granularity, a significant challenge

is obtaining the ground truth for evaluating the accuracy of our approach. While our

home/work identification algorithms focus on spatio-temporal characteristics, creating

the ground truth mandates an analysis of the tweets’ content. Due to strict requirements

for veracity, we did not resort to an automated process but opted for an arduous and

painstaking manual process that required over 6 weeks of continuous effort. While we

have explicitly limited our data collection to publicly available data offered by the official

Twitter API, we took extra precautions during our manual data analysis phase for protect-

ing users’ privacy. Specifically, the user’s account information (name, username) was not

included in the content that was manually inspected, and references to other users (i.e.,

tokens starting with “@”) were removed as well.

We decided to create two different datasets for evaluating our home and work infer-

ence attack, as we want to measure its effectiveness for both the most active, and the less

active users. The first ground truth dataset (i.e., Home-Top and Work-Top) consists of

users that have a large number of geotagged tweets, which are among the top 2% of users

in Figure 3.3 (right). The second ground truth dataset (i.e., Home-Low and Work-Low) in-

cludes users that have between 10 and 250 geotagged tweets. Furthermore, even though

we do not expect corporate accounts, bots and celebrities to post geotagged tweets, we
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take measures to minimize the possibility of including such user accounts in our ground

truth datasets. In order to avoid users whose behavior deviates significantly from the be-

havior of a typical user, we decided not to consider verified/official accounts, and those

users that have very high ratios of friends to followers, and followers to friends.

For building our ground truth we started with users in the Top-6K and Low-10K datasets

that explicitly mentioned in their tweets that they are at home, by matching phrases such

as “Im home”, “I’m home”, “at home” etc. After identifying users with clusters containing

such tweets, we manually reviewed all the tweets in these particular clusters. During the

manual inspection we took into account the context of a user’s tweets for ensuring that

these clusters indeed correspond to a user’s home. Instead of identifying work clusters for

other users, we decided to focus this task on the users for which we have already identi-

fied their home location, as that would allow us to create a more complete dataset that

contains both home and work locations for each user. To that end, we followed a similar

approach and searched for phrases denoting work-related information, “at work”, “at the

office”, “my job”, “this job” etc., and manually inspected the tweets of the returned clusters.

Below we outline the workflow of our manual inspection process for identifying users’

home and work locations. Our goal was to establish a methodology that would remain con-

sistent across users and also allows us to have high confidence in the resulting labels. The

content analysis and location labeling was performed by two researchers independently;

in cases where the labels by the two researchers did not match, the user was discarded. We

avoided potentially ambiguous instances or cases with uncertainty, and built our ground

truth with users where both labelers agreed. We discarded such instances as we set a strict

requirement for correct labels for our ground truth. However, discarding users was a rare

occurrence, as it is a fairly straightforward and intuitive process for human annotators to

identify home/work locations. In more detail, we established the following workflow:

1. Apart from inspecting the tweets that contained one of the initial seed phrases, we

also inspected all of the cluster’s remaining tweets. This allowed us to further in-

crease our confidence by identifying tweets where the user explicitly or implicitly

referred to being at home or work (e.g., “just took a shower”, “my boss just said” etc.).

If we only found implicit references, we required at least two such tweets to increase

our confidence.

2. To make our ground truth as complete as possible, we also manually inspected all

the tweets in users’ 10 largest clusters, for identifying cases where users have multi-

ple homes or work clusters that were not already identified during the previous task.

Again we followed the same approach as described in the previous step. In cases

where there were no other clusters with tweets indicating a home or work location

we were confident of our original labeling, since there was only one cluster match-

ing each label. In cases where other clusters exhibited home- or work-like patterns
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for a specific user, or the content in these clusters’ tweets alluded to a potential key

location, we continued with the following process:

(a) Temporal analysis. We explicitly analyzed the timeline of clusters, and identi-

fied the periods during which each cluster was active. This helped us identify

cases where users had changed residences, where multiple locations had been

labeled as homes but their active periods did not overlap temporally. We also

observed cases where the identified home was not the user’s place of residence,

but could be considered a secondary home (i.e., country/summer house, par-

ents’ house). During this step we also searched specifically for references that

allowed us to label the cluster as a secondary home location (e.g., terms refer-

ring to parents).

(b) Spatial analysis. In cases where more than one cluster exhibited home-like pat-

terns and had overlapping active periods, we considered the spatial location of

each cluster. If the two clusters were close geographically, we further investi-

gated them to decide which one was the user’s actual home and which was not

(e.g., a friend’s house that the user visits frequently). For clusters that were far

away from each other (e.g., in different cities), we relied on the tweets’ content

as a signal for verifying whether the more active cluster was the user’s primary

home location, while the other was a secondary home. A common occurrence

was clusters with home-related keywords that exhibited continuous activity for

a few days: e.g., users tweeting that they were at home, while visiting their par-

ents’ house during the holidays.

Overall, in the Home-Top dataset we have 1,004 users with 1,307 home clusters; 718 of

these users have only one home cluster, while 269 and 17 users have two and three homes,

respectively. This is not a surprising finding, as we collected all the tweets in each user’s

timeline (up to 3,200), and not only tweets posted in a specific time period. Indicatively, we

have observed cases of users that have relocated (e.g., after graduating), college students

living in dorm rooms during their first year and then moving to a house, and students that

regularly visit their family home. We also observed users with multiple home locations in

the Home-Low ground truth dataset, but to a lower extent. Specifically, we identified 905

users that have one home cluster, 137 users with two, and one user with three home clus-

ters. For the two work ground truth datasets, i.e., Work-Top and Work-Low, we identified

298 and 92 users, that have 363 and 98 work clusters respectively.

Interestingly, as can be seen in Figure 3.4, the vast majority of the identified home clus-

ters in the two ground truth datasets are the users’ largest clusters, based on the number

of their tweets (i.e., rank 1). More specifically, for the 1004 and 1043 users in these two

datasets we identify 896 and 933 rank-1 home clusters, which means that for 89.24% and
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Figure 3.4: Home and work clusters according to their ranks in our ground truth datasets.

89.45% of the users in our datasets, their largest cluster correspond to a home location.

We also observe a considerable but significantly lower number of rank-2 and rank-3 clus-

ters (as some users have more than one home locations), and only a few clusters in the

lower ranks. Interestingly, this behavior is consistent between the two home ground truth

datasets, suggesting that the number of a user’s geotagged tweets does not affect her ten-

dency to post a large number of tweets from her home location. For the two work ground

truth datasets, we observe that almost a third of work clusters are rank-2, and also that a

considerable number of work clusters occupy lower ranks, contrarily to home clusters.

It is possible that our home and work ground truth datasets are not exhaustive (i.e., we

may have missed certain locations), as we rely on the content and context of users’ tweets

to identify these clusters. However, due to the systematic and stringent manual inspec-

tion process, we are certain that all the locations labeled in our ground truth indeed cor-

respond to users’ home and work locations. Our manual inspection process has resulted

in ground truth datasets significantly more complete and fine-grained than those used in

prior studies [99, 100, 112, 143, 173] (more details can be found in Section 7.1).

3.4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section we first present an analysis of our datasets and discuss properties of users’

behavior regarding key and sensitive locations. Subsequently, we use our ground truth

dataset to experimentally evaluate LPAuditor and compare to prior work.

Location clusters. To investigate the location patterns in users’ tweeting behavior, we
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Figure 3.5: Number of clusters per user.

focus our analysis on understanding the characteristics of users’ location clusters. We per-

form this analysis for both the most active (Top-6K) and less active (Low-10K) users.

Figure 3.5 depicts the number of clusters per user. As expected, highly active users tend

to have a large number of clusters. Specifically, only 4.45% of these users have less than 40

location clusters, and around 28% less than 100 clusters. In more detail, we observe that

around 50% of the highly active users have more than 140 clusters, and about 25% and

10% of them have more than 200 and 280 clusters respectively. If we only consider clusters

that have more than five tweets, we observe that about 50% of the users have more than

11 such clusters, and 10% have more than 22 clusters.

When focusing our analysis on the Low-10K dataset, we observe that these users have

significantly less clusters than the highly active users but seem to follow a similar pattern.

As shown in Figure 3.5 (right), about 10.7% have five or less clusters, and about 50%, 25%

and 10% of the users have more than 21, 40 and 63 clusters respectively. Furthermore,

similarly to the highly active users, the number of clusters drops significantly when con-

sidering only those clusters that have more than 5 tweets. For both sets of users we find

that users tend to have a large number of clusters, out of which the majority has a small

number of tweets. This large number of clusters possibly has significant privacy implica-

tions for users, as a large number of places can be associated to the user. Moreover, our

key location identification techniques are effective even for clusters with a small number

of tweets as we will demonstrate in the following.

Figure 3.6 presents the percentage of users’ tweets in their five largest clusters. We

observe that for about 40% of the users, more than half of their tweets belong to their top

cluster, while 47.77% of the users have more than 70% of their tweets in their top 5 clusters.

This phenomenon is observed in both sets of users. Based on these observations, our intu-

ition is that the home and work locations of a user can be identified, in most cases, among

her top clusters. In Figure 3.7 we explore the cluster sizes of all users. Both datasets exhibit

a power law distribution, with the vast majority of clusters having only a few tweets and
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and 5 clusters.
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Figure 3.8: Tweets from Potentially Sensitive Clusters (PSCs).

a small number of clusters with a large number of tweets. These small clusters will most

likely not correspond to a user’s home and work locations, as they appear to be visited

rarely; however, these locations are important from a privacy perspective, as they allow re-

constructing a semantically-rich location history, which can reveal highly sensitive infor-

mation. In fact, this is clearly demonstrated in Figure 3.8, which presents the distribution

of PSCs with regards to the number of their tweets. We find that 67.10% of the PSCs in our

datasets have one tweet, while only 4.04% of them have 10 or more.

3.4.1 Home and Work Location Inference

To assess our methodology and measure the effectiveness of LPAuditor we run our location

inference on the ground truth datasets, and aim to pinpoint exact locations (i.e., postal

address level). Thus, we opt for a “strict” evaluation of accuracy where a location is either

correctly or incorrectly identified. We do not calculate distance errors as they are more
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Table 3.2: Performance of home/work inference for ground truth users.

Dataset Users
Inferred
clusters

Precision
Rank of clusters

1 2 3 4 5-10

Home-Top 1004 926 92.2% 806 111 8 1 -
Home-Low 1043 969 92.9% 911 49 8 - 1

Work-Top 298 164 55% 7 79 47 16 15
Work-Low 92 53 57.6% 4 31 11 6 1
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Figure 3.9: Ranks of home and work clusters for our main datasets.

suitable for coarse-grained approaches that roughly estimate locations.

LPAuditor correctly identifies the home of 926 and 969 users from the two datasets,

resulting in a precision of 92.23% and 92.9% respectively. Thus apart from obtaining supe-

rior granularity, our system is considerably more effective than previous approaches as we

will show next. Since our work inference first excludes the home cluster, the outcome also

depends on the precision of the home inference. Our precision is 55.03% and 57.6% for

identifying workplaces in our ground truth. As users typically tweet less when they are at

work than when they are at home (in our ground truth, home clusters contain an average

of 45% of tweets while work clusters contain 8%) our effectiveness at identifying work is

lower since other locations frequented by the user can exhibit similar characteristics (e.g.,

restaurants, coffee shops, gyms). Table 3.2 presents the precision of our home and work

inference, as well as the rank of all the correctly identified clusters. The clusters’ ranks are
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estimated according to their size, such that rank 1 is the largest cluster of the user, rank 2 is

the second largest cluster and so on. Also, we do not re-calculate cluster ranks after exclud-

ing home clusters in the work identification phase, as we want to make direct comparisons

between the results of the two approaches. Finally home clusters have, on average, a max-

imum radius of 59.55 meters and work clusters of 53.38, which drops to 19.25 meters for

all clusters in our ground truth.

Having established the precision of our home and work inference heuristics on our

ground truth datasets, and identified the distribution of the inferred clusters based on

their rank, we run our system on the main datasets (Top-6K, Low-10K) after excluding the

ground truth users. As can be seen in Figure 3.9, the majority of home clusters in both

datasets are rank-1 clusters, which is consistent with the results from the home ground

truth. Specifically, we observe 87.17% and 86.05% rank-1, and 10.28% and 9.58% rank-2

clusters. Also, interestingly, for the Low-10K dataset, we even observe a few clusters of

lower ranks. For the work clusters, only 3.26% and 7.69% are rank-1, while most of them

are rank-2 and a considerable number occupy lower ranks, in both datasets. We find that

the detected clusters follow a similar rank distribution in the two datasets, supporting the

representativeness of our ground truth. It should be noted though that while our work

ground truth explicitly contains users for which we have identified their work, for the main

datasets our system also identifies locations that are not work in the strictest sense. Specif-

ically, we are able to identify locations for users that do not work but have a location that

can be considered a work “substitute”, e.g., a college student attending classes.

Selection bias. The methodology that we employed to create our ground truth datasets

could potentially result in selection bias, as it relies on certain key phrases as a starting

point for the manual process. To examine whether the accuracy of our evaluation is a

byproduct of LPAuditor’s heuristics being “overfitted” to the ground truth, we manually

examine a random subset of users identified from the main datasets (Top-6K, Low-10K).

Specifically, we select 100 users and manually investigate their tweets to verify whether the

home and work labels assigned by our system are correct. Following the manual method-

ology described in Section 3.2 we are able to verify that 89 of the home labels indeed cor-

respond to the user’s actual home cluster. For the remaining 11 users we are unable to

characterize the label as correct or incorrect based on the users’ tweets. For the work la-

bels, we find that for 45 users the work cluster has been correctly identified while for 30

users the label is incorrect. For the remaining 25 users we are not able to verify whether

the label is correct or not.

While this manually verified sample is relatively small, we find that the resulting ac-

curacy is comparable to the accuracy achieved by our system when evaluated against the

ground truth. Furthermore, these users are from our main datasets, which exhibit a wide

range of geotagging behavior, demonstrating that our effectiveness is not tied to a specific

dataset. As LPAuditor’s underlying algorithms are based on common user behaviors and
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legislative/societal norms, we believe that this manual verification further validates the

generalisability of our techniques and the correctness of our ground truth dataset.

De-anonymization. While demonstrating the feasibility of de-anonymizing Twitter

users is not the focus of this work, we conduct a small exploratory experiment. We aim

to identify which, if any, users in our ground truth datasets appear to be pseudonymous.

Specifically we want to identify users that do not provide their full name, i.e., do not pro-

vide their last name (we do not consider first names to be conclusive for identity). We use

the list provided by the US Census Bureau with the most frequent surnames to filter out

users that include their last name in the full name section of their account.

After filtering 282 users remain, which we manually examine and exclude the ones

that actually disclose a last name that is not included in the Census list, or include their

last name in their username. We end up with 183 users that do not explicitly reveal their

identity on their Twitter accounts, which constitutes a lower bound of the pseudonymous

users in our ground truth, due to potential false positives in our automated filtering. Out

of these users, LPAuditor was able to correctly identify the home location of 171 users and

the workplace of 23 users (to ensure privacy, the manual inspection of users’ names was

conducted in “isolation” and not combined with or mapped to any ground truth locations

or other location clusters). While these users might not be truly pseudonymous in reality

(e.g., users with a pseudonym whose actual identity is well known within certain commu-

nities) or could also be de-anonymized through other techniques [122], this experiment

highlights another potential threat posed by location metadata.

Prior work. Apart from pinpointing locations with a granularity that is orders of mag-

nitude more fine-grained than prior work, it is important to also quantify the accuracy

improvements of our techniques. We implement the heuristics proposed in prior work

for identifying home and work locations that leverage spatiotemporal patterns and apply

them to our ground truth; we do not compare to techniques that require other types of

data, like social ties [144, 145], as we do not collect such data and those techniques are

inherently very coarse-grained. By running these heuristics on the same data, we are able

to conduct a direct comparison to previous techniques and avoid the inaccuracy of simply

comparing to their reported numbers. It is important to note that we map tweets to postal

addresses before applying these previously-proposed heuristics, i.e., we only apply our

initial first-level clustering so as to remain as faithful as possible to their original design.

As presented in Table 3.3, LPAuditor outperforms all heuristics proposed in prior work

for both home and work locations. The simplistic approach of selecting the largest cluster

as the home (1) performs surprisingly well, and even outperforms some of the other more

complex heuristics. Specifically this approach correctly identifies 72.3% and 67.8% of the

home clusters in the Home-Top and Home-Low datasets respectively. We also extended

this logic and evaluated the precision of considering the second largest cluster as the work-

place (14); this results in a precision of 18.45% and 22.82% in the Work-Top and Work-Low
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Table 3.3: Comparison between the precision achieved by LPAuditor and previously pro-
posed approaches.

Heuristic Description
Dataset

Proposed by
Top Low

Home

1 Cluster with the highest number of tweets 72.3% 67.8% [99, 100, 143, 164]
2 Most tweets between 20:00-8:00 72.1% 66.4% [179]
3 Most tweets between 24:00-7:00 69.3% 54.7% [143]
4 Last destination of the day (before 3am) 73.3% 64.8% [143, 164]

5
Last destination of the day (w/o days with tweets
between 24:00-7:00)

71.4% 64.4% [143]

6 Weighted PageRank for destinations 44.1% 26.4% [143]
7 Weighted PageRank for origins 37.5% 20.9% [143]

8
Most popular cluster in terms of unique days, during
the Rest (2:00-7:59) and Leisure (19:00-01:59) time
frames

73.1% 64.9% [112]

9 WMFV (best reported time frame: 24:00-5:59) 65% 50.9% [173]
10 W-MEAN (best reported time frame: 24:00-5:59) 0.6% 14.7% [173]
11 W-MEDIAN (best reported time frame: 23:00-5:59) 15.6% 24.5% [173]
12 LPAuditor’s Home detection 92.2% 92.9% this work

Work
13

Most popular cluster in terms of unique days, during
the Active time frame (e.g., working hours,
08:00-18:59)

33.2% 48.9% [112]

14 Cluster with the second highest number of tweets 18.5% 22.8% -
15 LPAuditor’s Work detection 55% 57.6% this work

datasets respectively. Heuristics (4) and (8) perform better than other prior heuristics. The

approaches proposed in [173] rely on weights obtained from their data; to remain as faith-

ful as possible to their design, we replicate their approach and randomly select 22% of

our users as the sample dataset to calculate the weights, and the rest as the evaluation

dataset. The significant difference between their reported accuracy and our findings can

be attributed to their experiments being conducted on a dataset from a very limited time

frame and geographic area.

Overall, our techniques present an improvement of 18.9%-91.6% when inferring homes

and 8.7%-21.8% for workplaces over previously proposed approaches. An interesting ob-

servation is that in multiple cases LPAuditor presents a larger improvement over prior ap-

proaches for users that are not prolific geotaggers (i.e., from the Low datasets), indicating

the benefit of our techniques when there is sparser availability of data. This observation

raises many concerns regarding users privacy, as it demonstrates that the key locations of

users that have only posted a few location data points (i.e., privacy cautious users) can be

accurately inferred.
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Figure 3.10: Potentially sensitive clusters, i.e., in close proximity to venues belonging to a
sensitive category.

3.4.2 Inference of Sensitive Places

LPAuditor detected a total of 6,483 potentially sensitive clusters (PSCs) across our ground

truth datasets. Specifically, it identified 938 (93.42%) Home-Top users with a total of 5,393

PSCs, and 516 (49.47%) users in Home-Low with 1,090 PSCs. This difference between the

two datasets is expected, since users in the latter have fewer geotagged tweets and consid-

erably less clusters, as discussed previously. Figure 3.10 breaks down the detected PSCs

according to the category of the associated venues. For PSCs that have more than one

sensitive venue in close proximity, we first assign that PSC to the category of the closest

venue. We also present how the distribution changes if each PSC is mapped to all sensitive

venues in proximity (denoted as “Multiple attribution”). When only considering the sen-

sitive venue with the shortest distance to the PSC’s coordinates, we identify 5,094 health-

related clusters, and 918 and 471 venues related to religion and sex/nightlife respectively.

Interestingly, if we intersect these clusters with users’ ground truth work locations we find

10 common instances in the Work-Low and 15 in the Work-Top sets; out of those only 3

from the latter set were identified by our system through tf-idf. As such, we believe that

the vast majority of cases are users visiting these venues, as opposed to working there.

Content-based corroboration. When using tf-idf and our wordlists, we increase our

confidence in placing users at 545 of the detected PSCs. To assess these results we identi-

fied the clusters that contain at least one keyword from the respective wordlists and man-

ually inspected the clusters’ tweets, to assert whether the user was actually referring to

a sensitive place. This manual inspection showed that our approach had an overall pre-

cision of 80.36% and a 93.79% recall, as presented in Table 3.4. Out of the 438 verified

sensitive venues, 375 were related to health, and 51 and 12 to religion and sex respectively.

We observed a small number of false positives due to ambiguous keywords that remained
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Table 3.4: Results of content-based (CB) identification of users visiting sensitive places

Home-Top Home-Low Total

Users in Dataset 1,004 1,043 2,047
PSCs 5,393 1,090 6,483
Users w/ PSCs 938 516 1,454

Guessed Clusters (CB) 464 81 545
Users w/ CB Clusters 328 72 400
True Positive (TP) 368 70 438
False Positive (FP) 96 11 107
False Negative (FN) 25 4 29

Precision (TP/TP+FP) 79.31% 86.41% 80.36%
Recall (TP/TP+FN) 93.63% 94.59% 93.79%
F-Score 85.87% 90.31% 86.55%

in our wordlists (e.g., “shot”); however, we kept these terms as the true positives signifi-

cantly outweighed the false positives. On the other hand, in some cases this content-based

approach missed certain sensitive clusters due to users that post sensitive content repeat-

edly from many clusters (e.g., a religious user that tweeted religious content from multiple

locations), which resulted in these keywords not being deemed significant by tf-idf. Fur-

thermore, it is important to stress that we obtain a lower bound on the number of sensitive

venues that a user has visited, as the user may simply post tweets that do not contain the

appropriate context.

Depending on the attacker’s end goal, there might not be a need for absolute certainty

of whether the user visited the sensitive place. Even low confidence levels may be consid-

ered a sufficient indicator; for instance, an insurance company looking at a user’s social

media profile to decide on adjusting the user’s premium or purchasing their policy [23,37].

Nonetheless, as an extra source of ground truth, we identified these users’ tweets that were

generated by the Foursquare app and followed the typical format of a check-in; we then

compared the venues of these check-ins to the clusters of sensitive nearby venues. This al-

lowed us to verify certain detected sensitive places irrespective of the content posted from

these clusters. This returned 105 sensitive clusters for our ground truth users, 20 of which

were also detected by tf-idf. While this source of ground truth is considerably small,

it offers an interesting indication of user behavior; users are extremely reserved when it

comes to explicitly publishing that they are at a sensitive location. This further exempli-

fies the implications of the location metadata being exposed, as it directly undermines

privacy-conscious user behavior.
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Table 3.5: Results of duration-based (DB) identification of users visiting sensitive places.

Home-Top Home-Low Top-6K Low-10K

Visited Clusters (DB) 1,699 276 7,020 2,337
• Medical 1,307 194 5,193 1,626
• Religion 245 56 1,176 493
• Sex/nightlife 147 26 651 218

Users w/ DB Clusters 691 205 3,012 1,672

Common CB/DB Clusters 53.44% 44.44% 53.9% 47.25%
Users w/ CB/DB Clusters 86.89% 59.72% 86.26% 65.88%

To further investigate the tweeting behavior of users from sensitive venues, we used

LPAuditor to infer sensitive places visited by the remaining users from the Top-6K and Low-

10K datasets. Our system identified 21,863 PSCs for 4,418 users from the Top-6K dataset

and through content-based corroboration identified 1,512 of them as sensitive clusters

that have been visited. Of those, 1,282 are health related, 196 pertain to religion and 34 are

related to sex. For the users from the Low-10K dataset, we identified 6,918 PSCs, with 474

being flagged by our system, with 341 related to health, 115 to religion, and 18 to sex.

Duration-based corroboration. When using the duration-based approach (DB), as

can be seen in Table 3.5, we identified 691 users from the Home-Top and 205 from the

Home-Low dataset that have repeatedly visited or spent a considerable amount of time

at 1,699 and 276 PSCs respectively. Similarly, in the Top-6K and Low-10K datasets, we

identified 3,012 and 1,672 users that have visited 7,020 and 2,337 such places. It should be

noted though that these numbers constitute a lower-bound estimation, as the duration-

based approach does not take into consideration PSCs that only contain a single tweet.

Interestingly, we observe that 53.44% and 53.9% of the sensitive clusters detected by

the content-based approach (i.e., CB clusters) for the Home-Top and Top-6K datasets re-

spectively, are among the visited clusters returned by the duration-based approach (DB

clusters). For the Home-Low and Low-10K datasets, 44.44% and 47.25% of the clusters de-

tected with the content-based approach have been also detected by the duration-based

approach. Employing both approaches can increase confidence in identifying sensitive

places the users have visited. Thus, for scenarios requiring higher levels of confidence, an

attacker can select the intersection of the sets returned by the two approaches. Another

noteworthy observation is that the DB approach results in a higher ratio of sex-related clus-

ters compared to CB, which indicates that users are reluctant to explicitly mention such

venues while further highlighting the risk of geotagged tweets.

Contextual privacy loss. A significant implication of this inference is that location
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Figure 3.11: Granularity of location for all geotagged tweets between 2014-2016 in our en-
tire dataset.

Table 3.6: Tweets with GPS coordinates depending on Twitter’s policy on including precise
location metadata.

Dataset Before 4/2015 After 4/2015

All tweets 24.98% 1.35%
Coarse-grained tweets 99.9% 2.85%

metadata can amplify the loss of privacy by revealing sensitive details or additional con-

text about the tweet’s content that might not match the user’s intended level of disclosure.

While we found this to be common across most cases of sensitive clusters we identified,

it is not our goal to quantify or exhaustively enumerate this phenomenon. Instead, we

anecdotally refer to a few representative examples that highlight this dimension of privacy

leakage. In one case, the user expressed negative feelings about his/her doctor, while the

GPS coordinates place the user in the office of a mental health professional. In another

example, the user complained about some blood tests, while being geo-located at a rehab

center. Also, geotagged religion-based tweets can reveal the type of that place of worship

(e.g., mosque, synagogue) and may even point to a specific denomination. However, even

if users are cautious and nothing sensitive is disclosed in the tweets, the location informa-

tion obtainable with our duration-based approach can result in significant privacy loss.

3.4.3 Impact of Historical Data

During our analysis we found that Twitter app versions released prior to April 2015 auto-

matically include GPS coordinates in tweets tagged with a coarse location. The resulting
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tweets have both a coarse-grained label (e.g., city) and GPS coordinates in their metadata.

Furthermore, that information is not visible in the app or the web version of Twitter. Thus,

users are completely oblivious to the public availability of this sensitive information. In

newer versions users have to explicitly opt to include GPS information on a per-tweet ba-

sis. The apps with a more privacy-respecting behavior were released on April 15th for iOS

and the 20th for Android. Nonetheless, the historical metadata collected from the prior

versions still remains publicly accessible through Twitter’s API.

Unavoidable privacy leakage. As can be seen in Figure 3.11 user behavior changes af-

ter April 2015, with far fewer tweets with precise location, and users tagging tweets with

the newly introduced point-of-interest (POI) that denotes locations of varying granularity.

As such, we explore how Twitter’s evolution has affected the disclosure of location informa-

tion. Table 3.6 shows that there is significant change, with a 35-fold reduction in the ratio

of tweets that contain GPS coordinates after the release dates of the apps with the privacy-

respecting approach. Since we do not have the ability to detect each user’s app version,

we first separate the data on the official release date for each platform (i.e., we take into

account if the user is on Android or iOS). While some users may have delayed updating

their app, that would only increase the ratio of tweets with GPS; thus, the actual reduction

of tweets with GPS is even higher, further highlighting the unavoidable privacy violation

that users faced due to Twitter’s poor handling of location data. While we expected that all

coarse-grained tweets from before 04/2015 would contain GPS coordinates, we found that

∼0.1% do not. These were all from before 08/2010 indicating the point in time when Twit-

ter started the practice of appending GPS data to coarse-grained tweets. Consequently this

privacy-invasive policy persisted for almost 5 years until Twitter gave users greater control

over the location information they exposed. Nonetheless, users with older devices or app

versionsare still exposing this type of data, while all users’ data remains accessible online.

Historical data. We explored the impact of Twitter maintaining and publicly sharing

historical location metadata, by calculating how many users would remain vulnerable if

GPS coordinates were not included in coarse-grained tweets. In Figure 3.12 we first look

at the number of days that have passed since the last tweet from a home/work location.

For consistency we only consider tweets that have been posted before the beginning of

our data collection. As shown in Figure 3.12, 56.57% and 68.45% of the users posted their

last tweet from home right before the release of the newer app version, a large percent-

age around the dates of the app release, and only a small number after that. As we do

not have information regarding the date each user installed the newer app version on

their device, we cannot know the exact numbers. However, it is evident that the major-

ity of users stopped posting tweets with precise location information from their home and

work locations. This indicates that these users were only revealing their key locations un-

intentionally, because of Twitter’s policy that included precise location information to the

coarse-grained tweets.
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Table 3.7: Home inference using only geotagged tweets posted after the new geo-location
policy of Twitter.

Dataset Date Users Homes Coverage

Release 602 333 35.96%
Home-Top +2 Weeks 188 87 9.39%

+4 Weeks 155 68 7.34%

Release 394 239 24.66%
Home-Low +2 Weeks 137 71 7.32%

+4 Weeks 116 62 6.39%
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Figure 3.12: Days passed since the most recent tweet.

To further investigate how users’ behavior changed since Twitter changed its policy,

we identified the users that have posted tweets with coordinates after the app release date

(and the following weeks) and ran LPAuditor only on the tweets posted after those dates.

As can be seen in Table 3.7, as users started updating their apps, the number of users

posting tweets with precise location drops rapidly. Indicatively, only 15.43% and 11.12%

of the users in the two datasets continued posting such tweets four weeks after the release

of the new app. When using only tweets posted at least four weeks after the app release we

were able to correctly identify the home of 7.34% and 6.39% of the users that are identified

when all data is used.

Regarding the “freshness” of historical data, it is important to note that even if some of

the users’ key locations have changed (e.g., a user has since moved to a different home),

users can still be identified by that data, and the inferred sensitive information does not

“expire”. The sensitive user traits, actions or beliefs that can be inferred by the three cat-

egories that we explore will still characterize the users regardless of the current location

of their home or workplace. Even for ephemeral characteristics that no longer hold true,

exposure of that sensitive information can still affect users (e.g., certain cured medical is-
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Figure 3.13: Time required by LPAuditor for each phase of the process.

sues remain social taboos). As such, given the adage that “the Web never forgets”, Twitter’s

invasive privacy policy cannot be dismissed as a case of a vulnerability that has been fixed.

As long as this historical data persists online, users will continue to face the significant

privacy risks that we have highlighted in this chapter.

3.4.4 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of our system we selected 1000 users randomly from all the

users with geotagged tweets and measured the time required by each module of LPAuditor,

as well as the total time, for completing the entire process. As expected, this time depends

on the number of tweets and clusters each user has; as such we randomly chose the users

to reflect a representative distribution of our dataset. As shown in Figure 3.13, the most

time demanding operations are those of collecting a user’s tweets, collecting PSCs, and the

first-level clustering all of which rely on the use of third-party APIs (i.e., communication

over the network, rate limits, etc.). On the other hand, the time required for the other

steps, i.e., home, work and PSC inference, as well as the time spend for the second-level

clustering, are in the order of milliseconds, which can be considered as negligible.

Using a commodity desktop machine, LPAuditor requires less that 12 seconds for col-

lecting all the tweets of roughly half the users, and less than 20 seconds for around 98% of

the users. Furthermore, for the collection of PSCs it takes up to six seconds for half of the

users, and more than 29 and 66 seconds for 15% and 5% of the users respectively. For the
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process of clustering, our system takes up to 35 seconds for about 50% of the users, and

more than 164 and 305 seconds for 15% and 5% of the users. To that end, when considering

the total time spent, LPAuditor takes less than 52 seconds for half of the users, and more

than 207 and 385 for 15% and 5% of them (users with a very large number of tweets and

clusters). Our system can complete the whole process in less than a minute for half of the

users, while approximately 95% of them can be processed within six minutes. This high-

lights the severity and scale of the privacy threat we have explored, as adversaries could

trivially run such attacks for a massive number of users, especially when considering that

the processing for each user is completely independent form all other users, enabling the

adversary to run multiple instances of LPAuditor in parallel.

3.5 Discussion and Future Work

Twitter privacy leakage mitigation. The pitfalls of location-sharing have long troubled

the research community. And while the work presented in this dissertation demonstrates

the extent of the risks users face, it also highlights an important aspect of the issue that, to

our knowledge, has not been explored before. While previous work has mainly focused on

users knowingly or inadvertently sharing location data in social platforms, we also identi-

fied an inconspicuous form of privacy leakage that is invisible to users and stems from the

data collection and sharing policies employed by service providers. Even though Twitter

has since opted for a more privacy-oriented policy where users have to explicitly choose

to append GPS coordinates in tweets, the availability of historical metadata severely un-

dermines the benefits of this more recent approach. Apart from the fact that after users

are given the choice they are 18.5 times less likely to include GPS coordinates, ∼93% of the

users identified by LPAuditor are due to the historical tweets geotagged by Twitter. These

findings underline the risks of web services publicly over-sharing data through their APIs,

which poses an alarming flip side to the common problematic behavior of over-collecting

data [218].

We found that Twitter mentions this behavior [11], and describes the process for re-

moving location data [10]. However, they explicitly warn users that “deleting location in-

formation on Twitter does not guarantee the information will be removed from all copies

of the data on third-party applications or in external search results”. As data brokers con-

tinuously collect and sell Twitter data, even if users do remove all location metadata from

their tweets, it is not necessary that those changes will be reflected in the versions main-

tained by others.

Ideally, our study will motivate services and act as a deterrent against publishing sensi-

tive metadata not explicitly broadcast by users (interestingly, a recent study explored how

other types of metadata can uniquely identify a user [205]). While the availability of pub-

lic Twitter data has facilitated innovative and impactful research, the privacy threats that
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users face remains a very important issue. This is further exacerbated by the significant

ramifications for users that rely on the pseudonymous nature of Twitter [184]. Overall,

while Twitter offers a partial solution for mitigating the privacy risks of this (historical)

data, there exists no foolproof course of action for completely eradicating this threat.

Applicability of LPAuditor. The techniques used by our system for inferring users’

home and work locations are not tied to Twitter, but can be readily applied to any (sparse)

location dataset that contains periodic entries of GPS coordinates and timestamps. For

datasets that contain very frequent snapshots of a user’s location (e.g., continuously col-

lected every couple of seconds), a simple form of sampling should be sufficient for reduc-

ing the computational overhead that can arise from a massive number of data points. And

while our content-based technique for inferring sensitive locations is not applicable to ev-

ery location-based service as it relies on the tweets’ content,our duration-based technique

can also be applied to any location dataset.

LPAuditor adoption. Recent headlines regarding third parties harvesting personal

user information in services like Facebook [46] have reignited the public discourse over

user privacy and data protection. Facebook has announced plans for offering users more

control over their data [42] and Twitter is aiming for increased transparency due to the new

GDPR requirements [45]. As such, it is evident that there is need for tools and techniques

that can intuitively inform users about what data of theirs is exposed. And while certain

cases of data exposure can be self-evident, sensitive information inference may be less

obvious. To that end, LPAuditor can be incorporated by any location-based service or so-

cial network for clearly notifying users of such exposure. For services that do not obfuscate

locations, users can also explore user-side location-obfuscation tools like LP-Doctor [117].

POI. While we find a massive reduction in tweets with GPS coordinates after the release

of the less privacy-invasive Twitter apps, there is a considerable number of tweets with a

“point of interest” label. These labels cover areas from very coarse (e.g., “Central Park”) to

fine-grained (e.g., “Starbucks”). However, without the GPS coordinates it becomes harder

to place users at those locations, since the tweet may be about that place instead of at that

place [12]. We consider the exploration of POI-based privacy leakage as future work.

Ethical considerations and disclosure. As is the case with any study that explores

user privacy, it is important to address the ethical implications of our work. A precise

description of our study and experimental protocol were submitted to and approved for

exemption by our university’s Institutional Review Board (IRB). Moreover, apart from only

collecting publicly available data offered by the official Twitter API, all usernames were

removed during the manual annotation process. This ensured that the annotators would

not be able to identify/deanonymize any users. At the same time, all collected data and re-

sults from our analysis were stored on machines with up-to-date software, encrypted hard

drives, where access was strictly limited and only possible from two white-listed internal

IP addresses using authorized SSH keys. We believe that our research presents minimal
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risk while having the potential for significant benefits to users; we have submitted a report

to Twitter outlining our research and findings, and substantiating the need to purge this

historical data.

By reporting the accuracy of our location identification techniques we can alert users

of the true extent of the privacy threats they face, and hopefully motivate even more privacy-

conscious behavior. Finally, demonstrating the practicality and feasibility of impactful at-

tacks can incentivize service providers to re-design their policies and incorporate privacy-

preserving techniques for collecting and sharing location data (e.g., [59,117,129]), or other

sensitive user information, and offer the functionality of LPAuditor as an intuitive auditing

tool for users to assess their level of privacy exposure.



Chapter 4

Fine-Grained Access Control Mechanism
for Sharing Collective Photos

In the previous chapter we explored users’ privacy risk due to non privacy-oriented and

sometimes non-transparent data collection and sharing policies implemented by social

networking services. Such policies often result in services over-collecting and over-sharing

user data through their APIs (i.e., geo-location data). In this chapter we focus our effort

on investigating the privacy loss inflicted to users due to complex, improper or ineffective

access control policies (and mechanisms) implemented by the social networking services.

Typically, in such cases, the privacy of a user is not affected by the direct actions of the

service provider, but depends on the behavior and actions of other users of the service.

In certain cases, some users may not be concerned about privacy or may be unaware

of the implications of their actions. Users may also not fully understand complex access

control mechanisms, and disclose private information oblivious to the true visibility of the

uploaded content. In an attempt to make users more aware of who can view their posts,

Facebook altered the privacy selector for status updates, to explicitly describe the potential

audience [28]. Moreover, according to reports [30], Facebook was experimenting with a

system that will automatically identify embarrassing photos being uploaded (e.g., where

the user is drunk), and warn the user if they are being shared publicly. However, while such

an approach may prevent certain users from uploading photos (of themselves), it cannot

prevent other users that may have “malicious” intent or lack better judgement. As users

exhibit fundamentally different behaviors regarding how they disclose information [154],

they may have different perceptions regarding what content is sensitive. To that end, in

many cases the problem arises from content that is associated to multiple users (i.e., a

photo that depicts several individuals).

In this chapter we investigate the problem of privacy that is resulted from the improper

and ineffective mechanisms for managing and controlling access to collective resources.

We highlight that the essence of the problem is that existing mechanisms for defining ac-

cess to photos in OSNs cannot effectively handle cases where the interested parties have

61
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conflicting settings. First, the photo uploader is considered the owner of the photo and

is granted full rights, whereas the people appearing in the photo are not considered co-

owners and are not granted any rights. On top of this basic coarse-grained approach, OSN

providers implement additional policies, some of which can significantly complicate is-

sues. For example, the uploader can restrict the photo’s visibility for the tagged users,

and the maximum allowed visibility for them extends to their immediate contacts (i.e.,

a tagged user cannot set the visibility to include any users apart from his immediate social

circle). Second, the photo uploader is not required to request the permission of the peo-

ple present in a photo before publishing it, and may even ignore their requests to remove

it. Furthermore, any users that are tagged affect the visibility of the photo, as the photo

will be viewable by all their contacts (default privacy setting). Thus, even when the users

tagged in the photo have restricted its visibility, if the uploader has not restricted access

the photo will be publicly available, something which the remaining users will not even be

aware of. In general, these situations can be characterized as cases of conflicts of interest,

where the will of the content publisher goes against the will of the depicted users, or the

privacy settings of one user override those of another. Note that even though the access

control mechanisms may vary across different OSNs, conflicts of interest are a general is-

sue, as they arise from the content of the photos.

Previous work has proposed frameworks for integrating access control policies of col-

laborating parties [216], and mechanisms that allow the users to contribute to the specifi-

cation of a collective policy [141, 234]. However, such approaches only solve the problem

partially, as they handle visibility at a photo-level granularity. In other words, current solu-

tions are too coarse-grained for accommodating the privacy settings of all the associated

users. In such cases, a user has to accept and follow the access control decision of the

majority, even if her privacy concerns are not satisfied.

To solve this problem, in the chapter, we design an innovative fine-grained access con-

trol mechanism for photo-sharing services that enforces the visibility of each user’s face

based on their respective access control lists. Our approach can effectively handle all the

cases of conflicts of interest between the privacy settings of users by changing the granular-

ity of the access control mechanism from the level of photo to that of the users’ faces. This

enables an OSN to express and enforce every user’s privacy setting within an image; none

of the users’ settings are overridden no matter how restrictive or permissive they may be.

In a nutshell, our approach employs face recognition to automatically identify the users

depicted within a photo; subsequently, the visibility of each user’s face is automatically

restricted based on the privacy settings of the specific user and not the content publisher.

The result of this phase is a “processed” photo that can be rendered selectively according

to who is viewing it. Thus, when a photo is accessed, the system will automatically blur the

faces of the users that have restricted access. We propose a simple technique to encode

the pre-processed photos, so as to minimize the overhead during the rendering phase.
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Furthermore, we conduct a case study on over 4 million photos collected from 128

participants and their social circles, and explore the characteristics of their social graphs

and their tagging behavior. This user study provides insights into the behavior of users

and reveals the risk users face due to conflicting privacy settings on shared photos. Based

on the collected data we quantify the risk presented in certain photo-sharing scenarios

due to existing access control mechanisms.

To evaluate the feasibility and applicability of our approach being deployed at a large

scale, we build a proof-of-concept application and measure the overhead incurred by our

implementation. As popular OSNs already process photos with face recognition software,

the overhead of our approach lies in retrieving the permissions of every user, enforcing

access control, and processing the photo “on the fly”. On average, our system requires

only 0.05 seconds per photo when running on a commodity machine, which is very small

overhead compared to existing processing of photos by OSNs.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach on preserving user privacy, we conduct

an experiment with 34 participants, where each participant is shown a set of photos of

their contacts, with the face of one user “hidden” in each photo, and is requested to iden-

tify those users. In 87.35% of the cases, the participants fail to identify their contacts,

demonstrating that our approach can significantly improve user privacy. In addition, we

interviewed 52 participants, to understand how users perceive existing access control mech-

anisms, and their opinion on the potential adoption of our approach by OSNs. Apart from

the lack of understanding of existing access control settings due to their complexity, we

find that most users are positive towards a simpler, yet, more privacy-preserving approach.

After being informed about the conflicts of interest that arise in collective photos, 77% of

them express positive opinions regarding the adoption of our approach, and 19.2% remain

neutral. Only 3.8% are negative, and state a lack of concern for the privacy implications of

content sharing.

4.1 Photo-based Privacy Leakage

Earlier works have reported that users are concerned about their privacy and that they

tend to avoid publishing photos or other private information publicly (e.g., [238], see Sec-

tion 2.2). This was also shown in the previous chapter of the dissertation, as we observed

that users avoid including GPS coordinated in the tweets that have been posted from their

home and work locations, when given explicit control by the underlying system.

According to a survey by Besmer et al. [75], explicit requests by users for deletion of

photos, or users un-tagging themselves, are complicated issues. These can lead to social

tension and are a source of anxiety for users, who may abstain from such actions to ensure

the stability of their social relations [237]. Also, the uploader may lack the incentives to

actually fulfill the user’s request and remove a photo. Thus, it is apparent that users are re-
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stricted by coarse-grained access control models regarding management of collective pho-

tos, and in many cases sacrifice their privacy in favor of not agitating social relationships.

Moreover, the wide visibility of photos can also expose users to inference attacks [230],

or be leveraged by attackers for bypassing account protection mechanisms [208, 209]. In

the following, we present an example that illustrates users’ privacy risk and we determine

certain privacy leakage scenarios.

4.1.1 Privacy Leakage Example

To provide a visual illustration of the extent of the risk presented to users due to the ex-

isting access control mechanism, we present an example. We recreate a segment of the

actual social graph collected in our user study (see Section 4.2), and extend it by crawl-

ing publicly available data from Facebook. Specifically, we select four out of the 128 users

that participated in our study that are connected (i.e., friends), and we re-create their so-

cial graph. We also use publicly available data regarding the users that were two hops away

from them within the Facebook graph (i.e., friends of friends). This results in a social graph

that contains a total number of 55,109 users. Note that, since certain users and friendships

might not be publicly viewable and, thus, not collected by our crawler, these numbers are

conservative estimates (lower bounds).

We consider an example case where a photo depicting the four users is uploaded in the

OSN, and we calculate the privacy risk for one of those users (e.g., Bob). This risk is calcu-

lated according to who the uploader is in each case. We quantify the risk as the number

of people (nodes in the graph) that are not connected to Bob, but can access the photo in

spite of Bob’s settings. Recall that the uploader controls the photo’s general visibility set-

ting and also controls which of the tagged users’ friends can view the photo. For simplicity

we apply the default setting for each tagged user and the “friends of friends” setting for the

uploader of the photo.

Figure 4.1b presents the ideal case, where Bob is tagged in a photo and only his 339

friends have access to it. In Figures 4.1c to 4.1e we illustrate which users can access the

photo in different cases, and if they have been granted access by the user of interest (Bob),

or by others. In these cases, the uploader allows users two hops away within the social

graph to access the photo, i.e., the visibility setting is set to “friends of friends”. For the re-

maining tagged users the setting is set to “friends only”. As can be seen, depending on the

position of the uploader in the social graph, the combined effect of (i) the coarse granular-

ity of access control and (ii) multiple users appearing in the photo, the extent of privacy

leakage covers up to 86.78% of the social graph (47,829 users).

This example highlights the extent of the problem, as the current access control mech-

anisms implemented by OSNs allow users to access a photo that a user might want to

restrict, even if the uploader does not set the privacy setting to “public”. While these num-
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(a) Legend

(b) Image is uploaded and user of interest is
tagged: his 339 friends have access.

(c) The image is uploaded by the 2nd user.
2,871 red nodes (5.2%) have access.

(d) The image is uploaded by the 3rd user.
7,465 red nodes (13.54%) have access.

(e) The image is uploaded by the 4th user.
47,829 red nodes (86.78%) have access.

Figure 4.1: Risk in a hypothetical scenario for a “privacy-conscious” user tagged in a photo.

bers will vary depending on the structure of each user’s social graph, they are indicative of

the risk-propagation effect in online social networks.
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4.1.2 Privacy Leakage Scenarios

Here we present certain scenarios that highlight the privacy implications that arise in ev-

eryday situations, due to the current access control mechanisms for managing the visibil-

ity of photos published in OSNs.

Scenario 1: The Malicious Tagger. Alice and Bob, who are coworkers, attend a party.

During the event, Alice takes multiple photos, some of which depict Bob in an inebriated

state. Despite that fact, Alice uploads the whole collection of photos and, subsequently,

Bob is tagged in the embarrassing photos. In fear of other colleagues and supervisors

seeing the photos, potentially creating negative implications, Bob sends Alice a request to

remove the photos. Alice, however, does not remove them, and even though Bob un-tags

himself, the photos are still viewable by colleagues.

Scenario 2: The Silent Uploader. The settings are similar to the previous scenario.

Worse, in this case, Bob is never tagged in the photos and, thus, remains oblivious to the

existence of the embarrassing photos. As such, even if Alice was willing to remove them

upon request, the photos will be viewable by others until Bob becomes aware of their ex-

istence. A recent study [138] explored the extent to which users are aware of photos being

shared by others that depict them or contain their tag. Results showed that users are not

really aware of the extent of such content, and that there is a significant gap between users’

expectations and reality.

Scenario 3: The Group Photographer. This is a very common case of privacy leakage

due to conflicting interests. Alice uploads a group picture with Bob being one of the de-

picted friends. Although Bob is very wary of his privacy and has a strict privacy setting,

with his photos being viewable only by his friends, Alice sets the photo to be viewable by

all. Despite Bob having actively tried to ensure his privacy, the settings of another user

overrules his settings, which results in a loss of privacy. This case is also reported by Ya-

mada et al. [256]. A user study by Liu et al. [177] found that 18% of the users allow users

two hops away (i.e., friends of friends) to view their photos, while 26% allow everyone.

Scenario 4: The Accidental Over-sharer. This is also a common case of privacy leak-

age, where users accidentally, or due to insufficient understanding of their privacy setting,

end up sharing photos with a much larger audience than they intended. Liu et al. [177]

reported that 63% of the photos have privacy settings different from what intended, and

almost always more open. Alarmingly, the privacy setting for 51% of those photos was

set to public, allowing anyone to view them. Thus, overall, about one out of every three

photos will be publicly viewable by accident. If Alice is the uploader, Bob’s face may be

accidentally viewable by anyone. This scenario can be attributed to the complexity of cur-

rent mechanisms, and the uploader being responsible for setting the visibility options for

the photo. We propose a simplified scheme where each user is responsible for his own

face, and each user’s privacy setting is enforced automatically.
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Figure 4.2: Uploaded photos depicting users and their friends.

Scenario 5: The Friendly Stranger. This case further exemplifies the ineffectiveness

of current access control models. Consider that Alice uploads a photo of herself and Bob,

and that both of them are cautious with their privacy settings and have opted for a strict

setting where photos are only viewable by their friends. This offers a false sense of privacy

because, while their interests seem to coincide, that is far from true. Unless Alice and Bob’s

social graphs perfectly overlap (i.e., identical sets of friends), both users will be viewable

by strangers; e.g., any of Alice’s friends that Bob does not know will still be able to see him.

4.2 Risk Analysis: User study

In this section we present the findings of our user study that explores the extent of conflict-

ing user interests due to photos shared in OSNs. As we focus on the privacy risks presented

to users, we study the characteristics of their social graph and their tagging behavior.

IRB Approval. Before inviting users to participate in our study, we issued an IRB proto-

col request to the review board of our institution, describing our study and the type of data

we would be gathering. After our request was approved, we invited users to participate.

Data and demographics. 128 users participated in our study by installing a Facebook

application that collects information regarding the users, their social graph and their pho-

tos along with any tag information. The participants are from 14 different countries, with

71% of them belonging to the 20-29 age group and 17.9% to the 30-39 age group. Further-

more, not all the users disclose information regarding their gender, with 55% identifying as

male and 16.4% as female. In summary, we analyse data for 4,064,445 photos that contain

4,621,064 tags. The participants have an average of 344 friends, with a recent survey [27]
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reporting a similar value of 338. Moreover, about 7% of them have less than 100 friends,

while 3% can be considered as hub users with more than 1,000 connections.

In Figure 4.2 we plot the cumulative distribution of the photos that are accessible from

each user’s profile, i.e., the photos uploaded by each user (or containing a tag of the user)

and all the photos belonging to that user’s friends (or containing their tags). We will refer

to a user and all his/her immediate friends as a clique. We found that, on average, each
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Table 4.1: Percentage (and number) of photos in our 2,000 photo dataset that contain a
given number of tags or faces.

Tags | Faces 1 2 3 4 5 6+

Photos (# of Faces) 15.2% (304) 32.5% (651) 17.9% (359) 10.7% (214) 8.3% (166) 15 .3% (306)
Photos (# of Tags) 87.6% (1753) 9.9% (199) 1.6% (33) 0.3% (7) 0.25% (5) 0.15% (3 )

clique has a collection of 31,753 photos belonging to a user and his friends, and 20% of the

cliques have more than 44,700 photos. We also discovered that certain cliques of friends

are prolific uploaders, with 4% having collections of over 100,000 photos. Based on the

numbers stated in [177], we can infer that average users and their friends will accidentally

allow almost 15,000 photos to be viewable by anyone, while for prolific uploaders that

number will exceed 33,000.

In Figure 4.3 we plot the cumulative distribution of the total number of tags within the

photo collection of each clique, and the number of tagged friends (i.e., unique userIDs). In

the average case, a clique’s photo collection contains 36,102 tags and has 250 tagged users.

Furthermore, we find that 20% of the cliques have over 340 different tagged users in their

photos, and have over 50,000 photos in their collection. In three cases, the clique has over

1,000 tagged UIDs. These numbers signify the risk of the aforementioned scenarios that

arises from the current access control mechanism; within a clique of users, the ownership

and visibility of thousands of photos (some being potentially embarrassing) is handled by

multiple users that may have conflicting interests.

As described in the silent uploader scenario, users may never be tagged in the “embar-

rassing” photos and, therefore, never be alerted of their existence. To gain an estimation

of this risk we conduct an experiment where we first manually inspect 2,000 randomly se-

lected photos. Figure 4.4 shows the number of tags from the photos of our entire dataset,

and of the 2,000 randomly chosen photos. As we can see, the randomly selected photos

form a representative sample of our dataset, in terms of the number of tagged users per

photo. Subsequently, we inspect these 2,000 photos and count the depicted faces that

are discernible, both in the foreground and the background. We only take into considera-

tion faces that could be identified by their friends, and overlook any non-identifiable faces

(e.g., being too blurry, obstacles etc.). Table 4.1 presents the number of photos that con-

tain identifiable faces. The photos depict a total of 7,244 faces (3.62 faces per photo) out of

which 2,331 have been tagged (1.16 per photo). Only 15.2% of the photos depict one user,

and about half of them depict two or three users. But, the vast majority (87.6%) contain

only one tag. Thus, on average, every photo depicts at least two users that have not been

tagged and could be at risk due to the silent uploader scenario.

According to the user study by Liu et al. [177], one out of four users has a public pri-

vacy setting for his photos. Thus, there is a high probability that photos depicting at least
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four people, will result in conflicting interests, as described in the group photographer
scenario. In our dataset of 2,000 manually inspected photos, we found that 34.3% of them

depicted at least four identifiable people.

To further explore how users are tagged, in Figure 4.5 we plot the number of tags for

each userID in our collection. In Figure 4.5 we sort users based on the number of times

they have been tagged, and also depict the number of tags for the users at the 1%, 5%,

10% and 20% positions. In total, we have tags from 35,809 userIDs, and 30% of the users

are being depicted in 72.4% of the tags. The majority of tags depict a small set of users

that are tagged extensively, with the top 10% of users having an average of 594.9 tags and,

when combined, amounting to 39.5% of the total tags. We do not have the information

to conclude if this is due to these users not being concerned about privacy, or wrongfully

“relaxed” privacy settings. The data, however, does suggest that certain users are more

cautious about their privacy, as those from the least-tagged 10% have 3.41 tags on average.

Next, we focus on the risk that arises for users even when the uploader has strict privacy

settings (i.e., photos are only visible to uploader’s friends). In this experiment, we consider

our participants as the “adversaries” of the friendly stranger scenario, and explore how

many photos of strangers they are able to view, if the uploader had selected the “friends

only” setting. Specifically, for each participant, we calculate the number of photos that

have been uploaded by that user or his/her friends, and contain the tag of a user not in

his/her friendlist (we refer to them as strangers). Figure 4.6 presents the results, with 92%

of the participants having access to photos where strangers have been tagged. On average,

these users can view 647 photos of 169 different users to which they are not connected,

regardless of the privacy settings those users have set. One user can view 1,866 photos

depicting 1,073 different strangers, while each of the top 10% users can view photos of at

least 358 strangers. As such, even if the OSN opts for a more privacy-oriented approach,

where the default setting for photos is “viewable by friends only”, users’ faces will remain

viewable by many strangers.

Overall, our user study confirms concerns regarding the privacy risks that emerge from

shared photos and threaten users, and demonstrates the necessity for a fine-grained ac-

cess control mechanism capable of solving conflicts of interest between the users, as the

one we propose in this chapter.

4.3 Access Control Model

The key concept of our approach is to refine the object of the access control model, switch-

ing from photos (coarse-grained) to faces (fine-grained). As summarized in Figure 4.7, the

objects in our access control model are the faces, the subjects are the users, whereas the

photos are modeled as object groups. This allows us to define the concept of fine-grained,

content-based, multi-owner control policy for photos.
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The photo owner has a write-only right for publishing the photo. Read rights are en-

forced by the users whose faces are depicted in the photo. For example, in Figure 4.7, the

user U2 owns the photo P2 (solid dot), which depicts U1, U3, and U5’s faces (empty dot, or

solid dots on the diagonal axis).

This model could be implemented with a simple 2D sparse matrix, replacing any exist-

ing access control model, or as an extension, by adding an additional list containing the

permission bits as necessary. By choosing to visualize it as a 3D matrix, we highlight that

our model is an extension of the current model and does not interferes with it. As a matter
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Figure 4.7: Visualization of our revised access control model.

of fact, this model can provide the exact functionality of the current one, simply by en-

abling the permission bits on all the objects. This model is implemented in the following.

4.3.1 System Design

Here we describe how our system resolves conflicting cases in requested photos. We de-

sign the system by assuming the availability of the existing functionalities of OSNs, namely

face recognition (as in Facebook and Google+), image processing, and access control pol-

icy enforcement based on user preferences. Figure 4.8 provides an overview of the work-

flow of our approach, which is further detailed in the following.

Step 1: Face recognition. We rely on face recognition to detect faces of known users,

which become objects in the access control model. This process takes place once a user

uploads a photo in the online social network. Each detected face is first compared to the

classifiers of the uploader’s contacts, as there is a high possibility that the depicted users

will be friends with the uploader. Previous work [236] has also shown that social relation-

ships can be used to further improve face recognition results. Detected faces that do not

match any of the uploader’s contacts, will subsequently be compared to the contacts of

the other depicted users. Depending on the computational resources available, this step

can be extended to include an arbitrarily larger portion of users.

Auto tagging and suggestion. Auto-suggestions of the identified faces are displayed to
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Figure 4.8: Overview of the proposed fain-grained access control mechanism.

the user to verify the subjects’ identity, if necessary. Moreover, we request the uploader

to tag any unidentified users. The auto-suggestion mechanism is already implemented in

modern OSNs such as Facebook.

Step 2: Template generation. The depicted (recognized) users are notified about the

photo and everyone sets their own permission. If a default setting has been already set

by a user, the system can enforce it automatically and allow adjustments on a per-photo

basis. Then, a template of the processed photo is generated.

User notification. Every user identified in the photo is automatically notified that a

photo with his/her face has been uploaded. Users will be asked to verify the validity of

the face (if its actually him/her) and set their access control setting for the specific photo.

Until the depicted user has processed the specific face, even if tagged by other users, the

face will remain hidden and no tag will appear. The mechanism for allowing a tag is already

implemented by Facebook, in the form of tag review [6], and users have grown accustomed

to such requests. However, differently from our approach, the user’s selection is reflected

solely on the visibility of the entire photo within the user’s albums.

The output of this phase is a template photo, which is composed by the uploaded photo

and a set of F layers, where F is the number of faces recognized. Each layer represents a

face f appearing in the original photo p and has the size of the patch corresponding to

the associated face area. Each tuple 〈p, f 〉 in the template is processed: the face patch f is

pixelized/blurred, or set to a solid color.

Step 3: Template rendering. When a photo is to be viewed by a subject, we select the

corresponding row in the access control matrix (see Figure 4.7). This allows us to deter-

mine, in constant time, the faces (objects), f1, f2, . . ., that the subject is allowed to view

(read) according to each face’s owner’s privacy setting for that photo, p. Based on this in-
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formation, we create a processed photo “on the fly” and serve it to the user. Thanks to the

template photo, this can be performed efficiently, by simply superimposing the required

layers 〈p, fi〉 on the original photo.

User lists. Each user has a personalized set of lists and populates them with certain

contacts. Every list may represent a group of friends with a common characteristic (e.g.,

coworkers, family, close friends). These lists are used for assigning permissions to groups

of contacts for our fine-grained access control mechanism. The user can create a new list

at any time or remove an existing one. Access permission is not irrevocable or permanent,

as the user can modify his friend-lists by adding new friends or removing some of the

existing ones, to revoke their permissions. Lists can be managed (create/modify) during

the permission assignment phase, as the user may wish to create a new list for the specific

photo (e.g., friends that attended event X). Note that the custom friend-list functionality is

already provided by most OSNs.

Access control. Our goal is to provide an efficient face-level, fine-grained access con-

trol mechanism that smoothly operates on top of the traditional photo-level mechanisms.

Thus, the existing photo-level access mechanism used to populate the photo albums a

user is attempting to view, remains as is. After the set of photos is identified, our face-level

granularity access mechanism is employed, for determining which depicted faces can be

viewed and which must be hidden from the user. Thus, if our model is adopted by an

online social network, it can easily extend the existing mechanisms.

The procedure of selecting the photos of user U that will be shown to the viewer V is

presented in Figure 4.9. Using the existing photo-level mechanism, we create the set of

photos P that the viewer is allowed to access. This set can be broken down to two subsets,

Fwhere U’s face is present, and Nwhere the U is absent. For every photo in N, we check

the permissions for every individual user depicted and hide any faces, that should not be

viewable. For photos in F, we only present photos where the viewer has the permission to

viewU’s tag, and once again, we check the permissions of every individual face.

The reason for using our fined-grained access control mechanism in conjunction with

the existing mechanism can be highlighted with the following scenario, as it demonstrates

how we achieve stronger privacy in certain cases. Consider the case where Alice is trying

to view Bob’s photos. For a specific photo where Bob is depicted along with Marjorie, who

is also a friend of Alice, Bob has set a privacy setting that prohibits Alice from viewing

his face. However, Marjorie has a less restrictive setting. If Alice was able to view the

photo, where Bob’s face would be blurred, she would be able to argue that the hidden

face most likely belongs to Bob, as she is accessing Bob’s photo album. One could state

that this precaution may be redundant because Alice can view the specific photo through

Marjorie’s albums. However, in an extreme case where Bob, Alice and Marjorie have the

exact set of users as online friends, Alice could reveal that Bob’s face is hidden, by accessing

the photo albums of all of her friends. Since the photo will be presented only in Bob’s and
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Algorithm 1 ViewPhotos(U, V).

P ← LISTOFPHOTOS(U)
F ← TAG_PRESENT(U,P)
N ← TAG_NOT_PRESENT(U,P)
Comment: {P1, ...,Pi} = {F1, ...,Fj} ∪ {N1, ...,Nk},

where i = j + k
for x ∈ N do
photo← FACEOFF(x,V)
SHOW(photo)

end for
for x ∈ F do
access_f lag← TAGACCESS(x,U,V)
if access_f lag = 1 then
photo← FACEOFF(x,V)
SHOW(photo)

end if
end for

Figure 4.9: Pseudocode of photo selection and access control enforcement mechanism.

Marjorie’s albums, she can infer without a doubt that Bob is depicted in the photo. While

this example may present a very extreme case, even in normal cases Alice is inclined to

consider Bob as the most plausible candidate. Thus, we choose to hide such photos from

Alice, so when viewing the photo through Marjorie, any other user is equally possible to

be hidden beneath the blurred section.

4.4 Implementation Details

In this section we describe the proof-of-concept implementation of our mechanism. We

built our prototype as a third-party Facebook app that is hosted on our web server, which

is also used for storing the uploaded photos, user information and users’ permission ma-

trices. We store all users’ data locally, as our intention is not to provide another tool for

altering the current access control mechanisms, but to demonstrate the functionality of

our approach and to verify that it can be easily integrated into existing OSNs. The fact that

we were able to implement our approach as an external application, without any modifi-

cation in the backend, indicates the unobtrusiveness of our mechanism.

Installation. When our application is installed by the users, it requests permissions

for reading and managing users’ friend-lists. These enable us to allow the user to cre-

ate custom friend-lists within the application. When the user loads the app, it is autho-

rized through the Facebook authentication mechanism and the application’s database is
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(a) The photo is uploaded, faces are detected
and marked for tagging.

(b) User requests access. Photos are blurred selec-
tively, according to depicted users’ permissions.

Figure 4.10: Screenshot of our proof-of-concept application.

updated with the user’s current friend-lists. This allows us to easily keep track of newly

created lists, of users that have been un-friended or simply removed from some of the lists

(a simple way to revoke permissions).

Initial photo review. The application first determines if any new photos that contain

a tag of the user have been uploaded. In such a case, thumbnails of these photos are pre-

sented to the user, who is able to load each photo for inspecting the tag and for choosing

which of his friend-lists are permitted to access it. It should be noted that the face of the

user remains hidden to others as long as the permissions have not been set, similarly to

the case where the viewer has not been granted access.

Face Detection. When a new photo is uploaded our application performs face detec-

tion, and the detected faces are marked, as shown in Figure 4.10a. The main omittance of

our proof-of-concept implementation is that we do not perform face recognition but rely

on the uploader to tag the photo. Similarly, Facebook prompts the user to assign names to

the detected faces upon each uploaded photo. We decided to only implement face detec-

tion but not recognition as that would have required us to collect the Facebook photos of

the user and all of his friends to achieve accurate face recognition results. However, Face-

book has acquired face.com and according to a comparative study [146], the face recogni-

tion algorithm of face.com was the most accurate and effective tested. Moreover, in [241]

the authors state that they achieve a 97.5% identification rate.

Then, the server generates and stores a unique photoID for the uploaded photo and a

faceID for each one of the depicted/detected faces. For the generation of IDs the server

uses the userIDs of the uploader and each one of the tagged user, the server’s internal time

and a one-way hash function. After that, the server starts processing the image by crop-
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ping and blurring the depicted faces. This functionality does not affect user experience as

all this processing is performed in the background.

Photo rendering. When access to a photo is requested, we fetch all the information

of this photo and its tags, and determine which faces can be revealed and which should

remain hidden, by checking the depicted users’ friend-lists. Then, we generate a processed

image “on the fly”, by simply superimposing the blurred layers of the template on top of

the photo, and we populate it into the user’s album, as shown in Figure 4.10b.

In our prototype application we implement the functionality of the fine-grained access

control mechanism, but do not replicate the existing photo-level mechanism employed by

OSNs. We follow a simplified approach by considering that all the photos can be accessed

by the friends of the uploader and the friends of each tagged user. However, our implemen-

tation takes into consideration the case where the uploader’s face should remain hidden,

as described in Section 4.3.1, and does not populate these photos in the uploader’s album.

4.5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section we evaluate several aspects of our approach. First, we measure the overhead

introduced by our system. Next, we conduct a user study to evaluate the effectiveness of

our approach in preserving the privacy of users. Finally, we explore the willingness of users

to adopt our fine-grained access control mechanism for protecting their privacy.

4.5.1 Performance Evaluation

Regarding the performance overhead imposed by our approach, one must take into ac-

count that several social networks and photo-sharing services already have the infrastruc-

ture available for performing real-time face recognition on uploaded photos. This func-

tionality has already been implemented by Facebook and Google+ for supporting their

tagging suggestion mechanism. Here, we measure the processing overhead of our mech-

anism; we do not measure the time required for the face detection process, as we focus

on the overhead incurred by actions that are not already performed by the service. All

experiments were conducted on a commodity desktop machine.

Overhead: First, we measure the overhead presented by the photo preparation phase,

which takes place after a photo has been uploaded and the depicted faces have been iden-

tified. This includes cropping the detected faces and creating a blurred layer of each face.

We select 100 random photos from our user study and process them. This phase takes

0.0023 seconds on average per tag, and is performed before the photo is added to the up-

loader’s albums. This overhead appears to be negligible, especially when considering that

OSNs already perform various transformations to uploaded photos (e.g., resizing).

In Figure 4.11 we present the results from the experiment regarding the access control
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Figure 4.11: Total time required for serving a photo, which includes reading the access
permission and blurring a face.

enforcement and photo transformation. Again, we upload 100 photos to our app, and tag

one of the faces. We then access the photos from an account that does not have permission

to view that tag, and measure the total time required for creating the processed photo “on

the fly”. This includes retrieving the access control lists for the photo, selecting the faces to

be blurred, overlaying the blurred sections, and saving the transformed image. Overlaying

the blurred layer for a single tag requires merely 0.001 on average (0.022 seconds in the

worst case) which is negligible. The time required for the complete process ranges from

0.012 to 0.109 seconds, with an average value of 0.052.

The main overhead of our approach is for loading the photo and the template layers

from the filesystem, retrieving the access permissions from the database for each depicted

user, and deciding which faces the accessing user should view. This process is dependent

on the number of people depicted in the photo, the permissions of each user and their

number of friends. In our experiments, we selected a user with 452 friends, which is higher

than the average of 344. According to [241], the complete processing of an image for face

identification, conducted by Facebook, lasts 0.33 seconds when executed on a single core

machine. Thus, on average, our fine-grained access control will incur at most a 15.6% in-

crease of the duration of the photo processing already conducted (if other processing is

done, the overhead will be even less). Moreover, these values will be much lower when

executed on high-end servers found in the data centers of major web services. Also, our

proof-of-concept implementation can be optimized, which will further reduce the over-

head. Overall, we believe that this small overhead is justified by the privacy gain the users

will benefit from.
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Scalability. In an attempt to further explore the performance and the scalability of our

approach, we select another set of 100 random photos that contain at least three depicted

faces. At first, we upload all the photos, tag a single face in each photo and access them

from multiple accounts that are not allowed to view the face. We repeat this process 2

more times, by uploading again the same photos and tagging two and three of the depicted

faces respectively. The three tagged users have 452, 1173 and 442 friends. This experiment

shows that each extra tag increased the processing time by around 0.002 seconds.

From the last experiment, we can conclude that our mechanism is scalable, as the num-

ber of tags in a photo and the number of the tagged users’ friends has a very small impact

on the performance of the system. It can be observed that the bulk of processing time is

spent on fetching the photo from the filesystem, and not on retrieving the access lists or

computing the permissions. While our experiments are not an extensive measurement of

the overhead of our approach under all possible scenarios, they are indicative of the small

overhead imposed by the proposed access control mechanism.

4.5.2 Privacy Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach in preventing the identification of depicted

users, we invited the participants of the risk analysis study (Section 4.2) to take part in an

experiment where we would apply our approach to photos of their friends. The 34 users

that participated were shown a set of randomly selected photos of their contacts, with

one friend “hidden” in each photo, and were requested to identify the hidden friend. In

cases where they supplied a guess for the hidden user, they were also required to provide

feedback regarding the visual clues that influenced their guessing. To reflect actual use

cases, all photos depicted multiple people.

Ideally, this experiment would be conducted by deploying our proof-of-concept appli-

cation at full scale and asking the participants to identify their restricted friends within

each accessed photo. This would allow us to ensure the “freshness” of the photos, and

avoid using photos that the participants have previously seen. However, this experimen-

tal setup requires the participants’ friends to also install the application and upload new

photos, which poses many practical difficulties. If only a small number of the user’s friends

installs the application, the pool of users to “hide” will be limited, and the results could be

heavily biased.

Therefore, we opt for an alternative experimental setup; we use photos collected dur-

ing the risk analysis study. To obtain an accurate evaluation of the privacy offered by our

approach, we do not consider photos where the user feedback stated that they remem-

bered seeing them before. First, we randomly select a set of photos that depict at least one

of the participant’s friends. Apart from containing the tag of a friend, we also ensure that

they have not been uploaded by our participants, nor do they contain their tag. Moreover,
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Figure 4.12: Identification of hidden contacts (95% confidence interval). For correct an-
swers, we break down the visual clues that led to the identification.

we manually verify the correctness of tag placement, which will result in the hidden area.

Then, our mechanism blurs out the friend’s face in each photo, and presents the photo

challenge to the participants.

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 4.12. We prepared and presented

a total of 476 challenges, out of which 448 had not been seen before by the participants,

according to their feedback. We manually verified answers to avoid erroneous evaluation

due to spelling mistakes. Users stated that they could not identify their friends, and did

not suggest a name, for 82.7% of photos they were shown. On average, users correctly

identified the hidden user in 12.6% of their challenges, and gave a wrong answer for 4.6%.

When analyzing the participants’ feedback for the correct answers, we concluded that

the dominating clue for correctly guessing the identity of a restricted user was the exis-

tence of other people within the photo known by the participant. The non-restricted peo-

ple in the photo allowed users to correctly infer the hidden user in 66.7% of the cases.

In 19.6% of the identified challenges, the body or hair led to identification, while clothes

were helpful in 13.6%. Thus, while other people are the dominating reason for inferring

the identity of the user, other visual clues that can be potentially removed, have significant

contribution. We discuss in Section 4.6 how our approach can be extended to mitigate the

effect of such visual clues.

These numbers offer a upper bound as, in practice, users may be presented with mul-

tiple hidden faces in a photo, which will make identification harder. Furthermore, the

participants knew that the hidden users were friends of theirs. In an actual deployment,
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Figure 4.13: Willingness of users to adopt a mechanism that blur out faces in photos.

not all the hidden users will be contacts of theirs, which will increase uncertainty and may

result in even less identified users. Overall, while the number of participants is relatively

small, our results are promising as they indicate the effectiveness of our approach in hid-

ing the identity of users from their contacts.

4.5.3 Adoption Willingness

A crucial factor in determining the merits of our approach, is the attitude of users to-

wards the potential adoption of our system by popular OSNs. To explore that aspect, we

conducted a user study for identifying the willingness of users to adopt a face-level fine-

grained access control mechanism. To obtain a more objective understanding of users’

opinion, we opted for a set of new subjects that had not participated in any of our previ-

ous experiments and were unaware of our approach. This offered an unbiased view of how

people will react to such a mechanism being deployed. A total of 52 users participated in

this study, with 65.4% being male and 34.6% female, all in the age range of 18-36.

First, we presented a photo processed by our mechanism that contained some hidden

faces, and asked users if they would like such a mechanism to be implemented by photo-

sharing services and OSNs. After the users’ response, we presented the privacy implica-

tions that arise from conflicts of interest and briefly demonstrated our proof-of-concept

application. Users were allowed to interact with it. Then, we asked them if they wanted

OSNs to adopt such a mechanism, selecting from answers modelled after the Likert scale.

The results are shown in Figure 4.13. Initially almost 27% of the participants were

against the adoption of such a mechanism, while about 35% reported a neutral opinion.
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In most cases, users responded negatively due to a false belief that current access control

mechanisms are effective. The remaining negative answers were from users that were not

interested in the privacy implications created by widely accessible photos. The users that

had selected a neutral stance, recognized the need that other users may have for preserv-

ing their privacy, but did not have a strong motivation in using such a mechanism. How-

ever, these users were also not aware of the true visibility of their photos. On the other

hand, 38.4% of the participants immediately shaped a positive opinion of social network-

ing services adopting a fine-grained access control mechanism.

Interestingly, there was a remarkable shift in user opinions after introducing the prob-

lem of conflicting interests, and demonstrating our application. Only 3.8% of the partic-

ipants maintained a negative opinion, and 19.2% remained neutral. Almost 77% of the

users wanted such a mechanism to be adopted. We observed that most of the initially neg-

ative and neutral participants indeed care about their privacy, but were not aware of the

current access control mechanisms and the visibility of their data. Moreover, several of the

initially negative users, having stated that they do not care about privacy, became neutral

and accepted the necessity of such a mechanism, as they recognized the privacy needs of

others. The responses in this study show that indeed most users care about their privacy,

but very often are entirely oblivious of policies that affect their privacy and thus, unable to

take any measures towards mitigating this threat.

Finally, we asked users to assess the usability of our approach, in a 5-point rating scale.

86.5% of the users rated our mechanism as usable and very usable (4 and 5 points). 11.5%

and 1.9% of the users rated the mechanism with 3 and 2 points respectively, due to the

lack of an option for assigning the same permissive lists to multiple photos, at once. This,

however, does not impact the usability of our approach, as this concerns our proof-of-

concept implementation, and not the core access control mechanism, and can be easily

addressed in the future.

4.6 Discussion and Future Work

User Removal. In a recent user study [208] we demonstrated that users are effective at

recognizing their friends even in photos where their face is not clearly visible. However,

in that study, users were significantly aided as they had to select from a list of 6 possible

friends. In the study presented in this chapter, participants were able to only guess the

identity of 12.6% of the users. Therefore, while our current approach offers a significant

step towards a more privacy-preserving sharing of content within OSNs, we plan to explore

methods to further improve effectiveness. Specifically, we plan to explore the feasibility of

completely removing the depicted user from the presented photo. A large body of work

has demonstrated effective techniques for automatically removing objects from images

and reconstructing the affected region (e.g. [72, 104]) with performance suitable for pro-
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cessing big data [257]. Thus, after the user’s body/pose is identified [231], the photo can

be processed to completely remove him/her.

Collateral Inference. Even with our mechanism in place, a user’s identity might be

inferred from information found in the photo’s comments. As such, further exploration

is required for determining the extensibility of the proposed mechanism to also handle

comments associated with a photo.

Identification accuracy. The effectiveness of our approach relies, to an extent, on the

accuracy of the face identification software employed by the social networking service. To

prevent malicious user behavior, such as uploaders not tagging users (to prevent the users

from hiding their face), or falsely tagging faces, our system has to employ highly accurate

software for the identification of the depicted users. According to Taigman et al. [241]

Facebook’s method reaches an accuracy of 97.35%, rendering it suitable for our approach.

In cases where a face cannot be identified, users may be asked to provide a suggestion and

the system can accept answers only if there is consensus among several users.

Non-members. A case where our approach cannot protect a user’s privacy, is when a

photo depicts a user who does not have an account in the social network. If such an event

occurs, various approaches can be applied, such as following a strict permission where all

such faces are hidden, or a more lenient setting where the photo uploader is considered

the owner and applies the privacy setting.

Legislation. European data protection agencies have pressured Facebook into remov-

ing the tag-suggestion mechanism due to privacy concerns over face recognition soft-

ware processing uploaded photos without users’ consent [17, 26]. This resulted in the tag-

suggestion mechanism being temporarily disabled and the deletion of biometric data col-

lected, for users located in European countries [22]. To that end, many consider that face

recognition software will have limited adoption. Fortunately, there is active research to-

wards privacy-preserving face recognition [115, 223] and, therefore, we envision that this

very effective technology will be adopted by such services. Nevertheless, this work is or-

thogonal to privacy concerns and legislation issues related to face recognition. In actuality,

our approach takes advantage of automated face recognition for enhancing user privacy.
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Chapter 5

Collaborative Multi-Party Access Con-
trol for Collective Resources

As discussed in the previous, users can preserve their privacy by controlling the way re-

sources (i.e., data and personal information) are distributed in the network through the

available privacy settings. However, despite the efforts by service providers and the re-

search community to design effective access control mechanisms, users typically have

limited control on resources published by others. As already shown in the previous chap-

ter, the current mechanisms employed by OSNs consider the uploader of a resource as

owner, but not the other users related to that resource as co-owners. This results in a lack

of control from those users that are associated, in some way, with that resource. A notable

example is that of photo management in Facebook as users are able to avoid being tagged

in a photo [6], in order to prevent it from being accessible through their profile, but they

cannot state how this photo has to be shared in the network.

Due to the existing access control mechanisms implemented by OSNs, the users asso-

ciated with a resource are exposed to the access control decision of the data owner (i.e.,

the uploader), which may not be privacy sensitive. Several studies (e.g., [150, 162, 182])

suggested that a significant number of users are slightly concerned about privacy, that

they are possibly not aware of the implications that stem from disclosing sensitive infor-

mation, and even that their privacy settings do not always reflect their privacy concerns,

which emphasizes the problem of relying entirely on the data uploader to control access

to collective resources. To deal with this problem, several works (e.g., [75, 141, 234, 244])

propose approaches for collective privacy management and for solving privacy conflicts

in multi-user environments. To tackle this problem, in the previous chapter of the disserta-

tion we proposed a fine-grained access control mechanism that allows the users depicted

in a shared photo to control the exposure of their own faces, ensuring that the privacy set-

tings of each user associated with the photo cannot be overwritten or altered by those of

other users. However, all the previously proposed approaches, including our work that is

presented in Chapter 4, either fully rely on the service provider to solve the conflicts and

85
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enforce the access control policy, or they assume that the data owner and the associated

users play in an honest way, that is, without the intention to enforce their own preferences

over those of the other associated users.

Importantly, the existing approaches for collective resource management consider ser-

vice providers as fully trusted and allow them full access on user data. However, in reality,

a service provider having access on user data can easily analyze them, collect information

regarding users and even infer information that has not been previously published online

(e.g., infer a user’s key and sensitive locations, as demonstrated in Chapter 3). Further-

more, in some cases, user personal information and data can possibly end up to third par-

ties, such as advertisers and cloud storage services. For example, Instagram utilizes Ama-

zon storage and CDN infrastructure for storing and distributing user photos [21]. Also, ac-

cording to recent reports, which again raise concerns about user privacy, Facebook formed

data-sharing partnerships with major device makers and inappropriately gave them ac-

cess to the data of its users and their friends [47]. Thus, it could be a realistic threat model

to consider a service provider honest but curious, instead of entirely trusted.

In this sense, several previous works proposed approaches that prevent service providers

from accessing user data, by encrypting or moving the data to the cloud (e.g., [69, 85, 214,

245]). Also, multiple works proposed decentralized architectures (e.g., [64, 82, 105, 148])

for allowing users to avoid centralized control. But, even if these approaches can protect

users from service providers, they do not allow collective resource management, as they

do not take into account the privacy concerns of all the users associated with a resource,

but typically consider only the uploader as data owner.

In order to protect user privacy, in this chapter, we design a collaborative multi-party

access control model that allows all users related to a resource to participate on the specifi-

cation of the access control policy, by setting their own rules. In particular, to cope with the

limitations of previous works, we assume a threat model where the data owner is honest,

but it might not be privacy sensitive. That is, the data owner might not maliciously intent

to violate the privacy concerns of the associated users, but violations could possibly occur

due to his/her privacy insensitivity or the inability of specifying the proper privacy settings.

Furthermore, we assume that the associated users might have the intention, and possibly

try, to enforce their own preferences over those of the other associated users. However, it

is noted that we do not consider cases of arbitrarily malicious users that exhibit entirely

non-conventional behavior (e.g., using secondary channels to illegitimately disclose non-

encrypted data or encryption keys).

For protecting user data from being accessed and processed by the service provider

and third parties, we design a generic, cryptography-based solution, according to which

resources have to be encrypted before being uploaded online. In this sense, the provider

is considered honest but curious, by the means that it will correctly perform the protocol,

such as storing and providing the resources when requested, but it will probably try to
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infer user information from the managed resources. Thus, even if the provider is trusted,

we avoid involving it in the process of access control enforcement, as this may allow him

to infer user information, such as resource co-ownerships, users privacy preferences, and

any other information that stem from the type and metadata of each resource, even if

those resources are encrypted. It should be noted that the proposed model utilizes users’

social relationships for enabling collaborative multi-party access control. Although the

model is generic and suitable for online resources of any type, in the dissertation we give

emphasis on its employment in the context of OSNs.

The encryption scheme employed in this model is defined such that each key used to

encrypt a resource is protected by a secret, which in turn is generated by exploiting a (k,n)-

threshold secret sharing scheme [227]. This allows us to associate a set of n shares to each

secret. To deploy collaborative access control enforcement for a given resource o, we dis-

tribute the shares generated from the secret to the co-owners 1 of the resource. The shares

are then further selectively distributed by co-owners to their trusted contacts (called share-

holders). For accessing a resource, a requester needs to contact different shareholders for

collecting a number of shares needed for reconstructing the secret (i.e., greater than a

threshold k), and retrieving the encryption key. To make a shareholder able to determine

whether to release or not the received share to a requester, each shareholder receives from

the co-owner a share provision rule (SPR) that states the co-owner’s preferences in the dis-

tribution of the share. If a requester succeeds in retrieving the needed number of shares

to reconstruct the secret, it means that at least a threshold number of shareholders have

positively evaluated the access control rules stated by the corresponding co-owners. In

this way, users do not need to rely on the service provider for enforcing access control, as

their trusted contacts are being set responsible for enforcing the collective policy.

5.1 Overview of the Mechanism

To protect co-owners’ privacy from the service provider and third parties we consider that

data objects should be encrypted before being uploaded online. In order to enable col-

lective privacy management, we design a mechanism that allows all the co-owners of the

data object o to specify their access control preferences for that resource. An overview of

the basic mechanism is presented in Figure 5.1.

At first, we assume the existence of a trusted Key Management Service (KMS) that al-

lows the co-owners to collaboratively generate a pair of keys: an encryption and a secret

key. The encryption key is then used by the data owner for encrypting the object before

uploading it online. The secret key, which is used for protecting the encryption key, is

1In this chapter we consider the uploader of a data object as data owner (DO), the users associated with
that object as stakeholders (STs), and we refer to the group of users that includes both the data owner and the
stakeholders as co-owners (COs) of the resource.
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the collaborative multi-party access control mechanism.

generated by exploiting a (k,n)-threshold secret sharing scheme. The shares generated

from the secret key are selectively distributed to a set of trusted contacts of the co-owners,

which are thus being set responsible to enforce access control.

It is relevant to note that the way the shares are generated and distributed to sharehold-

ers impacts the resource’s sharing strategy. In general, as it will be discussed in Section 5.2,

our system supports two different strategies, namely the common pool and the layered

strategy. These two strategies have different characteristics and thus, each strategy is con-

sidered more suitable for particular types of data objects. Furthermore, as presented in

Figure 5.1, a user that wishes to access a data object o has to retrieve the encrypted object

from the service provider and then contact the shareholders of o for retrieving the required

number of secret shares, for reconstructing the secret and decrypting the encryption key.

Two important components of the proposed system are the Key Management Service

(KMS) and the content sharing service (e.g., OSN). The role of the KMS, which is consid-

ered as a trusted service, is to support co-owners in specifying the sensitivity of the object

and generating the encryption and secret keys, while ensuring that the privacy preferences

of all co-owners are taken into consideration. The data objects are not being revealed to
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the KMS, but only some metadata, such as their type and sensitivity. Importantly, the

KMS is an independent service and should not be managed by the content sharing ser-

vice provider. The role of the KMS can be played by trusted entities, such as reputable

companies, universities, Internet authorities etc.

Moreover, as already stated, the proposed model does not allow service providers to

access user data, as data objects are uploaded in an encrypted form. The main roles of

the service provider, which has knowledge of users relationships and the underlying so-

cial graph, is to provide information regarding relationships (in the form of relationship

certificates) when requested, to store and provide the encrypted objects, and to provide

information about the objects’ shareholders. In general, we assume that users will create

a private/public key pair during their registration, and that they will sign a “relationship

certificate” during the establishment of each new relationship. These public keys and re-

lationships will be stored by the service provider, in order to be retrievable by other users.

Even if naturally the role of the service provider is assumed to be played by OSNs, our

model can allow any entity that has relationship information and a users social graph, to

be considered as a service provider. Also, even though the KMS is considered trusted, we

decided to only utilize it for supporting co-owners on specifying the sensitivity and creat-

ing the keys/shares, and not for any other core functionality (e.g., access control enforce-

ment). The main reason behind this decision, which influenced our design, is to provide

a more generic scheme that is not highly dependent on the KMS or the service provider.

At this point, it is important to clarify that we do not try to negatively impact the current

design and use of the existing social-based services (content sharing services, OSNs etc.)

but rather, to propose an alternative; a generic, privacy preserving system. According to

our secure-by-design system architecture, users are not simply the “clients” of the service,

but they actively contribute towards achieving a high level of privacy, which after all, will

benefit their contacts, other users, and eventually the community.

5.1.1 Basic Access Control Model

In order to enforce collaborative access control we adopt a (k,n)-threshold secret sharing

scheme. According to our system design a set of shares n, that is derived from the secret,

is distributed to a set of the co-owners’ contacts. A requester AR can access an object

only if he/she can reconstruct the secret, by collecting a number of shares greater than k.
The number of shares needed to obtain the secret as well as who are the shareholders is

determined by considering the requirements of all the co-owners.

More precisely, each co-owner specifies a set of selection rules, by which it chooses a

subset of its direct contacts as shareholders. More formally, the selection rules defined

by a user u are specified following the paradigm of relationship-based access control (Re-

BAC) [86,119], which is emerging in the context of information sharing in OSNs. According
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to this model, each social relationship is characterized by: (i) a relationship type type ∈ RT,

whereRT is the set of types supported by the service provider; (ii) a trust value t_val ∈ [0, 1],
denoting the strength of the relationship. A selection rule is defined as: 〈u; [(type, t_val)]〉,
where type ∈ RT and t_val ∈ [0, 1], stating that a node to be considered as shareholder by u
has to be a direct contact with a relationship of type type, with minimum trust t_val.

Furthermore, as already stated, objects should be uploaded in an encrypted format. At

this purpose, we assume the existence of a trusted Key Management Service (KMS) that

allows co-owners to collaborate for creating the encryption and secret keys. In order to

encrypt a resource, each co-owner COj submits to the KMS two random values (EKj, SKj)
that are used for generating two symmetric keys: the encryption key (EK) and the secret

key (SK), as it will be discussed in detail Section 5.3.2. The encryption key is distributed

to all the co-owners and it is used by the uploader for encrypting the resource o. With this

key each co-owner is able to verify that the uploaded object has been encrypted properly.

In contrast, SK is not distributed to the co-owners, but it is used by the KMS for encrypt-

ing EK, i.e., Enc(EK)SK,2 which will be uploaded online by the data owner along with the

encrypted object. Moreover, the KMS creates a set of shares (SS) from the secret SK, which

are distributed to the co-owners of the object, such that each co-owner receives a unique

subset of them to be transmitted to its shareholders.

The way the shares are generated and distributed to shareholders is defined according

to the Access Control Strategy (ACS) of the object. The proposed system supports two differ-

ent strategies, namely the common pool and the layered strategy, which will be discussed

in detail in Section 5.2. The KMS determines which is the most appropriate strategy to be

followed for each object, with regards to the characteristics of the object. In general, the

best strategy for o is determined by considering the sensitivity level S and the type OT of

the object, and also, the total number of its co-owners. The sensitivity level of a data object

is a value introduced to measure the relevance and importance of a given object for its co-

owners. We recognize that this is very subjective, as each co-owner might have different

preferred sensitivity levels for an object. As such, all the co-owners have to participate in

the collaborative definition of S by submitting to the KMS their preferred sensitivity levels.

Then, S is chosen as the maximum between the average value computed on the sensitivity

levels argued by the co-owners (SCO) and the value submitted by the data owner (SDO).

According to both strategies, each co-owner delegates its shares to its trusted share-

holders (SHs). Each shareholder along with a share also receives a share provision rule

(SPR) that specifies the way shareholders should enforce o’s policy, by outlining the require-

ments that should be satisfied by a requester AR for successfully collecting the delegated

shares. Similarly to selection rules, SPRs are specified according to the ReBAC paradigm,

as 〈u; [(type, t_val, dist)]〉, posing conditions on type, the trust value (i.e., greater than t_val)

2Hereafter, we denote withEnc(M)K the encryption of messageMwith the keyK.
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and the distance (i.e., less than dist) of the relationships that must exist between the re-

questing user AR and the co-owners of the requested object.3 An example SPR that is

specified and delegated by Alice to her shareholders is given by 〈Alice, [(co−workers,
*
,2)]〉.

Also, more generic rules, such as 〈co−owner, [(f amily,
*
, 1)]〉which allows every co-owner’s

family members to receive the share, or even complex composite rules, can be supported.

A requester AR who wishes to access o, requests the object to the service provider,

which provides the encrypted object Enc(o)EK, the protected encryption key Enc(EK)SK
and a list that contains the identifiers of o’s shareholders. Then, AR contacts the share-

holders for requesting each individual share. In order to obtain a share, the requester has

to prove that he/she has relationships that satisfy the constraints specified by co-owners’

SPRs. At this purpose, the requester can retrieve from the service provider the set of re-

lationship certificates that prove the existence of relationships that satisfy SPRs, and pro-

vide them to shareholders for validation. This design, in a sense, makes it easier for a

well-connected requester, which has multiple indirect relationship connections with the

co-owners, to find a path that satisfies the constraints of SPRs.

5.2 Access Control Strategies

The proposed system can support two different access control strategies; the common pool

and the layered strategy. The strategy followed for an object o determines the processes

needed by a requester for being granted access to o.

5.2.1 Common Pool Approach

According to this approach, the Key Management Service employs a (k,n)-threshold se-

cret sharing scheme to generate a number of non-distinguishable shares from the secret.

These shares are distributed to the co-owners of the object (i) uniformly, or almost uni-

formly, or (ii) according to each co-owner’s weight, denoted as δ. The process followed for

the creation of shares ensures that the number of shares provided to each co-owner does

not exceed the number of her shareholders. As such, the number of the created shares

depends on the number of co-owners and the number of their contacts that can be se-

lected as shareholders, according to co-owners’ selection rules. At first, each co-owner

COj determines the number of contacts that satisfy her selection rules, say βj, and informs

the KMS. Then, for a given object o that has to be distributed according to the common

pool approach and under the uniform distribution, the KMS selects a number λ, such that

3In general, an indirect relationship of type t between two users is defined as a path of relationship of
type t connecting them. In this case, the distance is measured as the number of hops in the path, whereas
the trust value is seen as the result of aggregation of all the trust values associated with each single traversed
relationship. Literature proposes several algorithms for trust computation on indirect relationships. In this
paper, for simplicity, we compute the overall trust as the average of the trust values that are associated with
edges in the connecting path.
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λ ≤ βj, and generates a set of n = λ × |CO| shares, and distributes a subset of λ shares

to each co-owner. If the selection rule of a given co-owner COj is so strict that the corre-

sponding βj value decreases too much the number λ, the KMS chooses λ to satisfy most

of the other co-owners and generates λ shares for them. Then it sends exactly βj shares to

COj (where, βj < λ). Similarly, for the non-uniform distribution the total number of shares

is n = λ × |CO|, with the difference that the number of shares for each single co-owner COj
depends on her relevance, that is, nj = δj × n, where nj < k ≤ βj. After receiving the shares,

each co-owner distributes them to her shareholders along with the corresponding share

provision rule SPR. In the case where the number of received shares (nj) is smaller than

the number of a co-owner’s potential shareholders (βj), the co-owner is able to distribute

the same share to multiple shareholders in order to achieve replication of the shares and

thus, to increase the availability of shares in the system.

Another relevant parameter defined in the common pool approach is the value of the

threshold k, denoting the number of shares required for key reconstruction. Here, the idea

is to bind the value of k to the sensitivity level of the object. Therefore, the number of

shares k required for key reconstruction is proportional to the object’s sensitivity level S,

with regards to the total number of shares n, such that: k ← dS × ne, where n = λ × |CO| −∑
|CO|
j=1 (λ − βj) if βj < λ.

5.2.2 Layered Approach

This access control strategy has been designed to give more control to co-owners. The

basic idea behind this strategy is to have two-layers of shares, which we refer to as master

shares and subshares, respectively. The master sharesMSs are defined according to a (k,n)-

threshold secret sharing scheme such that n master shares, where n = |CO|, are directly

derived from the secret, and each co-owner receives just a single master share. The thresh-

old k (called top-layer threshold), which represents the number of master shares needed

to reconstruct the secret, is set to k ← dS × ne, n = |CO|, where S ∈ (0, 1] is the sensitivity

level associated with the object to which the secret corresponds.

The second layer of shares, i.e., subshares, are generated directly by each co-owner.

Again, each co-owner exploits a (k,n)-threshold secret sharing scheme in order to derive

the subshares from the received master share, and distributes them to her trusted share-

holders. The number of subshares for each co-owner and the corresponding sub-threshold

μj, are defined exclusively by the particular co-owner that holds the specific master from

which the subshares are derived.4

In the layered approach, the requester AR contacts the shareholders of a particular CO
4In general, we consider that the number of subshares created by a co-owner depends on the number of her

shareholders, according to her selection rules. Also, the sub-threshold can be defined according to the CO’s
preferred sensitivity level Sj. However, the system does not restrict COs from choosing different parameters
for the creation of subshares.
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and tries to collect enough subshares for reconstructing this co-owner’s master. Then, the

requester contacts the shareholders of another co-owner to collect subshares, for recon-

structing another master. AR is able to reconstruct the secret, only if he has managed to

reconstruct enough master shares, according to the top-layer threshold k. This implies

that ARhas to be authorized by at least k co-owners for being allowed to access o.

5.2.3 Selection of the Best ACS

The shares created according to the common pool approach contribute equally on the

policy enforcement. This property bears the common pool more simple than the layered

approach, as it requires low effort by the requester for collecting the shares and recon-

structing the secret. Also, it allows us to support hierarchy, by distributing the shares non-

uniformly to the co-owners. In this case, the shares are distributed according to the weight

δj of each co-owner COj and thus, particular co-owners (e.g., the uploader), can be given

more influence on the access control decision for the resource o.
On the other hand, it can be argued that the layered approach can preserve fairness,

as master shares are equally weighted and thus, k-out-of-n co-owners should agree for

approving access to the collective resource. Also, this approach allows co-owners to have

extended control on the resource, as each co-owner is responsible for the specification of

her preferred number of subshares and the corresponding sub-threshold.

In general, the KMS determines the best strategy for an object o by considering the sen-

sitivity level S and typeOTof o, and the total number of its co-owners. For instance, objects

of type ‘document’ can be better handled by the common pool which can support hierar-

chies, while ‘photo’ objects are better handled by the layered approach. Furthermore, the

layered approach is most suitable for objects having a large number of shares (i.e., large

number of co-owners, high sensitivity level) as it exhibits lower performance overhead

than the common pool approach.

5.3 Detailed System Design

In the previous sections we presented an overview of the proposed system and the basic

access control model. According to this basic design, some shares and objects may not be

always timely available when requested, as users (co-owners and shareholders) may not

be online during the object’s upload and request time. In such a case, the requester may

has to wait for some particular shareholders to become available, which can delay access

to the object. In this section, we revise and extend our basic design in order to ensure that

the great majority of shares will be timely available when requested. In particular, in this

section we present our revised design and the processes followed for uploading an object,

distributing the shares to shareholders, and collecting the shares and accessing the object.
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Algorithm 2 Process followed by the KMS during the object’s upload phase.

Input: IDo,OT, [IDST] , Su, βu,EKu, SKu
Initialize: SCO, SDO ← Su, EK← EKu, SK← SKu,N← size [IDST],NCO ← N+ 1

1: procedure DETERMINESTRATEGY(OT, S, NCO)
2: ifNCO ≥ 6 or So ≥ 0.8 then
3: Return layered
4: else Return common pool
5: end if
6: end procedure
7: Process:
8: for j = 1 toNdo .Requests ST collaboration
9: IDo� STj .Sends o’s identifier to ST

10: if STj is online then .Gets submitted values, if ST is online
11: Sj, EKj, SKj, βj ← STj
12: EK← EK⊕EKj, SK← SK⊕ SKj
13: else Sj, βj, [IDSH]j ⇐ predefined
14: end if
15: SCO ← SCO + Sj
16: end for .Calculate SCO,EKand SK
17: SCO ← SCO/NCO, So ← max (SDO, SCO) .Determines object’s sensitivity
18: Enc(EK)SK← Encrypt(EK)SK .Encrypts EKwith SK
19: ACS⇐DETERMINESTRATEGY(OT, S, NCO)
20: n, k⇐ (ACS, S, NCO)
21: [SS]← ShareCreation (SK, n, k) .Secret sharing scheme
22: if ACS⇒ layered then .Determines the number of shares per CO
23: nj ← 1 .Single share per CO if layered approach
24: else if ACS⇒ common pool then
25: if n = λ ×NCO then
26: nj ← λ .λ or βj shares (Section 5.2.1)
27: else nj ← min(λ, βj)
28: end if
29: end if
30: for j = 1 toNCO do .Values are sent to each CO
31: att⇐ Sign(IDCOj , IDo) .Signs a co-ownership attestation

32: if COj is online then .Sends values if CO is online
33: att, So, ACS, � COj
34: [SS]j , n, EK, Enc(EK)SK, � COj
35: else if ACS⇒ common pool then
36: for i = 1 to size[IDSH]j do
37: SSi, IDo, IDST � SHi
38: end for .Sends shares to CO’s predefined SHs
39: [IDSH]j , IDSTj � u
40: else Store CO’s values
41: end if
42: end for
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5.3.1 Increasing Availability

According to the basic system design, during the resource’s upload phase each co-owner

specifies her preferred sensitivity level Sj for that resource, the number of her contacts

qualified for being chosen as shareholders βj, according to her selection rules, and two

values that will be used by the KMS for generating the keys. Also, as previously stated, the

co-owners receive the shares created by the KMS and distribute them to their sharehold-

ers. For accessing an object, the requester contacts the shareholders of the data object

for proving that he satisfies the SPRs, in order to collect the shares. This design has two

availability issues: (i) some co-owners of the object may not be online during the object’s

upload phase to specify their preferred values and to distribute the shares, and (ii) some

shareholders may not be online during the object’s accessing time, when a requester tries

to collect the shares.

In order to overcome co-owners’ availability issues, we assume that each user is al-

lowed to provide to the KMS a set of predefined sensitivity levels and sets of the sharehold-

ers’ identifiers, which have been chosen according to the selection rules. If a co-owner is

unavailable during the upload phase of a new object, the KMS determines whether this ob-

ject can be associated with this co-owner’s predefined sensitivity levels and sets of share-

holders. Then, the KMS generates the shares normally and distributes the shares of the

unavailable co-owner directly to the predefined shareholders. This process is further de-

scribed in Algorithm 2 (lines 13, 37).

Furthermore, in order to overcome the issues regarding the availability of shares, we

allow share replication and further delegation of the access control enforcement to co-

owners’ indirect contacts (i.e., shareholders’ trusted contacts). More precisely, as previ-

ously stated, each co-owner specifies with her selection rules the number of her potential

shareholders βj and the KMS creates λ shares for each co-owner. Therefore, by specifically

choosing λ and βj values, such that λ � βj, the model allows co-owners to provide each

share to multiple shareholders, for achieving replication of the shares.

Additionally, according to the revised model, we consider that the co-owners of an ob-

ject can allow their shareholders to further delegate access control enforcement to their

trusted contacts. In order to allow this delegation, the co-owners set a special flag in the

share provision rule specifying that the share can be further delegated. That is, a share-

holder before becoming unavailable is able to set her own trusted contacts responsible

for managing the share, in order to preserve the availability of the share in the system. A

requirement for this delegation is that the selection rules of the shareholder should be at

least as strict as the share provision rule of the co-owner. In the case of further delegation,

a shareholder includes the selected contacts’ identifiers in the list containing the object’s

shareholders, which is stored by the service provider for being provided to the requesters.

Also, when a shareholder becomes again available, she can choose to revoke the previously
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granted delegations by removing the contacts’ identifiers from the list.

5.3.2 Object Upload Phase

In the following we describe in detail the process followed by the KMS and the co-owners

during the object’s upload phase. This process is initiated by the data owner who iden-

tifies and submits to the KMS the stakeholders’ identifiers, as presented in Algorithm 2.

Recall that we assume an honest but possibly privacy insensitive data owner, who does

not maliciously intent to violate co-owners’ privacy. Therefore, the data owner does not

intentionally avoid specifying co-owners’ identifiers for preventing them from contribut-

ing to the specification of the access control policy.

At the very first time, each co-owner initializes her access control settings to specify

her preferred sensitivity levels and selection and share provision rules. Then, for every

new object to be uploaded, the following steps take place.

Generation of Keys and Shares. The process followed by the KMS for generating the

keys and shares is presented in Algorithm 2. Initially, the KMS receives by the uploader u
the object’s identifier and type (IDo, OTo), the identifiers of the stakeholders (IDST), as well

as, the uploader’s sensitivity level Su, number βu of the contacts satisfying her selection

rules (needed for the common pool approach), and two random values (EKu, SKu). Then,

the KMS sends IDo to the users whose ID is in the list of stakeholders (line 9) for requesting

their participation and waits for their response, which also contains a sensitivity level Sj,
a value βj and two random numbers EKj and SKj. The KMS uses the submitted random

values for generating EK and SK.5 If a stakeholder is not available, the KMS checks the

predefined values of the stakeholders, those defined during the initialization phase. Then,

the KMS uses the submitted sensitivity levels (and the predefined ones) to determine the

sensitivity So of the object (lines 15, 17).

After that, the KMS encrypts the obtained EKwith SK, determines the most suitable

access control strategy (ACS) for the object and estimates the number of shares to be cre-

ated (lines 18-20). A simplified example of the procedure followed for choosing the strat-

egy is given in lines 1-6, where the strategy is selected according to the object’s sensitivity

and number of co-owners. Then, the KMS employs a secret sharing scheme to generate a

number of shares from SK.

After the creation of the shares, the KMS determines the number of shares that corre-

spond to each co-owner on the basis of the selected ACS. In the case of the layered ap-

proach only a single share is provided to each co-owner. On the other hand, in the case of

the common pool, the KMS determines if the shares should be distributed uniformly to all

5Specifically, it combines co-owners’ random values, by applying the XOR bitwise operation (Algorithm 2,
line 12). Note that according to this approach the freshness of keys can be guaranteed even by a single co-
owner that submits fresh, non-previously used, valuesEKj and SKj.
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Figure 5.2: Dataflow between the users, the KMS, and the provider for generating the keys
and uploading the object.

the co-owners, by considering the number of their contacts that are qualifiable for receiv-

ing a share (βj), and distributes them accordingly. In the case of a non-available co-owner,

the KMS sends the co-owner’s shares directly to the predefined shareholders, and the list

of shareholders’ identifiers to the uploader (lines 36, 37, 39). It is noted that each one of

the predefined shareholders already holds a predefined SPR, delegated by the co-owner

during the initialization.

Furthermore, the KMS provides an attestation (att) to each co-owner to confirm “co-

ownership” of the object, as it will be discussed later. Additionally to the shares and the at-

testation, other information such as the object’s sensitivity, the total number of shares, the

followed strategy and the encryption key (also, Enc(EK)SK) are provided to the co-owners

by the KMS (lines 33, 34).

Distribution of Secret Shares. The co-owners that are available during the object’s up-

load phase receive a number of shares, and some other information about the object, by

the KMS. Upon receiving the shares, each co-owner employs Algorithm 3 for disseminat-

ing them to her trusted shareholders.

In the case of the common pool approach, a co-owner specifies a share provision rule

SPR for each one of her shares, and delegates the SPRalong with the share to a shareholder

(lines 2-4). In the case of the layered approach, we consider the single share received by

each co-owner as a master share (MS). In this case, a co-owner has to employ secret shar-

ing for creating a number of subshares from the received master (in Algorithm 3 we refer
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Algorithm 3 Distribution of secret shares of each co-owner to shareholders.

Input: [SS]i , [IDCO],n, S,ACS
Initialize: ni ← size [SS]i,NCO ← size [CO]

1: if ACS⇒ common pool then
2: for j = 1 toNSSi do

3: SPRij ← Specif yRule
(
SSij, [CO]

)
4: SSij, SPRij,� SHj .A rule is specified for each share
5: end for .Share and rule are sent to a SH
6: end if
7: if ACS⇒ layered& ni = 1 then
8: MSi ⇐: SSi .The received share, is considered as master share MS
9: NSHi , μi ← DetermineNSH (S, Si)

10: [SSS]i ← ShareCreation
(
MSi, NSH, μi

)
11: for j = 1 toNSHi do

12: SPRij ← Specif yRule
(
SSSij, [CO]

)
13: SSSij, SPRij,� SHj
14: end for .A SPR and a subshare are delegated to a SH
15: end if
16: if μi , ⊥ then
17: [SHi] , μi� u .The list of SHs and the sub-threshold are sent to u
18: else [SHi]� u .Pool approach - only the list of SHs is sent to u
19: end if

to subshares as SSS). Thus, each co-owner has to determine the number of subsharesNSHi
and the sub-threshold μi required for reconstructing her master (line 9). The number of

subshares actually depends on the selection rules of the particular co-owner, that is, on

the number of her contacts selected as shareholders. Furthermore, the sub-threshold μi
of each co-owner is determined according to her preferred sensitivity level Si, which may

be higher than the object’s sensitivity S, such that μi ← dSi × NSHie. After specifying NSHi
andμi, each co-owner employs secret sharing for generating the subshares, specifies a SPR
for each subshare similarly to the case of the common pool approach, and disseminates a

subshare and the corresponding rule to a shareholder (lines 12, 13).

Finally, independently of the followed strategy, each co-owner sends to the uploader

a list containing the shareholders’ identifiers. In the case of the layered approach each

co-owner also provides information regarding the sub-threshold μi. Then, a list of all the

shareholders of the object (and information regarding ACS, S, μi, etc.,) is provided to the

service provider by the uploader, for allowing requesters to locate and collect the shares.6

Encrypting and Uploading the Object. As already described in Algorithm 2, after the

generation of the keys and shares, the KMS provides to each co-owner a subset of the

shares, information about the access control strategy and the sensitivity of the object, and

the encryption key EK and Enc(EK)SK. After receiving the encryption key, independently

6It is noted that the proposed mechanism does not reveal the identity of co-owners to the service provider,
as neither their identifier is provided, nor any interaction between them and the service provider takes place.
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of the followed strategy, the data owner (i.e., uploader) encrypts the object with EK and

uploads both the encrypted object Enc(o)EK and the encrypted key Enc(EK)SK online. Ad-

ditionally to the encrypted object, the data owner uploads a list containing the identifiers

of all the shareholders of the object, the access control strategy (also contains co-owners’

sub-thresholds in the case of the layered approach), and the sensitivity of the object.

The list of shareholders’ identifiers is constructed by the data owner by considering the

identifiers of each co-owner’s shareholders, provided by the co-owners and the KMS. As

described in Algorithm 2, when a co-owner is unavailable the KMS distributes the shares

directly to the co-owner’s predefined shareholders and provides the list of their identifiers

to the data owner. If a co-owner is available during the object’s upload phase, she receives

the shares by the KMS, distributes them according to Algorithm 3 to her trusted sharehold-

ers and then, provides a list of their identifiers to the data owner.

The list of shareholders’ identifiers is provided by the service provider to a requester,

along with the requested object, for allowing the requester to locate and collect the shares.

Moreover, when the direct shareholders of a co-owner are allowed to delegate access con-

trol enforcement, as described in Section 5.3.1, they update the object’s list of identifiers

hosted by the service provider, for including their trusted contacts, or for revoking delega-

tions they previously granted.

It is noted that this mechanism allows the co-owner to verify the correctness of the

uploaded collective resource, by checking if the resource has been properly encrypted,

with the correct key before being uploaded by the data owner. Similarly, they can verify the

correctness of the strategy, sensitivity and list of shareholders. As presented in Figure 5.2,

the co-owners can retrieve the encrypted resource from the service provider, similarly to

a typical requester. In the case of an improper, maliciously uploaded resource, the co-

owners can request removal or replacement. In this case, they present the attestation of

the KMS to prove that they actually are co-owners of that resource.

5.3.3 Object Request

Contrarily to the upload phase, which requires some involvement of the end users for up-

loading the data object and specifying their rules, the processes employed by sharehold-

ers and the requester can be handled transparently, without requiring human interven-

tion. The process followed by the requester can completely run in the background, and

the object will be presented only after successful key reconstruction and decryption of the

object. Also, the shareholders can validate the share provision rules in an automatic way

(e.g., browser plugin), as these rules follow the ReBAC model.

The process followed by the requester for collecting the shares and accessing the object

is presented in Algorithm 4. Initially, the requester asks the service provider for a specific

object o, and the service provider sends the encrypted objectEnc(o)EK and the encryption
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key EK (which is encrypted with the secret). It also provides information regarding the

object’s strategy (e.g. sensitivity, threshold, sub-thresholds) and the list of its shareholders’

identifiers (lines 11-13).

In the case of the common pool approach, the requester starts contacting the share-

holders whose identifiers are in the list, for requesting the shares. This process is termi-

nated when the number of collected shares reaches the threshold k, or after all the share-

holders have been contacted. If this process is successful, the requester uses the collected

shares for reconstructing the secret (line 21).

The SHARECOLLECT(SH) procedure, which is employed by the requester for contacting

each shareholder, triggers a simple authentication and authorization protocol. According

to this, the requester has to prove her identity by signing IDAR and a given nonce. This

can be verified with the requester’s public key, which can be retrieved from the service if

it is not known. Also, the shareholder asks the requester to provide her relationships that

satisfy the co-owner’s SPR that corresponds to the particular share (line 4). The requester

checks if such relationships exist, and if this is the case, it submits the relationships to the

shareholder. Then, the shareholder verifies the identity of the requester and the validity of

the relationships, and provides the share.

In the case of the layered approach, the requester needs to selectively collect subshares

of particular shareholders, for reconstructing a sufficient number of master shares. Thus,

the requester has to keep track of the reconstructed masters, with respect to the top-layer

threshold k and accordingly, to target those shareholder that manage subshares needed for

reconstructing a specific master (lines 25-39). In general, the requester categorizes share-

holders into groups, according to which co-owner each shareholder serves, and starts con-

tacting them in a manner that resembles the common pool approach at a group level. After

the requester succeeds in reconstructing the first master, she attempts to collect subshares

of another co-owner, and this process is repeated until a sufficient number of masters are

reconstructed. The process is terminated when the number of masters reaches the thresh-

old k, or after all the shareholders needed for each master, according to the sub-thresholds

μi, have been contacted.

5.3.4 Face-level Fine-grained Access Control

Here we explore whether a more fine-grained access control mechanism can be applied on

top of the proposed scheme to enable each one of the users associated with the resource

(i.e., a photo in this case) to control the visibility of specific regions of interest. Similarly to

the face-level access control mechanism proposed in Chapter 4, we aim at incorporating

in this collaborative access control scheme a mechanism that will allow users to reveal or

hide their faces according to who the accessing user is. This can be achieved with selective

encryption, in the case of the layered approach.
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Algorithm 4 Process followed by the requester for accessing the data object o.
1: procedure SHARECOLLECT(SHj)
2: IDAR, Req(SSj)� SHj .AR requests the share of SHj
3: Req(Verif y(IDAR, nonce))� SHj
4: Req(R) := SPR

(CO)� SHj
5: if ∃ R : SPR

(CO) → True then
6: Sgn(IDAR, nonce)KAR, Sgn(R)KCOi � SHj .AR sends a signed ID
7: SSj� SHj .The share is provided to AR
8: end if
9: end procedure

10: Process:
11: Req(o)� OSN .AR requests the object
12: Enc(o)EK, Enc(EK)SK� OSN .OSN provides o and EK
13: [SH] , ACS(S, k,

[
μi

]
)� OSN .Additional information about o

14: if ACS⇒ common pool then
15: [SS]← ⊥, j ∈ [SH] .Collect shares until reaching the threshold
16: while ([SS] < k) & (N ≤ [SH]) do

17: [SS]
SSj
←−− SHARECOLLECT(SHj)

18: j← j + 1, N← N+ 1
19: end while
20: if [SS] ≥ k then .If the threshold is reached, reconstructs SK
21: SK← KeyReconstruction([SS])
22: end if
23: end if
24: if ACS⇒ layered then
25: [MS]← ⊥, i ∈ [CO] .Keep track of reconstructed MSs
26: while ([MS] < k) & (Ni ≤ [CO]) do
27: while ([SS]i < μi)&(nj ≤ [SH]i) do

28: [SS]i
SSij
←−−− SHARECOLLECT(SHj)

29: j← j + 1, nj ← nj + 1 .Collects sub-shares of a CO
30: end while
31: if [SS]i ≥ μi then .Reconstructs master if μi is reached
32: MSi ← KeyReconstruction([SS]i)
33: end if
34: i← i + 1, Ni ← Ni + 1
35: end while
36: if [MS] ≥ k then .Reconstructs SK from the master shares
37: SK← KeyReconstruction([MS])
38: end if
39: end if
40: if SK := True then .Decrypts EK with the SK, and then, o with EK
41: EK← Decrypt(EK)SK, o← Decrypt(o)EK
42: end if

In the case of the layered approach the master share of each co-owner can be used

as a personal key. The personal key of a CO can be effectively used to selectively encrypt

specific parts of the data object. This can be done for objects of many types, but most
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importantly for collective photos. In this case, each co-owner is able to restrict the visibil-

ity of a specific region of the photo that possibly reveals sensitive information about her.

As an example, a co-owner can use her personal key for encrypting those regions of the

photo that depict her face or body, her car’s license plates etc. With this, the users within

the photo are set entirely responsible for managing their privacy, as they can completely

control the disclosure of particular regions, when the photo is accessed by the requester.

The basic idea regarding selective encryption is to process a photo for encrypting some

specific regions, without affecting the format of the photo. The requester can use the mas-

ter shares she succeeded to reconstruct from the collected subshares, in order to decrypt

the encrypted regions. However, it is important for AR to be able to render the photo even

if some regions have not been decrypted. Therefore, for implementing selective encryp-

tion we follow image processing techniques for “encrypting” pixels’ color values. Actually,

we extract the color value of the pixels in each region, encrypt them, and then transform

them back to RGB color values. For decrypting these regions, the requester has to follow a

similar process for transforming pixels’ value to the initial color.

With this mechanism we can preserve that AR is only able to decrypt the regions of

the photo that have been encrypted with the master shares she succeeded to reconstruct.

Thus, the privacy of the COs that have not provided their master share to AR can be pre-

served, even if AR gains access to the photo due to the shares provided by the other co-

owners (given that AR satisfies the threshold k).

5.4 Performance Evaluation

It is noted that it is very difficult to evaluate the proposed approach in practice, with a large

scale experimental deployment, as it is almost impossible to employ a number of users

and their friends, that can reflect the characteristics of OSN population, by the means of

their number of contacts, users’ location distribution, online time patterns etc. For this

reason we decided to independently assess the performance of the core modules of the

mechanism, since those are responsible for the latency that affects user experience. All the

experiments have been conducted on commodity hardware (Intel i7-4702MQ, 2.2GHz), as

our intention is to address the impact of our mechanism on a typical user.

In general, the conducted experiments refer to the main functionalities of our mecha-

nism: (i) resource upload and (ii) resource request and accessing. For the upload phase,

we measure the time required by the KMS for generating EK and SK, for calculating the

sensitivity S and for generating the shares. We also estimate the time required for the data

owner to encrypt the resource. On the other hand, we assess the performance of the re-

source’s accessing phase by addressing the time spent by a requester to reconstruct the

secret and decrypt the resource. Here, we give more emphasis on the accessing phase, as

this is actually the overhead that affects the end users.
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Figure 5.3: Time spent by the KMS for computing the keys and the sensitivity values

Key Generation. We run this experiment multiple times to measure the average time

spent by the KMS for generating EK and SK, and calculating the object’s sensitivity level.

We also examine how the number of co-owners affects the process, as all the co-owners

contribute by submitting their preferred values. As depicted in Figure 5.3, the time spent

for calculating the sensitivity and generating the keys linearly depends on the number of

co-owners, but it is in the order of microseconds, which can be considered as negligible.

Secret Sharing Scheme. In this experiment we assess the creation of secret shares by

the KMS, and the reconstruction of the secret by the requester. We initially use 300 differ-

ent 256-bit keys (generated by the KMS) to create a number of shares from each one of

them, and measure the average time overhead. For all the 300 iterations we keep the total

number of created shares and the sensitivity (e.g., threshold) constant. Then, we repeat

this process multiple times, for different total number of shares each time, while keeping

the sensitivity constant. Specifically, we generate from 4 to 80 shares, with the sensitivity

being at 0.5. Then, we repeat this process for sensitivity values equal to 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8.

For assessing the process of reconstructing the secret we use the shares created in the

previous experiment. Essentially, the reconstruction process is repeated multiple times,

for reconstructing each one of the secret keys that have been used in the previous experi-

ment. Also, it should be noted that in this experiment we reconstruct the secret by combin-

ing exactly k-out-of-n shares. The overhead for creating the shares and for reconstructing

the key is shown in Figure 5.4. The results of these two experiments indicate that both the

total number of created shares and the sensitivity value affect the performance of share

creation and key reconstruction. The overhead for key reconstruction is lower than that of

share creation, for a small number of created shares (e.g. 50). On the other hand, as the
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Figure 5.4: Time overhead for (a) generating a number of secret shares and (b) reconstruct-
ing the secret key from a sufficient number of shares.

number of shares and the sensitivity increases, the overhead of the reconstruction grows

in a faster rate, comparably to the share creation process.

Our results indicate that the time required for creating 50 shares, or reconstructing the

secret, does not exceed 2ms. Thus, we consider that the common pool approach is more

suitable for objects co-owned by a small number of users. On the other hand, it seems

that the layered approach is more effective for resources that belong to a large number of

co-owners or having high sensitivity, as the scheme is employed multiple times (for each

co-owner’s shares), but only a small number of shares is used each time.

Encryption schemes. As already mentioned our mechanism supports two different

schemes of encryption. The former is a typical symmetric key encryption scheme for pro-

tecting the object uploaded to the OSN, and the latter is an extension to the basic scheme

where selective pixel-based encryption is implemented for allowing co-owners to protect

the regions of the photo that possibly reveal their identity.

For the former encryption scheme we implemented a module that uses the AES-256

algorithm for encrypting and decrypting the data objects. This module is used for encrypt-
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Figure 5.5: Time spent for encrypting and decrypting photos of different sizes.

ing the data object before uploading it to the OSN, and also by the requester for decrypting

and accessing the object after successfully collecting the shares and reconstructing the se-

cret key. We assess the performance of this module and estimate the overhead imposed

to the uploader and the requester during the resource’s uploading and accessing phase re-

spectively. We invoke the encryption module multiple times, for encrypting and decrypt-

ing photos of different sizes (number of pixels). Specifically, we categorize different pho-

tos according to their size, as shown in Figure 5.5, encrypt and decrypt 500 photos of each

category, and measure the time spent for each operation. We observe that most of the

photos hosted in current OSNs and photo sharing services have dimensions of 960×720

pixels (mostly due to restrictions by the services), but since photos of a larger size, such as

2048×1536, have started becoming popular lately, we examine both categories as well. Our

experiments demonstrate that it takes less than 4ms for encrypting or decrypting photos

of the former category, and less than 9ms for those of the latter category.

Selective Encryption. For assessing the pixel-based selective encryption mechanism we

implement two image processing cryptographic modules. Our mechanism has been de-

signed not to “break” the format of the photo, for bearing the photo accessible even if it is

partially encrypted. For this reason, we use OpenCV for reading and writing pixels’ color

values. The first module allows each co-owner to extract the color values of the pixels in

a particular region of the photo and to encrypt them with her master share. Specifically,

this mechanism extracts pixels’ RGB values and uses their binary representation to con-

struct a bitstream, which is then encrypted with the AES algorithm, in the counter mode

of operation. Then, the encrypted stream of each co-owner is transformed back into RGB

color values, for the pixels of the particular region, and these are used for assembling the
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processed, selectively encrypted, photo.

The second module is employed by the requester for decrypting the selectively en-

crypted regions of the photo. This module uses the COs’ master keys, which were con-

structed by the shares collected by AR. Similarly to the encryption module, it extracts the

encrypted pixels’ color values in each region, decrypts them with the CO’s master key and

restores pixels’ color to the initial values. For simplicity, in this experiment we consider

that the requester has achieved to reconstruct all the co-owners’ master shares, which im-

plies that AR can decrypt all the encrypted regions.

In this experiment we employ both modules for encrypting and decrypting multiple

regions of the photo, in order to identify how the number of regions, and consequently the

number of co-owners, affect the performance of the mechanism. In the general case, it is

observed that the encryption and decryption of a specific region exhibit almost the same

overhead, as the two modules spend considerable effort on reading and writing pixels’

color values. However, in contrast to encryption, which is performed by each CO for her

own region, decryption is performed by the requester, and all the regions of the photo are

decrypted consecutively. Thus, in this experiment we mainly focus on the overall time

required for decrypting the regions of the photo.

At first, we invoke both modules for photos that contain a single region of size 100×100

pixels and we measure the average time spent. Then, we invoke again the two modules for

photos containing two such regions, each one of size 100×100 pixels. Similarly, we follow

this process multiple times for photos containing up to 20 such regions of size 100×100 pix-

els. After that, we repeat the experiment by following the same methodology with photos

that contain COs’ regions of size 150×150 pixels and we measure the average time spent.

The average time spent for decrypting the selectively encrypted photo, with regards to the

number of regions, is presented in Figure 5.6. As can be seen, the time overhead does not

actually depend on the number of encrypted regions, but on the total size of the encrypted

area (number of pixels). This becomes evident by observing that the time overhead for de-

crypting four regions of size 150x150 is equivalent to the time required for decrypting nine

regions of size 100x100 (≈ 0.035 seconds, horizontal line in Fiqure 5.6), as actually, the re-

gions in these two cases cover the same area. Thus, we can conclude that the overhead of

this mechanism actually depends on the size of the encrypted area and on the resolution

of each photo, since the most time consuming operation is actually reading and modifying

each pixel’s color values.

In order to have an indication regarding the overhead, we have chosen 500 random

photos that depict at least one face. These photos have been manually inspected for ver-

ifying the existence of depicted faces. Also, the area covered by all these faces has been

manually marked with a custom tagging mechanism, which allows us to estimate the per-

centage of the area covered by faces (regions) to the total area of the photo. As shown in

Figure 5.7, the photo area covered by user faces, which according to our approach will cor-
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respond toCOs’ regions, does not exceed 10% of the total photo area for 50% of the photos.

Also, it is observed that about 25% of the photos have an area to be encrypted that covers

more than 20% of the total photo area and interestingly, only 5% of the photos have re-

gions that cover more than 40.4% of the photo area. On average, the covered area of these

photos corresponds to about 14.33% of the total photo area.

After estimating the area covered by faces, we use our modules for encrypting and de-

crypting regions that cover the percentage of area mentioned previously, for photos of
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the typical size category of 960×720 pixels. This experiment demonstrates that this mech-

anism takes about 0.041 seconds on average for decrypting regions that correspond to

14.33% of the photo area. Furthermore, our mechanism takes about 0.057 seconds to de-

crypt regions that cover 20% of the photo area, which actually means that up to 75% of the

photos are decrypted in less that 0.057 seconds. Finally, up to 95% of the photos are de-

crypted in less than 0.121 seconds. The overhead of the selective encryption mechanism is

comparable to the overhead of the mechanism presented in Chapter 4, which takes 0.052

seconds on average for checking users’ permissions and presenting a processed photo that

contains hidden regions.

Overall, these experiments demonstrate that the overhead for creating the shares, re-

constructing the secret, and encrypting and decrypting the objects is minimal and that

it does not actually affect the user experience. The main issues that can affect user expe-

rience are related to the availability of shareholders in the system. We consider that the

enhancements proposed in Section 5.3.1, which allow replication of the shares and fur-

ther delegation of the access control enforcement to shareholders’ trusted contacts, can

effectively overcome or at least, minimize the availability issues in the system.

5.5 Security Analysis

As discussed in Section 5.1, we consider the Key Management Service fully trusted for com-

puting the sensitivity level and keys, and for generating and distributing the shares.

Service provider. We consider the service provider as honest but curious, in the sense

that it follows the protocol correctly, but possibly tries to infer user information from the

managed resources. For this reason, our model requires that all the resources are being

uploaded encrypted and that the metadata uploaded along with each resource do not re-

veal any information regarding the identity of co-owners. Also, the proposed model en-

sures that the provider does not perform any functionality related to access control, which

could possibly reveal information regarding the co-owners and their privacy preferences.

The only case where the co-owners have to reveal their identity to the service provider, is

to prove co-ownership of a particular object, for requesting its replacement after detecting

malicious behavior by the uploader (e.g., non-properly encrypted object).

Co-owners. We do not consider the users that are possibly privacy insensitive (i.e., data

owner, stakeholders) as malicious, as they do not have the intention to impose damage to

other users, and actually, their behavior does not deviate from the expected one. In this

sense, we do not consider a co-owner having loose selection and share provision rules as

malicious, as this behavior is allowed by the model. Most likely this particular co-owner

has set a low sensitivity level Sj for the object, and these rules reflect his/her perspective

on the importance of the object. In the same sense, the co-owners that set high sensitivity

level Sj are allowed to specify strict rules for the shares they control. This applies even
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for users having the intention to enforce their policy over those of other users, as soon

as these users follow the protocol honestly. The proposed mechanism prevents the cases

of unintentional privacy leakage as all co-owners contribute on the specification of the

object’s sensitivity, which ensures that the concerns of all the associated users are taken

into account. Also, the selection of trusted shareholders and the distribution of shares,

as well as the guarantee that a single user cannot control a large number of shares with

regards to the threshold, ensures that multiple co-owners should authorize a requester for

accessing the object.

A stricter threat model can consider the existence of arbitrarily malicious users that col-

lude for allowing a requester to access an object he/she is not authorized to. These users

exhibit behavior that does not match the expected and allowed one. In this case our model

cannot eliminate all the possible threats, but we establish mechanisms to prevent, identify

and easily recover from such incidents. According to this strict threat model, a malicious

data owner can possibly upload a non-properly encrypted object or provide incorrect in-

formation to the service provider for making the object inaccessible to requesters related

to other co-owners (e.g., incorrect IDSH). The co-owners can identify such malicious be-

havior of the data owner by requesting the object from the service provider, similarly to

a typical requester. As a result the co-owners can request removal or replacement of the

object. However, this functionality can possibly allow malicious co-owners, or even users

that pretend to be the co-owners, to replace a proper object. Our model mitigates this by

requiring the majority of co-owners to consent, and also to provide the signed attestations

by the KMS.

Shareholders. The shareholders are selected by co-owners’ selection rules according to

the trust value of the existing relationships among the co-owner and their contacts. This

ensures that the selected shareholders are trusted by the co-owners to properly validate

SPR. Also, in the case of access control enforcement delegation, the co-owners actually

specify the minimum requirements on the selection rules of their contacts that delegate

the process, as the selection rules have to be stricter than SPR. Thus, it is expected that the

shareholders behave correctly. However, in the following we examine the case of malicious

shareholders that provide the shares without validating the share provision rules.

Common pool. According to this approach, a requester needs to collect k shares for

being able to reconstruct the secret. In the case where the requester’s relationships satisfy

the rules of α shareholders (where α < k), the requester is able to reconstruct the secret

if there exist k-α malicious shareholders that provide the shares without validating SPRs.

Thus, for objects with high sensitivity and strict SPRs, a large number of malicious share-

holders is needed for allowing unauthorized access. We emphasize that we consider this

as very rare, as shareholders are not selected randomly, or thoughtlessly, but according to

relationship trust values.

Layered approach. In this approach k× (μi − αi)malicious shareholders should collude
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to allow unauthorized access to the object. We consider it as stricter than the common

pool, as malicious shareholders need to be selected by multiple co-owners, for allowing

reconstruction of k master shares. In addition, when selective encryption is employed,

this approach allows each individual co-owner to protect her privacy by encrypting spe-

cific regions of the photo. In that case, even if the photo is improperly provided to the

requester, the co-owner’s privacy is protected by her own trusted shareholders, and not by

shareholders appointed by the other co-owners of the photo.

It is noted that our design allows legitimate users to detect malicious behavior of other

users. As such, the proposed system can prevent users from acting maliciously, as the

detection of such behavior can result to some sort of punishment. As an example, the

share provision rules consider the trust value of the user’s relationships. Thus, when a ma-

licious user is detected, the users affected by these actions can possibly revoke an existing

relationship or reduce the level of the relationship trust. Therefore, in reality, illegitimate

behavior by a user can result to limited access to resources. This scheme can be easily ex-

tended in the future with a global reputation mechanism to be used in conjunction with

relationship trust values for defining the selection and share provision rules. Such a repu-

tation scheme will prevent users from trusting actors that exhibited malicious behavior in

the past.

5.6 Discussion and Future Work

User privacy is threatened not only by OSNs users that gain access to collective resources

in spite of some co-owners’ privacy preference, but also from service providers that have

unrestricted access on user data. For this reason, in this chapter we design a decentralized

collaborative multi-party access control model the allows all co-owners of a collective re-

source to contribute on the specification and enforcement of a collective access control

policy, while at the same time ensuring that user data cannot be accessed and processed

by the service provider. In addition, our threshold-based collaborative scheme has been

extended to provide a face-level fine-grained access control mechanism that enables pri-

vacy cautious users to have exclusive control on the visibility of their own faces, even when

the collective policy is satisfied because of the rules of the majority.

Path Discovery. Our threshold-based collaborative access control model currently

considers that user relationships are stored by the service provider (OSN). This allows re-

questers to easily discover indirect multi-hop relationships among users. However, this

also allows a requester to become aware of the intermediate users in the path, which is a

non-desirable side effect of the current design. We plan to extend our work with protocols

that support privacy-preserving path discovery, such as those presented in [187, 255].

Global Reputation System. The shareholders are chosen according to the selection

rules of co-owners and hence, according to their relationship trust value with those co-
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owner. Since this trust value describes the relationship among two users, and not the

global status and trustworthiness of the user in reference, we plan to complement our

system with a global reputation mechanism to be used in conjunction with the relation-

ship trust values for defining the selection rules. This mechanism will provide information

about OSN users past (illegitimate or malicious) behavior, and can be used for preventing

users from selecting bad actors as their shareholders.
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Chapter 6

Beyond OSNs: Privacy on the Web

In the previous chapters we explored cases of non-intentional information disclosure in

OSNs and proposed mechanisms to protect users’ privacy. The cases we investigated

are the result of improper, non privacy-oriented policies and ineffective mechanisms cur-

rently implemented by OSNs. More specifically, we investigated how location-based social

networking services like Twitter handle geo-location information, and the policies they im-

plement for collecting and sharing such geo-location information through the provided

APIs. We also explored cases of privacy loss due to the policies implemented for collec-

tive resource management, and the existing access control and conflict resolution mech-

anisms, and designed fine-grained mechanisms that allow the users associated with a re-

source to specify and enforce their own privacy preferences, without being affected by the

privacy preferences of the other associated users.

However, in reality, the problem of privacy goes far beyond OSNs, which only consist

of a subset of all the online services people are using on a regular basis. In the era of digital

economy, where digital advertising is the power that fuels the Web, and inevitably data

is the most valuable resource, the problem of privacy extends to all the online activities of

users. To that end, in many cases, users resort to various available solutions to protect their

privacy, such as using ad-blockers, anti-tracking extensions, web proxies and browsing in

incognito mode among others. In order to put our work into a more generic perspective,

in this chapter we perform an initial exploration of users’ privacy risks on the Web.

More specifically, the work presented in this chapter spans towards two different di-

rections. At first, we investigate whether online trackers can effectively track users across

different devices, in the form of probabilistic cross-device tracking, and all the privacy

implications that stem from the employment of such privacy intrusive techniques. To-

wards that direction, we also explore whether stateless browsing (i.e., browsing in incog-

nito mode) can effectively deter cross-device tracking. Second, as many users resort to

network relays, such as web proxies, to hide their IP address and to block ads and trackers,

we present a large-scale study we performed in order to assess and understand the behav-

ior of web (HTTP) proxies. Although these two protection mechanisms are not exclusively

113
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and directly related to users’ efforts in protecting their privacy in OSNs, they provide sig-

nificant insights about the problem of privacy in the more generic context of the Web.

6.1 Detecting and Measuring Cross-Device Tracking

Online advertising has become a driving force of today’s economy, shaping the socio-

economic and technological landscape with the provision of new web services and ap-

plications. The eminence of online advertising is that it can be easily tailored to the au-

dience, to become personalized according to each user’s needs and interests. In order to

serve highly targeted ads to users, advertisers often employ questionable and privacy in-

trusive techniques for collecting users’ personal information [87]. They typically employ

techniques for tracking user visits across different websites, which allow them to recon-

struct parts of the users’ browsing history. An extensive body of research investigated the

various approaches employed by trackers and proposed a plethora of protection mecha-

nisms (e.g., [67, 89, 108, 114, 131, 166, 167, 175, 186, 195, 199, 246, 259]

Until recently, advertisers typically targeted each user with ads relevant to the behavior

shown on each specific device. However, as users possess multiple devices [41, 44], over

the last few years, advertisers started moving towards more advanced targeting practices,

that are specifically designed to track users across their devices, and target them regardless

of the device used. These advances indicate a radical transformation of the ad-landscape,

from device-centric to user-centric. According to a recent FTC Report [38], cross-device

tracking can be deterministic or probabilistic, and companies that engage in such prac-

tices typically use a mixture of both techniques. Deterministic tracking, which utilizes

first party login services that require user authentication (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Gmail),

can identify the user across multiple devices with certainty. These first party services often

share information (e.g., a unique identifier) to third parties, enabling them to perform a

more effective cross-device tracking. Alternatively, in the case of probabilistic CDT, there

are no shared identifiers between devices, and third parties try to identify which devices

belong to the same user by considering network access data, common patterns in brows-

ing history and behavior, etc.

In either case, the implications for user privacy are severe: ad-companies are capable

of tracking individuals across all their digital space and screens, and use such information

in a non-transparent fashion. In fact, in a Web that is constantly becoming more complex,

there is little to no transparency regarding user tracking and targeting practices. Users are

typically unaware of such techniques, and what’s more, it is inherently difficult to measure

and expose probabilistic CDT in a systematic way, as it is heavily based on user activity.

While it may seems more relevant in this dissertation to investigate deterministic cross-

device tracking, since OSNs are among the main entities that are involved with this form

of tracking, we instead decided to explore the paradigm of probabilistic CDT. The reason
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behind this decision is that the tracking capabilities of OSNs have been already explored

in previous works to a large extend, as we show in Chapter 2, and that it is fairly straightfor-

wards for such entities to track users across devices, since users’ accesses are linked by a

unique identifier. As it’s quite challenging to detect and measure probabilistic CDT, which

is non-transparent to the users, and fairly unexplored, we decided to focus our efforts on

probabilistic instead of deterministic cross-device tracking.

In this section we propose a novel methodology for detecting probabilistic CDT in an

automated and systematic way and measuring various parameters that affect its perfor-

mance on the Web. Our methodology is designed based on the following idea: if cross-

device tracking actually exists, and if trackers that employ such techniques (i.e., CDT-

trackers) manage to successfully correlate the user’s devices, it could be possible to detect

CDT by identifying cross-device targeted behavioral ads (i.e., ads that are delivered on one

device, but have been triggered because of the user’s browsing behavior on a different de-

vice). However, it should be noted that as this device pairing is not transparent to the user,

and since it is performed in the back-end and possibly with the collaboration of multiple

trackers, the absence of cross-device targeted ads does not preclude the existence of CDT.

In an effort to make trackers correlate the different devices of the end-user, and then

serve her cross-device targeted ads, which will allow us to detect cross-device tracking,

our methodology employs artificially created personas with specific interests to emulate

realistic browsing activity across these user devices. This browsing activity from the two

devices aims to trick trackers to probabilistically match the devices to the same user.

6.1.1 Methodology for Detecting and Measuring CDT

Our methodology emulates realistic browsing activity of end-users (with specific inter-

ests) across different devices, and collects and analyzes all ads delivered to these devices

due to static advertising or targeted, and behavioral or re-targeted advertising. Finally, it

compares these ads with baseline browsing activity to establish if cross-device tracking is

present or not, at what level, its lifetime, and for which types of user interests.

Design Principle

In general, we consider the cross-device tracking performed by the ad-ecosystem as a very

complex process, with multiple parties involved, and not-easy to dissect, study and under-

stand. To that end, it is inherently difficult to identify privacy leakage due to cross-device

tracking and mitigate its dangers. Thus, to infer its internal mechanics, we rely on probing

the ecosystem with consistent and repeatable inputs (I), under specific experimental set-

tings and parameters (V), allow the ad-ecosystem to process and use this input via trans-

formations and modeling (F ), and produce outputs that we can measure on the receiving
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end (Y):

(I,V)
F
−→ Y

In this expression, the unknown F is the probabilistic modeling performed by CDT enti-

ties, which allows them to track users across their devices, regardless if these users con-

sented to this monitoring or not.

Following this design principle, our methodology allows us to push realistic input sig-

nals to the ad-ecosystem via website visits, and measure the ecosystem’s output through

the delivered ads, to demonstrate if F enabled the ad-ecosystem to perform probabilistic

cross-device tracking. Moreover, given a set of repetitions for specific experimental setups,

this design allows for systematic and repeatable CDT measurements.

Methodology Challenges and Considerations

An overview of our methodology is illustrated in Figure 6.1. Next, we summarize its basic

assumptions and design considerations.

No first-party logins. Many users utilize popular online services that leak users’ identi-

fiers to third parties, making it easier to track users across different devices (since they can

be identified with certainty). In our methodology, as a better-case scenario, we assume

that the emulated user does not visit or log into any first party service that employs deter-

ministic cross-device tracking and thus, there is no common identifier (e.g., email address,

OSN UID) shared between the user’s devices.

Devices, IP addresses and Browsing. The approach we follow for detecting cross-

device tracking is based on triggering and identifying behavioral cross-device targeted ads,

and specifically ads that appear on one of the user’s devices, but have been triggered by

the user’s activity on a different device. For this trigger to be facilitated, the ad-ecosystem

must be provided with hints that these two devices belong to the same user. Zimmeck et

al. [264] suggested that in many cases, the devices’ IP address is adequate for matching

devices that belong to the same user. Following these observations, our methodology re-

quires a minimum of three different devices (as shown in Figure 6.1): one mobile device

and two desktop computers, with two different IP addresses. We assume that two devices

(i.e., the mobile and one desktop) belong to the same user, and are connected to the same

network. That is, these devices have the same public IP address as in a typical home net-

work, and will be considered by the ad-ecosystem as producing traffic from the same user.

The second desktop (i.e., baseline PC), which has a different IP address, is used for receiv-

ing a different flow of ads while replicating the browsing of the user’s desktop (i.e., paired

PC). This control instance is used for establishing a baseline set of ads to compare with

the ads received by the paired PC.

CDT Direction: Mobile to Desktop. In principle, the design allows investigation of

both directions of potential CDT. That is, users may first browse on the mobile device,
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Figure 6.1: High level representation of methodology for detecting CDT.

and then move on to their desktop, and vice versa. However, according to a recent ar-

ticle [31], consumers typically use mobile devices to search for products, but make pur-

chases on larger-screen computers. Also, ad-targeting companies such as AdBrain [33]

and Criteo [34] mentioned that the direction from mobile to desktop is more suitable for

cross-device ad re-targeting. Therefore, though the proposed methodology allows study-

ing both directions, in this work we focus on the mobile to desktop direction (Mob→ PC).

In essence, the mobile device performs a specifically instructed web browsing session,

i.e., training phase; then, the desktop computers also perform web browsing, i.e., testing

phase, where they visit some pages and collect the delivered ads. The browsing performed

by the two desktop devices is synchronized by means of visiting the same pages in the

same order, and performing the exact same clicks.

Emulating user behavior with personas: Training Phase. To trigger CDT, we first need

to demonstrate to the ad-ecosystem some network activity from a user’s browsing behav-

ior (I). In order to make the methodology systematic and repeatable, but also produce

realistic browsing traffic from scripted browsers, we first visit specific websites to emulate

a user’s behavior according to some predefined, cautiously-crafted personas. In fact, a re-

cent work by Carrascosa et al. [88] used such personas to detect behavioral advertising

delivered to simulated users. We leverage a similar approach for emulating browsing be-

havior according to specific user interests (travel and vacations, sports, shopping etc.), and

create multiple personas of different granularities, spanning from generic to more narrow

categories. For each persona, our approach identifies a set of websites that have, at the

given time, active ad campaigns. We refer to those websites as training pages, which the
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given persona visits and interacts with during the training phase. These personas aim to

drive CDT trackers into pairing the two user’s devices (mobile and desktop) with a high

degree of confidence.

Control pages: Testing Phase. The browsing based on a given persona can be consid-

ered as the input to the ad-ecosystem (I), and the ads delivered to the involved devices

as the output of the ad-ecosystem (Y). To reduce any bias from possible behavioral ads

delivered to specific type of websites, and following past works on this topic, such as [88]

and [67], the desktops collect ads by visiting neutral websites (weather sites) that typically

serve ads not related to their content. We refer to these neutral websites as control pages.

The ads served in these pages do not alter the behavioral profile established on the user

device used for visiting them. When visiting these control pages, our method extracts, an-

alyzes and categorizes all the ads received by each device, in order to identify the ads that

have been served to the user’s desktop because of the browsing on the mobile device.

CDT Detection: Comparing Signals. In order to detect CDT, various statistical meth-

ods can be used to associate the input signal I of persona browsing in the mobile de-

vice, with the output signalY of ads delivered to the desktop. For example, methods that

perform similarity computation between the two signals in a given dimensionality (e.g.,

Jaccard, Cosine) can be of use. Also, more advanced methods can be employed, such as

machine learning techniques for classification of the signals as similar enough to match,

or not, based on specific features from the experimental setup (V), and the input/output

features. In this methodology we opt for the more concrete method of machine learning,

to compute the likelihood of the two signals being the product of CDT, as it allows taking

into consideration both the input/output signals and the experimental settings.

Possible Experimentations and Extensions

This methodology allows us to experiment in different ways while investigating cross-device

tracking. Both persona and control pages can be used as input in either of the two types

of devices (mobile or desktop). For example, the personas mechanism can be used to pro-

vide input webpages for visiting only from the mobile device, and control pages only from

the desktop devices. In this case, the browsing signal for the specific persona is inputted

to the ad-ecosystem from the mobile device, and the desktop devices are the recipients of

the output signal. This setup, which purposely does not establish a behavioral profile on

all the user’s devices, aims to reveal cases of device pairing based solely on the IP address

of the devices. By using two devices with the same IP address (a mobile and a desktop),

and establishing a behavioral profile only on one of them (e.g., the mobile device), we can

demonstrate the effect of pairing by detecting cross-device targeted ads on the device that

has not gone under behavioral training (i.e., the desktop).

Alternatively, the method can perform behavioral training on all devices, and measure
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Table 6.1: Behavioral personas generated for emulating user browsing activity.

Persona Category - Description

1 Online Shopping - Accessories, Jewelry.
2 Online Shopping - Fashion, Beauty.
3 Online Shopping - Sports and Accessories.
4 Online Shopping - Health and Fitness.
5 Online Shopping - Pet Supplies.
6 Air Travel.
7 Online Courses and Language Resources.
8 Online Business, Marketing , Merchandising.
9 Browser Games - Online Games.

10 Hotels and Vacations.

the difference in signal recorded between the mobile-desktop and the mobile-baseline

desktop pairs. This experimental setup aims to ease device pairing, as the devices exhibit

similar browsing activity. In effect, this setup blurs the signal inputted to the ad-ecosystem,

by having all devices providing similar inputI. To be able to identify cross-device tracking

under this setup, such an experimentation needs to be executed for a longer period of time,

to collect adequate samples for the signal comparison. Consequently, the method would

compare the cumulative outcome of the user’s desktop (that has the same IP address with

the mobile device) with the baseline desktop PC.

6.1.2 Experimentation and Analysis

A critical part of the methodology is the design and automatic building of realistic user

personas. Each persona has a unique collection of visiting links, that form the set of per-

sona pages. Since we do not know in advance which e-commerce sites are conducting

cross-device campaigns, our personas must cover a wide area of interests.

To generate our personas we use the persona categorization of Carrascosa et al. [88]

for the top 50 personas, and resolve the Google Product Taxonomy1 list until Level 4 to

obtain the related keywords. We do not go deeper than Level 4 (Level 3 for some entries)

of the products, since we want to capture the interests of a user in a more general, descrip-

tive set. We group by the taxonomy keywords based on their content, and form sets of

labels describing the personas. For capturing active ad campaigns we use Google Search,

as it reveals ad campaigns associated with products currently being advertised. That is, if

a user searches for specific keywords (e.g., “men watches”), Google will offer a set of re-

sults, including a list of sponsored links from e-commerce sites and services conducting

campaigns for the terms searched. In this way, we use the keywords set for each persona

1https://www.google.com/basepages/producttype/taxonomy.en-US.txt

https://www.google.com/basepages/producttype/taxonomy.en-US.txt
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and transform them to search queries by appending common string patterns such us “buy,

sell, offers, services”. This procedure is repeated until at least five, and a maximum of ten,

unique domains per persona are collected, on the first four pages of Google Search results.

In parallel, as a sanity check, we monitor the control pages to confirm that the majority of

active campaigns are also active on the control pages, i.e., they deliver ads to those pages

as well. As the effectiveness of a persona is depended on the active ad campaigns, and also

due to the computation overhead involved in creating each persona, in our experiments

we deploy 10 different personas shown in Table 6.1.

Detecting Cross-Device Tracking

Our experimental setup emulates a realistic user behavior browsing frequently about some

specific topics, but in short-lived sessions in her devices. Given that most users do not fre-

quently delete their local browsing state, this setup assumes that the user’s browser keeps

all state, i.e., cookies, cache files, browsing history, etc. This assumption enables track-

ers to identify users easier across their devices, as they have historical information about

these users. In this setup, every experimental run starts with a clean desktop browser pro-

file. The cookies and temporary browser files are stored for the whole duration of the

experimental run. All 10 personas of Table 6.1 are used, while the data collection for each

Persona lasts ∼4 days. The classification results for the Random Forest algorithm are re-

ported in Table 6.2.

We use AUC score as the main metric score in our analysis, since the ad-industry seems

to prefer higher Precision scores over Recall, as the False Positives have greater impact on

the effect of ad-campaigns. As shown in Table 6.2, our methodology achieves high AUC

score for most of the personas, with a maximum value of 0.84. Specifically, the personas

2, 4 and 8 scored highest in AUC, and also in Precision and Recall, whereas persona 6 has

poor performance compared to the others. These results indicate that for high scoring

personas, we successfully captured the active CDT campaigns, but for the personas with

lower scores, there may not be active cross-device tracking campaigns for the period of

the experiments.

The performance variation of CDT over time, based on the average AUC score of our

personas, is shown in Figure 6.2. We observe that there is a higher standard error of mea-

surement in the first few sessions, which is reasonable considering the diverse scoring of

the individual personas, and the underfitting/overfiting behavior of the algorithm. After

session 3, the average AUC score becomes stable, with a slight upward trend during the

last sessions, and the error rate constantly decreases to the point of reaching its minimum

value between sessions 8 and 10 (i.e., ∼12-15 hours). This trend demonstrates that under

this specific setup, the ad-ecosystem is able to correlate the paired devices within a few

hours, and without the need of extensive user browsing activity from the two devices.
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Table 6.2: Performance evaluation for Random Forest.

Persona Precision Recall F1-Score
AUC

C0 C1 C0 C1 C0 C1

1 0.89 0.60 0.57 0.90 0.70 0.72 0.73
2 0.84 0.78 0.81 0.82 0.82 0.80 0.82
3 0.81 0.73 0.78 0.76 0.79 0.74 0.76
4 0.87 0.78 0.87 0.78 0.87 0.78 0.82
5 0.94 0.65 0.68 0.93 0.79 0.76 0.80
6 0.57 0.67 0.81 0.38 0.67 0.48 0.59
7 0.81 0.87 0.89 0.76 0.85 0.81 0.81
8 0.86 0.85 0.89 0.81 0.87 0.83 0.84
9 0.74 0.90 0.91 0.73 0.82 0.81 0.81

10 0.77 0.85 0.81 0.81 0.79 0.83 0.81
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Figure 6.2: Average AUC score and standard error of measurement across the personas,
combining all 4 experimental runs.

Incognito Browsing to the Rescue?

In this experiment we investigate whether it is possible for the user to apply some ba-

sic counter-measures to avoid, or at least reduce the possibility of cross-device tracking,

by removing her browsing state in every new session. For this, we perform experiments

where the traditional tracking mechanisms, i.e., cookies and syncing techniques, cache,

browsing history, etc., are disabled or removed. This setup allows us to emulate incognito

browsing from the user device. We select the first five personas from Table 6.1, which had

the most active ad campaigns, and appeared more promising due to the online shopping

domain of interest. Every desktop executed browsing in a stateless mode, where no cook-

ies or other web data could be stored, while the mobile device executed in stateful mode.
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In general, none of the applied classifiers performed higher than 70% (in all metrics), and

thus we could not clearly extract any significant result. Specifically, the highest AUC score

for personas 1 and 2 was 0.70 with the use of the Random Forest classifier, and for personas

3 and 4 was 0.73 using the Logistic Regression classifier. The worst scoring was recorded

for persona 5, with AUC=0.57, and Precision/Recall scores under 0.50.

Discussion

Through our experiments we were able to trigger CDT trackers into successfully pairing

the emulated users’ devices, which allowed us to verify that CDT is indeed happening, and

measure its effectiveness on different user interests and browsing behaviors. As a basic

counter-measure for the user, we tested the effect of incognito browsing to the CDT perfor-

mance. Browsing in a stateless mode showed a reduced, but not completely removed CDT

effect, as incognito browsing obfuscates somewhat the signal sent to the ad-ecosystem,

but the network access information. Furthermore, when combining data from different

personas, CDT was still prominent even in incognito browsing, which is alarming given

that incognito browsing is one of the main mechanisms used to protect users’ privacy.

Indeed, our data collection was performed across relatively short time periods, in com-

parison to the wealth of browsing data that CDT companies have at their disposal. In fact,

we anticipate that tracking companies collect data about users, devices and browsing be-

haviors for months or years, and even buy data from data brokers, to have the capacity of

cross-device tracking and targeting users with even higher rates. Undoubtedly, CDT has

a significant impact on user privacy, but the actual extent of this tracking paradigm and

its consequences to users is unknown. Our work in this section demonstrates that further

research is needed to identify and understand the privacy risks associated with data gath-

ering and tracking, not only in OSNs but in all users’ online activities.

6.2 Assessing the Behavior of Web Proxies

In the previous section we investigated the extend of cross-device tracking on the Web and

explored whether browsing in incognito mode can sufficiently protect users from such

emerging tracking techniques. Another approach users follow to protect their anonymity

and privacy while browsing the Web is to relay their traffic through a web proxy, for hiding

the originating IP address from the final destination and also for blocking trackers and

ads, if such functionality is supported by the employed proxy (i.e., “privacy-protecting”

proxies). To that end, in the following we present a large-scale analysis we performed for

assessing the behavior of web proxies.

As it is evident from the numerous websites dedicated to providing up-to-date lists

of working web proxies around the world, web proxies are widely used. Besides the URL
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or the pair of IP address and port of each proxy, these lists typically provide information

about the geographic location of the proxy (important for users who want to access con-

tent available only in certain countries), its supported protocols, the last time the proxy

was checked for responsiveness, and even statistics about its uptime and access latency. It

is common for a proxy list website to provide information about hundreds or even thou-

sands of recently checked proxies. Considering that there are numerous independent

proxy list websites, we estimate the number of publicly accessible web proxies to be in

the order of tens of thousands. This conservative estimation is based on the number of

proxies listed in just the top ten proxy list websites returned by a Google search for “HTTP

proxy list” and is indeed, in line with the numbers reported in our study.

The proliferation and widespread use of web proxies necessitates an approach to as-

sess proxies’ behavior, in terms of detecting, understanding and measuring the extent of

content modification by rogue web proxies. The ease of setting up a free online proxy (e.g.,

on a cloud-hosted virtual machine) and registering it on the numerous “proxy list” web-

sites, raises the question of whether miscreants employ these tactics to attract and gain

access to user traffic, and then monetize it or cause further harm. Sporadic evidence so

far has shown that this is indeed happening in various types of network relays, including

VPN servers and anonymity network relays [60,92,133,253], but the extent of the problem

in the front of web proxies remains unknown.

In order to assess the behavior of proxies, we design a methodology for detecting and

analyzing content alteration and code injection attempts. Specifically, we have built a

framework that regularly collects HTTP proxies from several “proxy list” websites, and

tests them using a novel technique based on decoy websites (dubbed honeysites) under

our control. Furthermore, we implement a content modification detection approach that

operates at the level of a page’s DOM tree and a clustering technique for grouping together

cases of content modification that follow similar patterns. In our study we monitored 15

public “proxy list” websites for a period of two months, and systematically collected all the

proxies they offered. This process resulted in 65,871 unique proxies. By sending multiple

probes to each proxy we found that 16,427 never appeared to be alive, and that only 19,473

succeeded in fetching at least one of the requested testing websites. Our results suggest

that 5.15% of the tested proxies perform some form of modification that can be clearly con-

sidered as malicious. The observed modifications included the injection of extra (or the

modification of existing) ads, the inclusion of tracking and fingerprinting libraries, and

the collection of data from social networking services on which the user is already authen-

ticated. Besides that, we also discovered more severe and sophisticated instances of mali-

cious behavior, such as SSL stripping and redirection to servers that have been reported to

host malware. Our analysis demonstrates that while users typically use proxies to preserve

their anonymity and privacy, in reality they put themselves at severe risk.
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6.2.1 Methodology for Testing Proxies

In order to understand and assess the behavior of web proxies we designed a methodology

for systematically collecting web proxies from several proxy list websites and testing them

using two decoy websites (i.e., honeysites) under our control. We have also implemented

a content modification detection technique that compares the DOM tree of the web page

fetched by a proxy to its static template, and a two-level clustering technique that groups

together similar content modification incidents.

To gather a representative set of proxies, we first collected a set of reliable proxy list

websites, and then collected the proxies listed on each website. We began with a Google

search query for “HTTP proxy list” and collected the first 50 results returned. We followed

this approach, as a typical user will most likely use a search engine to find websites offering

proxies. Among these 50 websites, there were some that offer their lists only with a paid

subscription, which we left out. Also, we identified a few cases of almost identical proxy list

websites, which are actually managed by the same entity. For each such case, we decided

to only use the one website that offered the most proxies, as the great majority of the other

websites’ proxies were also included in the considered one. After the above, we ended up

with 15 different popular proxy list websites that included a representative set of the public

proxies available to users at the time of our experiment. We managed to automatically

crawl 10 of the above sites (on a daily basis, for a period of two months), while we manually

collected the proxies from the other five websites (once every 10 days). Lastly, in order to

draw comparisons between public proxies and subscription-based ones, we purchased a

one-month subscription in one such proxy list website, and collected every five days the

proxies it offered. Our efforts resulted in 65,871 unique proxies.

Probing and Testing the Proxies. Through preliminary experimentation we found that

many proxies tend to be slow, mainly due to the high load they have. For this reason, we

decided to attempt testing each proxy multiple times throughout a day, and to set a rather

high timeout interval (180 seconds). However, the multiple attempts to test a proxy, in

combination with the high timeout interval, impose a significant overhead on the system,

which becomes critical as the number of proxies increases. A first step towards avoiding

unnecessary latency overheads, is to identify which proxies are non-responsive for a long

time (i.e., not alive) and avoid attempting to test them at that time. To accomplish that,

we sends a few TCP probes to each proxy in our dataset on a regular basis, in order to

identify which of them are responding to incoming connections. We send such probes to

all proxies in our dataset almost every hour, 22 times per day. If a proxy is found to be alive

by at least one probe, it is included in the set of proxies to be tested that day.

For testing a proxy, our system launches Firefox and requests the testing websites in

parallel. If the testing websites are fetched and rendered correctly, the framework saves

the downloaded web pages for content modification detection and analysis. If a timeout
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occurs and the requested websites have not been fetched, the proxy is added to a queue in

order to be tested again later. In that way we focus our attempts on re-testing proxies that

did not succeed in fetching the test websites.

Use of Honeysites. Conceptually, a simple approach for detecting content modifica-

tion by network relays is to visit a given public web page twice, once connecting directly

and once through the relay, and comparing the fetched content. In practice, however, this

approach is not very effective as (i) parts of the page typically change due to inherently dy-

namic content, such as news updates, time-related information, rotating ads, and various

forms of content personalization, and (ii) the geographic distance between the client and

the proxy may result in differences due to content localization. The complexity of having

to distinguish between legitimate content modification due to the inherent dynamic be-

havior of a fetched web page, and any kind of content modification performed by the web

proxy itself, makes this simple approach prone to false positives. For this reason, we de-

cided to focus on an alternative approach that relies on decoy websites under our control.

Specifically, we deploy two honeysites of different levels of complexity and dependence on

(controllable) third-party content (e.g., ads).

The main difference between our honeysites lies in the degree of dynamic content gen-

erated by the server, and on the third party resources they use. The first honeysite (h1) con-

sists of a simple, completely static web page. The second one (h
2

) is a website created in

WordPress, which contains some JavaScript elements and resources, an iframe that loads

some external content, and three fake ads. The fake ads included in h
2

were created based

on actual source code provided by three popular ad networks: Google AdSense, Media.net

and BuySellAds. We did not actually register for displaying ads from these networks, but

just used the example ad inclusion code snippets they provide and set the publisher’s ID

to a non-existent value. This ensures that the ads will not be rendered, as the requests for

fetching them will typically fail. What is important, however, is that these fake ads look

(from the perspective of the proxy) identical and indistinguishable from legitimate ones.

For testing each proxy, we automatically browse to the honeysites through the proxy

and compare the retrieved content with the original content that was served by our web

server. A benefit of this approach is that, by having control of both ends (i.e., client and

server), we can precisely identify whether any part of the page was modified.

Detecting Content Modification. Detecting content modification by a proxy for the

static honeysite h1 is straightforward, given that its “ground truth” content never changes.

The dynamic content of h
2

however, makes the detection of content modifications more

challenging, as we have to distinguish between changes due to the dynamic content itself

and changes due to potential content injection or modification by the proxy. To achieve

that, we initially download the dynamic honeysite multiple times from a trusted computer

(without using a proxy) and compare its content in order to generate a static template.

Specifically, our approach constructs and traverses the DOM tree of the trusted downloads,
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Figure 6.3: Methodology followed for assessing web proxies.

and compares the DOM elements to identify which elements remain the same between

different downloads. By comparing the DOM elements and their values, we are able to

identify and mark the static and dynamic elements of the honeysite, and therefore to cre-

ate a static version of the honeysite that can be used as a template.

After creating the template of each honeysite, we use an approach similar to the pro-

cess followed for generating the templates themselves, in order to compare the DOM tree

of the websites fetched by proxy to the corresponding template. An overview this method-

ology is presented in Figure 6.3. This approach can effectively identify content modifi-

cation in most cases, as the malicious proxies typically inject new rogue elements or try

to modify existing ones. A limitation, however, of this approach is that it cannot detect

changes in the value of dynamic elements, as these values legitimately change between

different downloads. We can overcome this limitation by carefully selecting the types of

dynamic content to be included in our honeysite, so that it is generated only in a pre-

dictable way. It is noted that our approach takes into consideration the position of each

dynamic element during the generation of the template, and thus, during the compari-

son between the proxy fetched web page with its template, our system expects to identify

specific dynamic elements at particular positions in the page’s DOM tree.

Clustering Content Modification Incidents. After some experimentation we observed

a very large number of proxies that modify the content of the honeysites they fetch, ei-

ther by injecting new elements or by modifying existing ones. To facilitate the analysis of

all the content modification incidents detected, we designed a content modification clus-

tering approach for grouping together instances that follow similar patterns. At first, we

traverse the DOM tree of each download and identify the position and type of all the in-
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Table 6.3: Proxies collected and tested in our experiment

Tested Proxies Content Modifying Proxies
Total Alive Working Total Malicious

65,871 49,444 19,473
7,441

(38.21%)
1,004

(5.15%)

jected elements. Our initial clustering approach categorizes these downloads according

to the difference between the expected DOM element (at a specific position of the DOM

tree according to the template), and the occurring element. After that, for implement-

ing a more fine-grained clustering, we compare the DOM tree of every instance in each

group (i.e., first-level cluster) with all the other modification instances in that particular

group. If the DOM tree of two such instances is exactly the same, which means that the

same elements appear in the same order and have the exact same content, we add them in

the same second-level cluster. It should be noted that during this process we do not take

into account the dynamic elements of the DOM tree, which legitimately change in the

trusted downloads, but we use of form of whitelisting to detect changes in this elements.

Our two-level clustering approach minimizes the effort needed for manually analyzing

the observed content modification incidents, as we only need to manually inspect a few

downloads from each cluster to understand that particular proxy behavior.

6.2.2 Analysis of Web Proxies’ Behavior

Our collection process resulted in 65,871 unique proxies in total. Interestingly, from the

49,444 proxies that appeared at some point to be alive, after responding to some of the

probes, only 19,473 (38.38%) succeeded in fetching the requested testing websites when

tested (we refer to them as “properly working” proxies). By following the previously de-

scribed methodology for detecting content modification, we observed that 7,441 proxies

(38.21% of the properly working ones) altered the content of the retrieved web page in

some way. As the HTML DOM tree of the fetched pages may be modified by a proxy for

various legitimate reasons, the observation of a modification event does not necessarily

mean that the tested proxy is malicious, or that its actions can negatively impact the user.

The main type of content alteration we observed was due to “privacy-protecting” proxies

that block trackers and ads that exist in the retrieved page. After employing our cluster-

ing method and manually inspecting all the clusters, we identified in total 1,004 (5.15%)

proxies that performed some form of malicious or unwanted modifications.

The number of proxies collected from each proxy list website, as well as the percent-

age of proxies that were found to be malicious, are presented in Figure 6.4. It is observed

that the websites that impose some restrictions with regards to automatic crawling, from
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Figure 6.4: Total number of proxies collected from each proxy list website.

which we collected proxies manually (i.e.,M1–M5), have a higher fraction of properly work-

ing proxies, compared to the automatically crawled websites (i.e., A1–A10). Our tests sug-

gest that 53% to 63% of the proxies in these websites succeeded in fetching the requested

web pages, and that around 2% to 4% of the proxies in these websites are malicious. On

the other hand, for the automatically crawled proxy list websites, we observe lower per-

centages of working proxies, in general, and proxy list websites such as A
3

, A
5

and A
9

that

have very few malicious proxies (i.e., less than 1%), while others reach 6% and 7%.

Two notable cases of proxy list websites that interestingly present contrary behavior

are A1 and A
9

. The former listed and provided more proxies than any other visited web-

site (23,262), but had the lowest percentage of working proxies (26.4%), and the highest

percentage of malicious ones (7.08%). On the other hand, A
9

offered only 2,354 proxy dur-

ing the two month period of our experiment (i.e., second lowest) but impressively, 88.9%

of them were found to be working properly, and less than 1% were found to be malicious.

These observations lead to the assumption that the former website focuses on having a

large volume of proxies, possibly by collecting and listing proxies that appear in other web-

sites, while the latter makes more efforts to only provide highly reliable proxies.

For being able to draw comparisons between free public web proxies and proxies ac-

quired from a paid service, and for detecting if they exhibit significantly different behav-

iors, we bought a one-month subscription from a proxy list website that claims to own over

50 thousand proxies. As we gained access to the site’s proxy lists for a month, we visited

it six times in total, every five days, and collected all the proxies offered (S1 in Figure 6.4).

We discovered that, in reality, this website provided only about two thousand proxies each
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time it was visited, and claimed that only these proxies were available at the time of visit.

In total, we collected only 7,436 proxies from the subscription-based website, and interest-

ingly, only 3,278 of them were not already included in our set. Furthermore, regarding the

malicious proxies detected in the free and subscription-based websites, we did not iden-

tify any significant differences in the modifications they perform, and in general, in the

behavior they exhibit. Specifically, for the proxies collected from the subscription-based

website, we identified modifications in accordance to all the different high-level classes of

malicious behavior that is presented in the following.

Generic Categorization of Rogue Behavior

In the following we focus our analysis on the malicious proxies we have detected and thor-

oughly discuss about the types of content modification and injection these proxies per-

form on users’ relayed traffic. We categorize content modification incidents according to

well-defined malicious behaviors and we discuss the semantic nature of each injection.

Advertisements. Malicious proxies often inject ads in the websites they fetch. We visu-

ally inspected a random subset of the malicious proxies’ downloads for determining what

type of ads they inject. Several ads are displayed in a language compatible with the proxy’s

geographical location, while sometimes ads can be displayed in a language compatible

with the client’s location. Certain ads exercise a legitimate behavior, without tricking the

user into clicking them. However, some of them completely cover the target website, while

others are much more aggressive, e.g., embedding videos from YouTube. For example,

Fyne.in covers the whole page and displays video messages, while several others display

fake rewards and alerts instructing the users to fix their infected computer. A fraction of

the ads embed adult content and services for meeting people at the client’s geographical

area. We randomly clicked some of the injected ads and found that some of them redirect

to malware distributing sites that have been already blocked by Google safe browsing.

Tracking. We recorded all the requests to third parties with Firefox and Firebug. We

observed that these parties typically set third party cookies to the users’ browser. In some

cases, cookies share the same ID, which indicates that third parties are cooperating to track

the user through cookie syncing [121]. Also, some proxies were found to inject JavaScript

from Mixpanel 2, which is used to track the actions of the user in the visited websites.

Fingerprinting. Malicious proxies often attempt to maintain tabs open on the user’s

browser for launching fingerprinting attacks. We identified certain injected content that

make requests to third parties such as advedia360.com, which emits JavaScript in the

HTML code of the page that uses fingerprintjs2 3. Fingerprintjs2 is a well known library

for identifying web browsers with a high accuracy. In a similar fashion, proxies that per-

2https://mixpanel.com/
3https://github.com/Valve/fingerprintjs2
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form canvas fingerprinting [190] were also detected.

Privacy leakage. Malicious proxies inject scripts, which once rendered, trigger requests

to third-parties for exfiltrating sensitive user information. This information may include

static fields like geo-location data, or may be the outcome of a fingerprinting methodology.

For example, we found many instances of an injection that emits requests to particular

third parties affiliated with the ad market, specifically to BlueKai and Eyeota.com, which

are a data management platform and a data supplier. We also uncovered injection libraries

that target sensitive user information that exists in certain pages the user possibly visits,

as well as JavaScript that harvests e-mails and phone numbers. In rare cases, we identified

scripts that search for specific DOM elements of popular web pages (like QZone, a Chinese

social network) for extracting very sensitive information, such as the user’s blood type. An-

other example is a proxy that embeds search forms from booking.com and google.com in

the fetched website, and then tracks whatever information the user used them for. Thus,

without doubt, malicious proxies pose a severe threat for users’ privacy.

Malware. Several injected libraries contain JavaScript code that triggers requests to-

wards sites that are blacklisted and blocked by Google safe browsing. Upon inspection we

found that malicious proxies often attempt to land malware on the user’s host or redirect

the browser to a drive-by download page [211].

We summarize all the different types of injections performed by malicious proxies in

Figure 6.5. We have grouped injections according to the high-level semantic goal of the

malicious proxy. If the injections of a proxy belong to multiple high-level categories, this

proxy is counted in all the respective categories. As shown in Figure 6.5, we have discov-
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Table 6.4: Number of proxies that inject code for sending information and fetching re-
sources from specific third party domains.

Domain Proxies

1 tongji.baidu.com 556
2 cfs.uzone.id 140
3 a01.uadexchange.com 124
4 up.filmkaynagi.com 113
5 a.akamaihd.net 109
6 urlvalidation.com 107
7 i.qkntjs.info 106
8 adnotbad.com 106
9 ratexchange.net 105
10 i.tonginjs.info 105
11 www.onclickcool.com 104
12 agm.abounddinged.com 104
13 yellow-elite.men 103
14 qnp.demisedcolonnaded.com 102
15 intext.nav-links.com 102
16 www.tr553.com 101
17 ruu.outputsteddy.com 101
18 s.lm15d.com 74
19 rtax.criteo.com 72
20 www.donation-tools.org 69

ered 472 malicious proxies that inject ads in the page served to the user. Some of these

ads are fetched from legitimate ad networks, while others serve more devious purposes

(e.g., redirect to unsafe sites). We consider that a proxy is tracking user’s information if it

attempts to extract information regarding the device, the OS or the browser of the user, as

well as user’s personal information (e.g., name, e-mail, address). Such behavior can be de-

tected by looking for injected JavaScript code that extracts information about the language

and timezone of the user, the user agent, system language, platform, plugins, dimensions

of the screen, device pixel ratio, color depth and others. We also include cases where the

proxies use well known tools like fingerprintjs. We discovered 392 proxies guilty of this

behavior. We also identified JavaScript code for tracking keyboard and mouse movements,

and for setting and reading cookies, by 157 and 152 malicious proxies respectively. More-

over, we identified 118 proxies that make requests to sites that are blocked by Google’s safe

browsing, potentially for installing malware on the user’s machine.

Resources Fetched from Third Parties

In order to track the culprits of the identified injections we executed in a controlled envi-

ronment the JavaScript code that was injected by malicious proxies in the websites they

fetched, in an automated way, and monitored the resources fetched from third-party do-
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mains. In addition, we used a whitelist containing the domains we expected to be con-

tacted by our honeysites, thus identifying which requests were sent due to malicious in-

jected code and which ones due to the legitimate dynamic functionality. Two limitation we

encountered during this analysis are: (1) some of the domains/resources were no longer

available and (2) our whitelist had the domains of the fake ad networks we used, which

means that requests from proxy-injected content to these domains would be ignored.

By following this approach, we were able to collect information regarding all the do-

mains to which the injected code sends requests, as well as the IP addresses that cor-

respond to these domains. In Table 6.4 we present a list that contains the Top-20 most

contacted domains, as a result of malicious injected code. In total we observed requests

towards more than 362 different domains. Additionally, we identified that 181 domains

were contacted by five or more malicious proxies. We identified 98 domains that were con-

tacted only by a single proxy each, while for the most popular domain (tongji.baidu.com),

requests were sent by content that was injected from 556 different malicious proxies.

Content-dependent Injections

After following the methodology described in Section 6.2.1 for detecting malicious prox-

ies and documenting their behavior, we wanted to investigate if their behavior changes

according to the content of the website they fetch. By comparing the domains each proxy

repeatedly (i.e., more than once) requests for each honeysite, we found that 37 proxies re-

quest 63 domains in total for (h
2

) but not for (h1). This behavior confirms our suspicion

that some proxies change their behavior depending on the content they encounter. More

specifically, we detected 10 proxies that injected a domain inside the iframe of the AdSense

ad for (h
2

) but not in the static honeysite h1. It seems that this injection tries to insert an

ad at the specific place where the AdSense ad should have normally been.

In order to investigate in more detail the behavior of malicious proxies in regards to

the already existing ads, we used a script to automatically detect whether they attempt to

modify the advertising IDs of any of the fake ads we had in our dynamic honeysite (h
2

).

We detected two such proxies, which targeted our advertisement from Media.net, and suc-

cessfully changed our fake publisher’s ID with theirs. This modifications performed 9 and

11 times respectively. The first proxy even used two different publisher’s IDS, on different

occasions. Interestingly these proxies did not inject anything else on the particular testing

website, or the other testing website.

However, surprisingly, they did not always perform the ID replacement in (h
2

). The

first one injected the Media.net iframe for nine days in a row and then, the next two days

fetched the page without any modifications. The second malicious proxy was fetching

an unmodified version of the testing website for 18 days, without performing any con-

tent modification, and then suddenly started modifying the ID of the existing ad. This
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modification happened for 11 days in a row, and then, for the remaining period of our ex-

periment, it was acting entirely as a benign proxy, not performing any modifications. To

that end, we investigated if any other proxies in our dataset act in a similar way, and we

detected that 41 (4.08%) of the malicious proxies do not always perform injections or mod-

ifications, but only exhibit such a malicious behavior sporadically, probably in an effort to

avoid being detected.

6.3 Discussion

While the dissertation focuses on exploring privacy loss in OSNs, in this chapter we ex-

tended our work towards investigating users’ privacy in the context of the Web. Specifically,

we investigated how probabilistic cross-device tracking is performed, in order to under-

stand its mechanics and the factors that affect its performance. With our experimentation

we explored whether the common practice of incognito browsing can effectively prevent

tracking the users across different devices. Our results show that incognito browsing can

reduce the accuracy of cross-device tracking to a degree, but that it cannot completely

prevent trackers from associating the different devices of the user. This shows that users’

privacy is at risk even when incognito mode is used for browsing the web.

Also, as users resort in various mechanisms to protect their anonymity and privacy

apart from incognito browsing, in this chapter we conducted a large-scale study to as-

sess the behavior of one type of such mechanisms, namely web proxies. To that end, we

designed a methodology for collecting a large number of proxies from popular proxy list

websites and testing them with decoy websites under our control. Our analysis revealed

that more than 5% of the tested proxies clearly exhibit malicious behavior, that not only

threatens users’ privacy, but in many cases can lead to severe security issues such as a full

system’s compromise.

The work presented in this chapter demonstrates that the problem of privacy extends

to all online activities of users, not only in OSNs, and that in many cases traditional mech-

anisms employed for protecting users are not sufficient for this task. Our work in this

chapter works as a cautionary tale for users and the privacy research community, demon-

strating the need to explore privacy in various different contexts and environments, and

to design more effective protection mechanisms.
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Chapter 7

Related Work

In this chapter we present the related work that is most directly related to the approaches

and mechanisms proposed in this dissertation (i.e., Chapters 3, 4 and 5). More specifi-

cally, we present the related work regarding the inference of users’ key locations and geo-

location privacy, as well as the related work about access control mechanisms in OSNs. In

the latter we focus on the case of collective resource management and approaches for han-

dling privacy conflicts among the associated users. It is noted though, that in this chapter

we only present the most directly related works, as a more extensive review of the proposed

approaches in this area is presented in the Background (i.e., Chapter 2).

7.1 Privacy Loss due to Location Information

Prior work has proposed many approaches for identifying users’ home and work locations.

These approaches range from inspecting the social graph of the user to studying check-ins

and precise geo-location data. A survey study about the main approaches can be found

in [263]. As most of the users do not geotag their tweets (it is evident in Figure 3.3, right

subplot), previous work has also tried to infer home locations based on tweet content [98,

183, 221] or other information like social ties [93, 130] or check-in behavior [168]. Towards

that direction, Gu et al. [130] and Li et al. [168] proposed models that use and combine

signals from social relationships and check-in data for identifying users’ home location.

However, these studies can only infer users’ key locations with a very coarse granularity

(i.e., city level, or even more coarse), and typically have broad coverage. Furthermore,

such approaches cannot explore the case of inference of sensitive information from other

visited location points, like we do in Chapter 3, as they cannot obtain such information.

7.1.1 Location Inference

In a study that investigated human mobility patterns, Cho et al. [100] considered geo-

graphic cells of 625km2, and considered a home location to be the average position of the

25km x 25km cell with the most check-ins. Pontes et al. [210] used Foursquare check-ins
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and correctly inferred the home city of around 78% of the analyzed users within 50 kilo-

meters. In another study, Cheng et al. [99] investigated temporal characteristics of users’

mobility patterns and found that users typically adopt periodic behaviors, for example

visiting the same place after around 24, 48 hours etc., and also after 168 hours (i.e., one

week).

By considering that users are located at their home at night and near their office during

working hours, Liu et al. [176] clustered the check-ins performed at night and during office

hours for inferring home and work locations. This approach was able to identify the key

locations of 68% of the users within a distance of 2.5 km. Similar approaches were also fol-

lowed by Luo et al. [179] and Hu et al. [143], which used different timeframes for capturing

activity during night and detecting the home locations of users. Specifically, Hu et al [143]

used sparse and noisy geo-location data (i.e., tweets posted during a one-month period)

and with the various approaches they tested they were able to infer the home locations

of 71%-76% of the active users. Efstathiades et al. [112] also followed a similar approach

for detecting users’ home and work at a postcode granularity, using three Twitter datasets

from the Netherlands, London, and the Los Angeles county. Given that the average size of

a postal code area in LA is approximately 14.66km2 and includes over 37K residents (our

calculations are based on data from [3]), it is evident that postcode-level granularity is still

very coarse. Also, our techniques result in significantly higher precision as shown by our

experimental comparison.

Apart from our methodology outperforming previously proposed techniques (as shown

in Chapter 3.4), our experimental evaluation and comparative study was conducted on a

ground truth dataset that is significantly more complete and fine-grained than the datasets

used in prior studies. In detail, the ground truth constructed in [112] was at a postcode

level, while Cheng et. al [99] did not actually verify their home selection with some form

of ground truth. Similarly, in [100] the authors constructed a ground truth using 25x25km

cells and stated that “manual inspection shows that this infers home locations with 85% ac-

curacy” but did not include more details on how that was done. Furthermore, the datasets

in [143, 164, 173] all contained only home locations, with the dataset by Lin et al. [173] be-

ing based solely on the visual inspection of the GPS data points. While in [143] the authors

also relied on manual inspection of tweet content for identifying the home locations, that

process was conducted by Amazon Mechanical Turk workers who were only shown a sub-

set of five tweets from a cluster, whereas our manual inspection was conducted collectively

on the entirety of tweets assigned to each cluster.

7.1.2 De-Anonymization of Users

The problem of identifying key locations has also been explored in different settings, e.g.,

using continuous GPS data collected from receivers in cars [164] or wearables [171]. Golle
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and Partridge built upon these findings and explored how users can be identified from

different granularities of anonymized census data [124]. De Montjoye et al. [109] explored

the uniqueness of user mobility patterns in a 15-month dataset for 1.5M people, and found

that four coarse-grained spatiotemporal points can uniquely differentiate 95% of the indi-

viduals within the set. Previously, Chong et al. [232] reported a 93% predictability in mo-

bility by measuring the entropy of users’ trajectories. Rossi et al. [220] demonstrated the

feasibility of identifying users within mobility traces by using movement data including

speed, direction and distance of travel and found that as little as two location points may

be sufficient to uniquely identify users.

In a very recent work, Pyrgelis et al. [212] tried to identify how many location points are

needed to uniquely match a mobility trace to an anonymous user, how spatio-temporal

obfuscation affects the matching quality, and how the location popularity and time of

the location data point influence de-anonymization. The findings of this work demon-

strate that, in general, human mobility patterns are highly unique. They show that just

3-4 anonymous location points within the time frame of one day are sufficient to uniquely

identify the mobility trace of a particular user among tens of millions of other users. They

also found that users that expose less popular locations can be identified more easily than

others that expose data points at popular locations. In addition, the authors show that

location data points that were posted during the working hours of the day can contribute

more to the identification and de-anonymization of the user.

7.1.3 User Behavior Regarding Location Sharing

Prior work also explored how users interact with others and disclose location data, and the

feasibility of social-tie inference. Liccardi et al. [172] explored how different ways of visu-

alizing data affected users in inferring the type of a location (home, work, etc). In another

study, Ahern et al. [54] investigated how users select the privacy settings for uploaded pho-

tos, and found that users are more likely to set as private photos that are taken at frequently

photographed locations while tending to set photos from less frequented locations public.

This is in accordance with the work by Pyrgelis et al. [212], which shows that exposing less

popular location data points can ease identification of the user, compared to exposing

popular locations.

Furthermore, Consolvo et al. [102] found that users were willing to disclose exact loca-

tions, but that study focused on a different setting where users were asked about sharing

information with friends, family and colleagues as opposed to the general public. Tang et

al. [243] identified how users adapt their location sharing behavior within social networks

and explored the different ways and levels of granularity at which users decide to share

their location under different hypothetical scenarios. They found that purpose-driven lo-

cation sharing has significant differences compared to social-driven sharing, in terms of
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users’ sharing decisions, their privacy strategies and the amount of information leaked. To

that end, they show that a non-trivial amount of location information is leaked in social-

driven sharing.

Cheng et al. [99] conducted a large-scale study of location data and studied mobil-

ity patterns and the correlation between check-ins and message content and sentiment.

Sadilek et al. [224] proposed a probabilistic human mobility model for predicting users’

social links and locations. That model considers users who disclose GPS coordinates as

noisy sensors for inferring the location of their friends. Also, Backes et al. [62] have re-

cently developed an approach for inferring social relationships from users’ mobility data.

7.2 Access Control Mechanisms In OSNs

The problem of privacy loss in OSNs has been studied extensively during the last years.

There is an extremely large body of work investigating the existing access control models

and mechanisms and proposing new ones in order to solve this problem (i.e., [78, 81, 83,

84, 86, 94–96, 119, 152, 153, 185, 200, 235]). All such mechanisms intent to protect users’

privacy from other, possibly malicious, users by enabling them to specify which pieces of

their information and data will be accessible by whom. The most prominent and effective

access control approaches in the context of OSNs are the relationship-based (e.g., [86,119])

and the rule-based ones (e.g., [78, 153, 235]).

The Relationship-based Access Control model (ReBAC) was first proposed by Carmi-

nati et al. [86] and Fong [119]), but many works such as [81,83,84,95] have extended and/or

refined the basic ReBAC model and used it as a building block for designing other more

expressive access control mechanism. This model is a trust based model, by the means

that user relationships are characterized by a trust value t_val ∈ [0, 1] that represents the

strength of the relationship between two associated OSN users. According to the basic

ReBAC model, a condition is represented by the tuple: 〈u, type, t_val, dist〉, and determines

that an access requesting user can be authorized to be granted access to the resource only

if she has a relationship with the user u (typically the owner), of type type, with minimum

trust value t_val and distance of less than dist hops. An access control rule consists of one

or more such conditions, and access is granted to a requesting user if all the conditions of

the rule are satisfied during the evaluation process.

With regards to rule-based access control approaches, Klemperer et al. [153] investi-

gated whether organizational tags can be used for access control. Specifically, this work

proposed a mechanism that allows users to annotate their resources (i.e., photos) with

descriptive and semantically meaningful tags, and to specify access control rules based

on these tags. Squicciarini et al. [235] proposed an adaptive mechanism for classifying

photos according to their content, and then predicting acceptable policies based on user’s

previous access control rules. This work uses previously uploaded photos, and their ac-
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cess control rules, for classifying each new photo and generating an access control rule

that will be considered as acceptable by the uploader. The advantage of this approach is

that the prediction is adaptive, and it is formed according to previous behavior of the user.

Al Bouna et al. proposed a system that can protect multimedia objects [78], which was

later refined and used specifically for photos [79]. The authors of these works have de-

signed a security model and built a security rule specification toolkit that uses the SWRL

language for specifying content-based access control rules. Their prototype has the abil-

ity to hide faces among others, similarly to the approaches proposed in this dissertation.

However, Al Bouna et al.’s approach does not seperates the access control from the conflict

resolving mechanism. Importantly, this approach does not allow each depicted individual

to set his/her own rules, but only the uploader. When two or more rules are conflicting, a

security administrator is required to set priority values on the execution of the rules. This,

of course, is not feasible at the large scale of an OSN.

He et al. proposed in [135] and [136] a system for Privacy Preserving Partial Image

Sharing, following the based idea we proposed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 of this disserta-

tion. The system proposed by He et al. splits an image into one public region and several

private regions, and uses a security key to protect each private region. It then proposed

that the encrypted private regions and the public region are all stored in a cloud service

or a photo-sharing platform. According to this approach, the owner of the photo can dis-

tribute security keys to other users through secure channels, and a user with one or more

keys can decrypt (some of) the corresponding private regions encrypted by the keys she

has obtained. While this approach looks very similar to the collaborative multi-party ac-

cess control model we proposed in Chapter 5 at a first glance, in reality it cannot effectively

protect the privacy of all the users associated with a photo. This is because the encryption

keys are managed and shared by the photo owner, who essentially is responsible for con-

trolling access to the photo and its private regions.

With regards to threshold-based secret sharing, which is utilized in our collaborative

multi-party access control mechanism presented in Chapter 5, two other works propose

utilization of secret sharing in the context of OSNs. The first work, by Ali et al. [58], consid-

ers that a set of shares are created and distributed to the contacts of the data owner, which

are then used for the purposes of access control. The second work, by Aberer et al. [248]

investigated the use of a secret sharing in a decentralized OSN for the purpose of allowing

users to back their private keys up reliably.

7.2.1 Privacy Conflicts and Collective Resource Management

Besmer at al. [73, 74] was among the first who identified and investigated the problem of

conflicting user interests in OSNs, and highlighted the lack of mechanisms that would al-

low users associated with a collective resource to control to whom this resource is shared.
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The authors studied the behavior of users regarding photo sharing applications and iden-

tified the reasons users choose to tag or un-tag a photo. During their study the authors

demonstrated a simple prototype that obfuscates faces, in an attempt to initiate a discus-

sion about user privacy and photo ownership. Their findings highlighted user concerns

in regards to the visibility of images and the lack of effective access control mechanisms.

Interestingly, they found that the participants of their study were often aware of specific

individuals or groups of people who they were concerned of seeing an unwanted photo

of them (typically family members), and less concerned about strangers. Furthermore,

their results argue that users are interested in shaping their identity, in order to manage

impressions and avoid exposing situations they are not comfortable with.

In a follow-up work [75], Besmer et al. proposed a “negotiation” tool that allows each

tagged user to send an out-of-band request to the photo uploader for restricting particular

users from accessing the photo. However, with this approach it remains entirely up to

the uploader to accept or reject a user’s request. Thus, even though users can somehow

contribute in the access control process by sending a request with their preference, this

does not solve the problem, as the access control policy is specified solely by the uploader.

Another work that highlighted the lack of a multi-party access control mechanisms in

OSNs was presented by Thomas et al. [244]. In this work the authors identified different

scenarios where conflicting privacy settings between friends reveal information that at

least one user intended to remain private. In order to identify the extent of the problem

the authors formalized multi-party privacy and created a language that reveals undesired

exposures. According to this approach, each user associated with the resource specifies

her exposure policy that determines which users are allowed to access the content. The au-

dience is then determined according to the owner’s policy with the restriction that no user

that violates any of the associated users’ exposure policies is allowed to be given access to

the resource. In a sense, this approach requires an “agreement” between the owner and

the associated users for granting someone access to a resource. However, this approach

can be considered as very strict and far from usable, as it limits significantly the potential

audience and hence affects the social utility of OSNs. In addition to that, the proposed

mechanism can be possibly overruled by an associated user that has the intention to re-

strict all the other users from accessing a resource.

Squicciarini et al. [234] followed a game theoretic perspective and modeled the process

of collaborative privacy management as a design problem. This approach maps the col-

laborative policy specification to an auction (i.e., voting scheme) based on the Clarke-Tax

mechanism [101], which selects the privacy policy that maximizes social utility. According

to this scheme, users indicate their privacy preferences and their perceived importance

of the expressed preferences, and the mechanism determines which policy is the most

proper. This approach has the same problem as Thomas et al.s’, as a small group of mali-

ciously motivated users can enforce their own privacy preferences over those of others.
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Hu et al. [141] designed a collaborative privacy management mechanism to support

the specification and enforcement of multi-party privacy policies. According to this ap-

proach each co-owner of a resource specifies her access control policy according to the

ReBAC model, by specifying a sensitivity level for the resource and a minimum trust value

for the users allowed to access it. When a user tries to access a resource, the policies of all

co-owners are evaluated, and if the co-owners disagree on whom the data should be ex-

posed to (i.e., a privacy conflict) a conflict resolution mechanism decides if access should

be granted or not by quantifying privacy risk and sharing loss. The approach proposed

in [142], which is the closest to our work in Chapter 5, proposed a threshold-based collab-

orative authorization scheme. However, this scheme allows the data owner to select the

conflict resolution strategy that has to be followed, which gives him more power over the

other associated users and enables overwriting their preferences.

In a very recent work, Olteanu et al. [196] builds on our work that is presented in Chap-

ters 4 and 5 in order to design a system that enables consensual and privacy-preserving

sharing of photos in OSNs. Their system, similarly to ours, employs image processing to

enable users implement face-level fine-grained access control on collective/group photos.

In a similar work, Such and Criado [240] proposed an adaptive computational mecha-

nism for solving conflicts in OSNs. This mechanism takes into consideration the privacy

preferences of each associated user and determines if a conflict between two or more users

exists. In the case of a conflict, the mechanism considers each user’s preferred sensitivity

for the object, and the relationship strength of the relationship each one has with the user

trying to access the object, and estimates the willingness of each user to accept applying a

different action from the preferred one. In general, this mechanism estimates which nego-

tiating users are more probable to concede and suggests to allow/deny access accordingly.

In another work, Rajtmajer et al. [215] proposed a social-energy minimizing game ap-

proach for modeling the privacy-related decisions of users. For assigning a privacy setting

to a resource shared among multiple users, the authors consider that the users are fully

rational in regards to resource sharing, and establish a utility function that captures users’

comfort in sharing that particular resource, and the peer pressure imposed by other users,

making them more interested in coming to consensus. The notion of peer pressure in

this work can be loosely considered as the trust level users have toward each other when

sharing content and establishing privacy settings.

A comprehensive survey regarding the existing access control approaches for collab-

orative data sharing can by found in [197]. However, a general comment about the ap-

proaches in this area is that even if these approaches enable users to come into consensus

and specify an “acceptaple” access control policy, this policy does not always reflect the

preferences of all users, but those of the majority. At the end of the day, some users have

to compromise, and accept the privacy preferences and decisions of others. This is why

fine-grained mechanisms, like the ones we propose in this dissertation, are in need.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Summary

In this dissertation we show that user privacy in OSNs is still at risk, despite the efforts

and strong demand by users and the research community towards the adoption of more

privacy-oriented policies and mechanisms. While the situation is better than what it used

to be during the first years of OSNs, there are still unsolved issues that put users at severe

risk. In this dissertation we explore the problems that arise from OSNs’ poorly-conceived

data management and sharing policies, and the mechanisms employed for conflict reso-

lution and collective resource management.

At first, we explore the policies implemented by Twitter for the collection, manage-

ment and sharing of users’ geo-location information. Until recently, Twitter was automati-

cally attaching precise geo-location information to users’ tweets, even if those tweets have

been posted by users with a coarse granularity, and made available through the Twitter’s

publicly accessible API. Although Twitter recently adopted a more privacy-oriented policy

than enables users to decide attaching precise geo-location information on a per-tweet

basis, these historical geo-location information is still available through its API.

To explore the privacy risks users face due to these policies, we design LPAuditor, a sys-

tem that infers users’ home and work locations at a postal address granularity. Our system

also infers other sensitive places the user has previously visited, which can possibly reveal

sensitive information not explicitly disclosed by the user. Apart from having the finest pos-

sible granularity, our key location inference techniques outperform the state-of-the-art

approaches of prior works by 18.9%-91.6% for homes and 8.7%-21.8% for workplaces, re-

spectively. The results of this work, apart from highlighting the risks that arise from the

disclosure of such fine-grained location information, demonstrate that users are very cau-

tious about disclosing such information when given control by the underlying system.

In the dissertation we also explore the problem of privacy loss due to conflicts of in-

terest between OSN users and the lack of proper mechanisms for collective resource man-

agement. To that end, we conduct an initial user study in order to explore the behavior

of users with regards to tagging, and to identify different cases of conflicts of interest that
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may possibly result to a much larger audience from the one that was intended. Then, we

design and demonstrate a novel face-level fine-grained access control mechanism that al-

lows each user associated with a collective photo to control the exposure of her own face.

Through another user study we investigate whether users are aware of the privacy prob-

lems that arise from conflicts of interest and whether they are willing to adopt such a fine-

grained access control mechanism. The results of our study show that users are oblivious

of such cases of privacy conflicts, and that they are indeed cautious about their privacy

and eager to adopt mechanisms like the proposed one.

As in many cases user privacy is put in jeopardy by service providers’ unrestricted ac-

cess to user personal information and data, we go a step further and design a decentral-

ized collaborative multi-party access control mechanism. Apart from solving the problem

of conflicts of interest between the associated users and enabling collective resource man-

agement, this mechanism also protects users’ data from being accessed and processed by

the service provider and third parties. Our mechanism requires the users associated with

a collective resource to collaborate for the specification and enforcement of the resource’s

access control policy, ensuring that none of the users can enforce her own preferences over

those collectively specified by the majority. Additionally, we extend this threshold-based

collaborative scheme to implement face-level fine-grained access control, enabling each

user to control the visibility of her own face.

Finally, since the problem of privacy goes far beyond OSNs, in an effort to put our work

into a more generic perspective, we perform a brief exploration of the problem of privacy

in the context of the Web. Specifically, we investigate whether two commonly adopted

mechanisms, namely the use of web proxies and browsing in incognito mode, are suffi-

cient in protecting user privacy and anonymity while browsing the web.

8.2 Directions for Future Work

We have discussed in the previous chapters the limitations of our work and we outlined

possible solutions that can be explored as part of future work. In the following we summa-

rize the steps we plan to follow in order to extend the work presented in this dissertation.

Geo-location Inference.
Points Of Interest (POI). In the Twitter-based study (Chapter 3) we observe a massive

reduction in tweets with GPS coordinates after the introduction of Twitter’s more privacy-

oriented policy, which enable users to explicitly choose whether to include GPS coordi-

nates in their tweets or not. However, the new geo-location policy of Twitter introduced

the “point of interest” location labels. These labels cover areas from very coarse (e.g., “Cen-

tral Park”) to fine-grained (e.g., “Starbucks”). Even though it is harder to place users at

those locations, since the tweet may be about that place instead of at that place [12], the

disclosure of such information may still affect user privacy in some cases. We plan to ex-
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plore POI-based privacy leakage in a future work.

Key Location Inference. Our inference heuristics have been designed according to intu-

itive assumptions regarding common human behavior and legislative norms (e.g., 8-hour

shifts) in the US (location of our study’s users) and many other countries (e.g., in the Euro-

pean Union). While highly effective, these heuristics may require tweaking for countries

with vastly different social norms or legislature, which we plan to explore in a future work.

Online Services’ APIs.

In Chapter 3 we examined the policies behind Twitter’s API, which types of data it pro-

vides to users and third parties (i.e., location data), and how this data puts users’ privacy at

risk. The development of the Web and the emergence of online services and OSNs offers

an abundance of APIs for providing user data and information. However, the policies that

govern the functionality and restrictions of all these APIs, with regards to the collection

and sharing of user data, are largely unexplored. Although some services, like Facebook,

have recently adopted privacy-oriented policies for their APIs, this did not solve the prob-

lem completely, as was made clearly evident by the recent revelations of various privacy

damaging incidents [40, 49]. We plan to extend our work in the direction of exploring in

depth the policies behind various APIs offered by other popular services and OSNs, in an

effort to further push them towards refining their policies.

Face-level Access Control.

User Removal. In the user study presented in Chapter 4, participants were able to only

guess the identity of 12.6% of the users. While the currently proposed approach offers

a significant step towards a more privacy-preserving sharing of content within OSNs, we

plan to explore methods to further improve effectiveness. Specifically, we plan to explore

the feasibility of completely removing the depicted user from the presented photo. A large

body of work has demonstrated effective techniques for automatically removing objects

from images and reconstructing the affected region (e.g. [72, 104]) with performance suit-

able for processing big data [257]. Thus, after the user’s body/pose is identified [231], the

photo can be processed to completely remove him/her.

Collateral Inference. Even with our face-level access control mechanism in place, a

user’s identity might be inferred from information that is found in the photo’s comments.

As such, further exploration is required for determining the extensibility of the proposed

mechanism to also handle comments associated with a photo.

Collaborative Access Control.

Privacy-Preserving Path Discovery. Our threshold-based collaborative access control

model currently considers that user relationships are stored by the service provider (OSN).

This implementation allows requesters to easily discover indirect multi-hop relationships

among users. However, this also allows a requester to become aware of the intermediate

users in the path, which is a non-desirable side effect of the current design. We plan to
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extend our work with protocols that support privacy-preserving path discovery, such as

those presented in [187, 255].

Global Reputation System. A shareholder is chosen according to her relationship trust

value with one of the users that are associated with the resource, as specified in this co-

owner’s selection rules. Since this trust value describes the relationship among two users,

and not the global status and trustworthiness of the user in reference, we plan to comple-

ment our system with a global reputation mechanism to be used in conjunction with the

relationship trust values for defining the selection rules.
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